AfiOcttiBrmrnts.

The Burrill National Bank
OK
Authorized

to con-met

<*CW

business October 24, lss7, tlie pioneer National Hank
of Kllsworth, Maine.

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
am. CORPORATIONS. AM) OFFER
EVERY
WITH SAFE
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT'
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.

FIRMS

('nm-onmlent*. National Shawimit Hank
menial Bank, Albany, New Turk.

INSURANCE
To Ortt ri'sTOUKHS :
We are pleased to state that we

of

AllVKKTlRKNfNrs

WKKK.

THIS

The

J A Thompson— Horse, harness and carriage
for sale.
Bar Harbor and Union River Power Co—
Stockholders’ meeting.
Wilford B Jordau—Notice of foreclosure.
Writ of attachment.
Wanted—Man tor general work on place.
Mluehill fair.
Bar Harkok:
Mrs D Shirley Norris—Girl wanted.
Bangor. Mb:
Sawyer Dental Co.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
ee

Charles VV. Eaton, of this city, were married
Wednesday evening, August 15, by
Rev. J. P, Simonton.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

ing,

SCHEDULE (>r
In

MAILS

a

MAIL CLOSER AT POBTOFVICB.
In receipt of advices, from the st veral
Going East—6 and 6.46 a m. 4 and 6.48 p in
Companies represented by us, stating that their financial standing will not be
flow® West—It JO a m, *2, *5.15 and *® p m.
seriously impaired by their losses in the San Francisco conflagration.
That they will be aide to pay all losses in that file, in lull, and still have
•Dally, Sundays Included, except that no mall
nice*
all
to
other
liabilities.
! !• received from 12 OR train Sundays, and none
ample surplus
I dDpatched at 2 Saturdays.
W. A F. L. MASON.
Kbsworth. April -’I, Bum.
No malls dtepatchcd to or received from the
| east
I
Sundays.
AVK^heard from every company represented by this agency; and
while I had no fears as to their ability to take care of San FrancisT. F. ,Ma honey and wife spent Sunday at
co's lo-ses, they assure me that in no case will the surpttis be
i Northeast Harbor.
exhausted.
!
E. J. Walsh and wife are spending a few
i solicit your business for the largest companies doing business.
| days at Northeast Harbor.
O.
W. TAPLtY.
Lyman Lord and wife, of Melrose, Mass.,
————————...
—r-e—ECMHg
are visiting relatives here.

Ill

summer

in

Ellsworth,

surgical operation from which
a

Frederick F. Jordan,

who

has

Bangor,

been

has

The

schooner Rescue,

Gott’s Island, is at Curtis’

Capt. Gott, of
shipyard for ex-

repairs.
O. W. Tripp and family

tensive

have returned

a short outing at the Joyce cottage,
Pleasant Beach.

from

Mrs. James L. Frazier underwent

gical operation last Thursday,
proving rapidly.

Moore
F. E.

taking

Jlfg. Co

can

Eyes Tested Free
by a Regular Graduate In
Optics in Practice 14 Years.

this coupon.

DON'T TAKE ANY CHANCES.

Cut out and

i

COMK IN AND TALK
IT OVER WITH UA

mail the coupon

to-day.

We do not

employ traveling opti-

cians
Tin:

SttijtitM

All testa

Co.,
Kllsnorth, Ms.

Piano d Music

j

are

in
Yours for

Gentlemen.

Please tend me further
how I may beas to
meinttcr of your Piano Club.
Also tend your catalogue, price, term*
und all partieuUtr*.

!

or

agcut*.

made at

ear

alHue

Dangor.

perfect-fitting glasses,

information
come

a

Mr Allen Optical Co.
28 Main Street,
Bangor, Maine.

Xumc.

__

j Address.......„.
;

state......

{

j | All Seasonable Flowers
AT TUB

SUES PIHNO 8 MUSIC CO..
ELLSWORTH,

ME.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
floral designs a specialty.
Long-distance telephone.

Gray,
a

Subscribe for Th* AmWMM.

Jordan,

of Thomas

Curtis had a large stock of doors
blinds on hand, which will be ruined
by water. He estimates his loss at about
$1,500, with insurance of $800.
The furniture and fixtures of the Dirigo
club, including a billiard table, a pool
Mr.

and

had
her

aged seventeen,
who

was

drowned

I

badly damaged.

Maloney

The club’s loss is about $800; insurance
$500. The collection of prizes won by the
old Dirigo hose racing team, which was

and

son

Charles went to

jesterday to attend

|
j

piano,

table and

Bangor

the funeral.

The

The State

assessors

were

club room,

was

not

driver of R. F.

No. ?, is

D.

vacation of two weeks.

A. S.

Comparatively

few

look

the excursion to Ellsworth

;

advantage
from

of

McKin-

ley and W’est Tremont Monday.
Mrs. G. F. Newman has been spending
the past week with her daughter, Mrs.
D. Shirley Norris, in Bar Harbor.
was

m

Monday, coming with
by steamer Percy Y''.

Ellsworth

the excursionists

Allen,

and

was

oc-

He had a small insurance.
Other losses are as follows: A. M. Ingersoll, bakery, loss $750; insurance $500.
Mrs. A. H.

Duffee,

lunch room, loss

$100,

no insurance.

lands availed themselves

THE

dome.

Island
sion

of

Haverhill,

Ellsworth,
Steamboat Co. will
steamer

Coat

touching

Percy

Old

or

ana

swans

run an

excur-

BURNED

V. next

Monday

May French is
Ralph Garland is at

Miss

to

j

will leave
There

Ellsworth at 7.00

will be

an

take the examination and

reports later.

All

appearing

send
for

inches in

size,

a

pencil,

from

have

moved

Louis D. Cook is spending a short vacaw ith his parents, James L. Cook and
wife, before going to Exeter, N. H., where
he has been elected principal of the gramschool.

DeLaitre, of Eden, and Miss
Badie G. Eaton, daughter of Mr. a»d Mrs.

tike

April.

last

Hancock Pomona Field Day.
The field meeting of Hancock Pouma
held
at the BlaeiulL
?ra~ge will be
mineral

spring Wednesday, Sept.

5.

COM I N< i EVENTS.
Thursday, Aug. 23, at Betts hall,. Biy—
jide—Fullerton family reunion.

Sunday evening, Aug. 26, at Hanradc:
ball—Temperance mass meeting. Addeiaut
by C. J. Ferguson, of Vermont.
Monday, Aug. 27—Excursion by stesaner
Percy V. to South Bluehill, North Brariblin and Swan’s Island.

recently.
Miss

Ellswoetb.

Leave

a. m.

Thursday, Aug. 30, at Agricultural kaL
McGowm family e»—

North Ellsworth

—

union.

Friday, Aug.
union at North

Wednesday

family

31— Maddock

Ha-

Ellsworth.

Thursday, Sept-28 aa*

and

27—North Ellsworth fair.
COUNTY.

Tuesday, Wednesday and ThursdH|r
Aug. 21, 22 and 23—Bar Harbor horse show
Clark retnUfc* at
Thursday, Aug. 23
—

West

Franklin.

Wednesday, Aug.

22—Orcutt reunicss

Amherst.
Aug. 29, at Casino, Bar Harbor—Mmoratorio “Elijah” by Bar

delssohn’s

society.
Thursday, Aug. 30—Hodgkins family ba-

bor choral

union at Marlboro.

Wednesday, Sept. 5 —Hancock Pomnafc
day at Bluehill mineral spring.
Thursday, Sept. 6-Wilbur reuni&i aft

Held

East brook.
8—Haslam

re unit*

at

Saturday, Sept.
*

8

—

Meeting

Pomona

grange
ood grange, East brook.

of G?a*»

with Great—

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursdays^.

visited relatives in Penob-

Evelyn

Tour-

Waltham, Mass.
John Moore and son Wesley are
visiting Mrs. Moore’s daughter at Round
Pond.

LI, 12, 13—Bluehill fair.

Wednesday, Sept. 19—Orland fair.
Thursday, Sept. 20—County grangeLtM
lay at Blunt’s pond, Lamoine.

Mrs.

in j

Moore’s reunion

ex-

landing

on

was

held at Maddocks’

Wednesday

of last week. Good

weather combined with
an

pins.

The union excursion of the Methodist

a

jolly crowd made

enjoyable day.

>us

and beautiful conduct.—Hamerton.
MOsEH’

(Society Floral Kiiibleuii
always correct.
BAR
HARBOR only.
ad the year ’round.

are

CHl'RC'H NOTES.

and

It is not erudition that makes the inlefc~
ectual man, but a sort of
virtue tiaL

ielights in beautiful and vigorous thi»k,ng, just as moral virtue delights in viptr*-

Address
Open

ilJucrtiacnunts.

Neck took

Grohibitory

tion

causing'

for murder in

Miss Maud B. Taggett, of Mas»r-

Bangor

dis. in

Orono,

telotte has returned from
,

amination should take with them at least
twenty half-sheets of writing paper 8x10
and

home

health,

Because of ill

ginning at 8 a. m. Teachers who have not j
sent in preliminary examination reports, ,
such

Hart

scot and Orland

examination of candi-

indicted

death of

Saturday, Sept.

liere from Green Lake.

a. in.

dates for State teachers’ certificates at the
Ellsworth high school Friday, Aug. 31, b

can

been

Vlountain

Rodney

niw von*.

Waltham.

in Hancock.

Ahi Garland and family

people

may make
the excursion to either of the three places
and return the same day. The steamer
Ellsworth

co,,

Indicted for Murder.
Dr. W. H. H. Briggs, of Bangor, feu

BUILDINGS.

ill.

Harbor, Swan’s Island,

South Bluehill and North

at

Brook!in.

nov»i sakiwq *owoen

it 7

Baptist Sunday schools to Newbury
place Friday. The excursion
UNION SERVICE.
but no
was scheduled for Wednesday,
There will be a temperance mass meetsuitable vessel was available. Thursday ing at Hancock hail Sunday evening at
cation at the Hamlin cottage, Hancock the schooner Storm Petrel, Capt. Bonsey, | 7.30 o’clock. Address
by C. J. Ferguson,
Point. Her mother, Mrs. Hannah Scott, arrived and was chartered for an excur- of Vermont. The
evening services at the
is with her.
The word that a veasion the next day.
j Methodist and Baptist churches will be
Charles Batchelder and wife, of Beverly, sel had been secured was soon circulated, omitted.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
Mass.,who have been visiting Mr. Batch- and nearly 300 were on hand Friday mornelder’s aunt, Mrs. LaCordia Lord, have re- ing. It was a delightful day, and the exRev. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
time
at
Newa
had
cursionists
pleasant
turned home.
Sunday, Aug. 29— Low mass and ser! bury Neck. A baseball game between
YY’illiam and Miss Annie Cronin and | nines captained by Rev. P. A. A. Killam mon at 9.30. Benediction at 7.30 p. m.
UNITARIAN.
Miss Annie Humphrey, of Manchester, and M. Beckwith was one of the features
of the day. Mr. Killam’s team won.
Rev. 8. W. Button, pastor.
N. H., are the guests of their cousin, Miss
A temperanee mass meeting is planned
Closed during August.
Margaret Downey.
to take place in Hancock hall next SunUNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. William O. Ayer, of Braintree,
Rev. J. D. Prigmore% pastor.
evening. The speaker is C. J. FerguMass., and Mrs. Marion Hussey, of Ban- day of
Vermont, and he will discuss
son,
Sunday, Aug. 26— Morning service at
gor, were guests of their cousin, Mrs. J.
the issues of the present campaign from a
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
P. Eldfidge, yesterday.
moral standpoint. He does not come as 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
A.
Elijah J. Partridge and Miss Minnie
the representative of any political party,
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Conary, both of Ellsworth, were married but under the auspices of the Christian
BAPTIST.
last evening at 8 o’clock at the Methodist
Rer. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Civic League of Maine. Inasmuch as he
cornea from the state that repealed the
parsonage, by Rev. J. P. Simonton.
Sunday, Aug. 26-Morning service at
law and substituted a license
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
A Jolly party of young folks in a gaily
iw instead, w’lth local option, he is fitted
decorated hayrick enjoyed a ride to Con- to speak on that phase of the subject in a at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
The Morang way that ought to be of interest to every 7 p. m. Evening service omitted.
tention Cove yesterday.
voter who ia concerned about the temperBible study and prayer service at 7.30
cottage was kindly thrown open for their ance outlook in this Htate. All are coruse.
Friday evening.
dially invited.
The American is indebted to Charles
H. Grindal, now visiting in Minneapolis,
for copies of Minneapolis papers containing accouuts of the grand encampment,
G. A. R.

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

LAKEWOOD.
Blue rail

by

Burnt

Osgood, Washington, D. C.,
Parsons, of Boston, are the
guests of Mrs. Ann F. Greely.

GBHW

ELLB WORTH.

basement of this building

water.

in session at

Ellsworth last Friday
for their semi-annual meeting with wild
land owners of the county.
Very few'
in

of wild

were

cupied by Gecrge W. Young, farm machinery and tools. His stock, valued at
$3,000, was badly damaged, principally by

Campbell, was confirmed at the last meeting of the governor’s council. Mr. Peters
w ill take charge of the office shortly.
the courthouse

a

kept in a case in the
seriously damaged.

The nomination by Gov. Cobb of Charles
Peters to the office of register of deeds
for the unexpired term of the late W. B.

The

Mrs. James

Thomas

AkkRICAM:

George

and Mrs. E. A.

mar

Th-

save

nothing.

at

owners

brother,
Smith, in New York.

Mrs. Roscoe G.

lie would some day own a Piano, but
he always put It off with the idea he

would you try it? If so, and
you want further particulars cut out

im-

Mass., and Miss Emma Hinckley, of Bluehill, are the guests of Mrs. P. B. Day.
A fleet of five torpedo boats is under
orders to sail from Rock port, Mass., today, for the East Lamoine coaling station.
Miss Alice II. Scott is spending her va-

I UN ONCE SAID
world,

sur-

is

Capt. M. V. Babbidge, of Gott’s Island,

Hangor, Maine.

could not afford it, etc. Now, il we
show you a plan whereby by the
outlay of a few pennies a day you may
possess one of the l«est pianos in the

a

Richardson is bis substitute.

KINEO furset
nace
up in your
house and be sure of
results.

KOVKS * M'TTKR

and

did th® flames spread that he could

All the schools in Ellsworth will begin
of the opportunity to meet the assessors.
The two buildings burned were among
Monday, Sept. 10, except No. 15, which
The Bar Harbor
Union River Power
the oldest on Main street, and have interwill begin Sept. 11.
Co. is still busy with the survey, or rehistories. The mention of Lord’s
E. E. Parker, of Lew iston, is spending survey, for the dam improvement. Lines esting
hall will bring back to many of the older
his vacation here. Mrs. Parker has been are also being run for a new pole line to
residents of the city the days when this
here several weeks.
carry heavy power wires to Bar Harbor, was the
principal public hall of the city,
Miss Marion Wyman is
visiting her w hich will be among the first improve- the place for shows and meetings of all
grandparents, Levi B. Wyman and wife, at ments to be made.
kinds.
North Conway, N. H.
E. J. Walsh and Fred E. Doyle, of
This building was built by the late J. 8.
Walter S. Foster, of Portland, is spend- Ellsworth, were among the successful Lord and Horace Jordan something over
candidates for admission to the bar at the
a short vacation with bis parents, Losixty years ago. After its use as a public
I mg
recent examination in Portland. Both re- hall, it was taken
renzo D. Foster and wife.
by the Odd Fellows for
ceived high rank. Mr. Walsh, w’ho has a
Miss Agnes Lord was the guest of
lodge room and was known as the Odd
been reading law in L. F. Giles’ office, will Fellows block until the
lodge built its
I County Commissioner O. W. Foss und
open a law office in Ellsworth soon. Mr.
new building west of the bridge.
wife at Hancock Sunday.
Doyle intends to locate in Bath for pracThe Forsaith building adjoining also
James Ford, w ife and daughter Martice.
had an interesting history. The room on
garet, of Boston, are spending a vacation
has
the upper floor had been used for various
A. W. Ellis, of Ellsworth Falls,
at their former home here.
lately bought of Dr. H. D. Worth, of East purposes. At one time it was the meeting
NelJoseph B. Tucker, of the Boston Tran- Corinth, a four-year-old gelding by
place of a small congregation which
son’s Wilkes. The price is said to have
serif/, is spending his annual vacation in been
formed a (Jniversalist church which lived
The colt is a tine performer,
f1,000.
Ellsw'orth, his former home.
and is now in the hands of R. W. Bvrrill,
but a few years.
M. S. Smith left yesterday for a visit of who is to handle him. He is out of the
Wilkes bred Milliken mare.—Turf, Farm
two weeks with his
Gen.

a

Ellsworth, Maine.

building, occupied by the
Dirigo club, was practically gutted, and
the building adjoining, occupied by A. W.
Curtis, was badly damaged.
The tire started in A. M. Ingersoll’s
bakery shortly before 4 o’clock. Mr. Ingemoll was frying doughnuts when the fat
boiled over and caught ftre. So ra idly

East Hampden Sunday, was a nephew
of Mrs. John Maloney, of this city. Mrs.

re-

turned home.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.

Odd Fellows

ill effects

Monday, when she
sinking spell. Since then

serious

Ron

motor boat.

Have

EUsworth had another had Main street
early this morning, when the old

fire

condition has been critical.

Prof. W. R. Butler, of Egypt, bas purchased of John Maloney
the Stafford

in Portland and

no

feared until

were

has returned to

Miss Elizabeth Doyle,

A

water.

Boston.

visiting

FROM

OF FAT.

schooner Lejok, Capt. Charles L.
THE LOSSES.
Smith, has been thoroughly repaired at
The larger of the buildings was owned
Mil bridge, and has loaded stone at Sulliby Mayor A. C. Hagerthy. The loss on
van for New York.
Capt. Smith's father, the building is estimated at |5,000, with
Green ley Smith, will accompany him on
only f1,000 insurance. The other building
the trip.
was owned by the Rodney Forsaith estate,
Mrs. Austin M. Foster is seriously ill. and was damaged to the extent of $200.
spendLast Thursday Mrs. Foster underwent a This loss is covered by insurance.

Miss Tillie Haw kes, of Boston, is
ing her vacation at her home here.

the

STARTED

KETTLE

The

Howard H. Adams, of Boston, has been
spending a few days at his home here.
!
Herman E. Hill, who has been spending

known as powerful
heaters. Ease, simplicity in management and
in fuel
are
economy
three great features in
these furnaces.

MORNING—FIRE

The fire soon worked its way up through
the Dirigo club rooms and the hall above,
Henry M. Hall left Monday for and burned out the roof. The ruin of the
South Dakota, accompanied by Capt. John
building and contents is almost complete#
Kief, of Lamoine. They go in the interest The fire
got into the upper part of the
of a niece of Capt. Kief, whose father died
but the principal loss
there recently, leaving considerable prop- building adjoining,
to Mr. Curtis will be from damage by
erty.

_C.

j

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

DIRIGO CLUB BURNED OUT EARLY TFIJS

week to enter the

*12.08,446and *0.22 pm.
ra, 5.48 and 10.50 p m.

a in.

are

are

Main street.

Hugh Campbell, who went to Bath last
employ of the Bath Iron
Works, was overcome by the heat, and returned home ill yesterday.
His brother
Charles is managing the variety store
here.

MAILS RECEIVED.

2UUi4.TUACliU.lH*

FIRE.

TWO MORE MAIN STREET BUILDINGS DAMAGED.

temporarily

Elmer L. Kingman, who is employed
Likeview, near Milo, was at home for
a few days this week.
He left for Macbia^
for a few days’ visit with his daughter
before returning to Lakcview.

effect June 4, 1900.

r«OM West-*6 30
► ROM East—ll-l 7

FURNACES

move

Leslie Crockett has sold all his stock
and implements at his farm in Happytown, and left last week for New' Mexico,
"'here he will make his home. His wife
and baby went with him.

at ell* worth rosT-orricK.

NOTICE:.

I

dub will

billiard hall in the Jordan build-

into the

at

Boston; National Com*

KiNEO_*

Dirigo

ANOTHER RAD

METHODIST

Bimonton, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 26—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Epworth league at 7. Evening
service omitted.

“You talk about posters and your ads. upon tne
fence.
But they ain’t the kind o’ mediums that appeals
to common sense;

You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
much;
And especially In winter, when the snow is on
the ground,
where your posters and your dodger*
wonder
1
can be found?
But within the co*y homestead, when the parlor
Btove's aglow,
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
know.

EPISCOPAL.

Ret. J. P.

Prayer meeting Friday evening, at 7.30.
Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

j

Mr. Simonton.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Pulpit

vacant.

Closed during August.

BURNED OUT
LAST NIGHT.
WATCH

THIS

NEXT

SPACE

WEEK

FOR
ANNOUNCEMENT.

\mm BAKERY.

RUYTKII

For the Week
lax- 2®.

fMyrr Mretlnx Topic
Itc«r I lining

bciuni Column.

Itlutsal

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Ita

BV “AIIBT MADO*

"Helpful

Motto:

in common. He ha* been on life’s
journey more than eighty years, and like
you spent many years in “life on the
ocean wave”.
enoes

Hopeful

and

The Co-ed
I!...

By REV. 3. H. DOYLE
Dell, we are all interested in the flreletM
worldlincss.—-John
Topic.—The snare
The i»uruo*c» of tht- column err vuceiiwtly
cooking, and are pleased to read your testi«lv, f7; xv. 18. l' Matt. vi. Lv4.
in th? title »iuf motto—It is for the ntulwti
As the result of the coming of sm benefit, »n«! aIuih t»« le mlpful ami hojeful mony.
Dear *unt Mndo* and .V. ff. Sisters:
Into the world we live in a world of Being f««r the eonvnoti good. it la f r the com
I most tell my experience with the fireless
two kingdoms—the kingdom of God. tnon use—a public HRvrdi, a purveyor of In
n medium for the incooking, last Saturday I tried it with bean*
to which the people of God beloug, and formation an suggestion,
of liens. In this e«purity It *ol*cU« aud brown broad. The bread was more than
the kingdom of the world, to which the terchange
commit «lraih»»». st.it ||*»uevwwn
t*r*Hy j good; the beans at b o'clock being yellowThose ttu me -upjM»ri ulvt-n u In »hl* re>,t**rt » «»iti
children of the devil belong
and not parboiled, were not quite up to
**u» iw *•*>««• «* | eyed,
»•«** «*r
two kihgdotna are opposed to one an- :nun
the mark, yet John said they were fairly good
m.-sbm
»».*
04.*
wVi
writer
»-»lined
i»t oy |mi
j
.ubjert to pt»ioval*»r j despite ail the opposition he had put up to
other, and the world delights in laying t om»minieaitoK- wtM
rcierth»n .iv the ••»IU»W of the fultint". »u» **>’* j what he called fooHahueftw. and said if it war
snares for the i**ople of God and la
\*t*ir» »*
w’M tw r« je» iot without ««*•«<! reaM>n
a success 1 might
pack him in the washwinning them fro. Ills Uin.dum. Nor all contMiuMicMtiinu, t4»
I nk * MEKtifv
boiler next fall till spring.
are the allurements of the world to he
Kb* Wurth. Me.
AH the neighbors made fun of me. Well,
despised. They are powerful in fr.seiWednesday I wa* to hove the sewing circle,
nating even those who have been bora
and you know that is a good place to show
MAKE RKliEVK.
Into the kin :dom of heaven;
anew
cff. *0 I took small white bean*, parboiled
Let * dream, like the child in ita playing;
j them am: got them ready and cooked two
hence all Christians, and especially
Let** make u* a sky and a sea;
need to constantly Let *
s.
hours in the oven: took them out at Hfc and
young Christ:
change the things round u» by saying
with two can* of brown brtad packed them
"watch
pray." lest they Ik* en
They’re thing* that we wish them to be:
and act them away in the wash-boiler, and at
And if there ia sadness or sorrow.
trapped by the snare of worldliuesa.
I served them piping hot and done, hut not
.css promises what it cu'.aioi j
Let’s dream till we charm it awav;
Worl
red: did not put any naolasaes in. as my John
To Ilis disciples Jesus said. Let's learn from the children and borrow
pay.
won't eat them, but I did aly in aome sugar.
A saying front Childhood—“Let’* play.”
"Peace I leave with yen. My peace i
AH pronounced them done.
give u vo y \\: not as ilie world el verb Let's play that the world’* full of beauty;
Now Saturday afternoon can become a day
give 1 unto you." His reference to the j Let's play there are roses in bloom;
of enjoyment. blessing* on the head of the
in
duty
world men as that It promise* peace, Let's play there is pleasure
discoverer of tireless cooking! Kdiwon la a
And light where we thought there was
but canuot give it. Ho actually give j
dwarf with his telephone! Oh. that was not
gloom;
he! Well. All the past inventions are not "in
it The wo 1 hoi Is out many rewards
that this heart with its sorrow
Let’s
play
It", at any rate.
to men that s*mast alluring—pleas
Is bidden be joyous and glad:
John says every one of us wili go to that
I
ure,
prc»«i>erity. success, fame—hut Let’s play that we'll find on to-morrow
reunion with a wash-boiler, and then get
they are vain promises. If won at the
have
had.
we
never
that
The
joys
;hem mixed. Erne Stine wont have so much
1
coat of sacrificing right they give no
I know the chowder could easily be
to do.
Let uo one 1*.* deceived j Let’s play that regret with its ruelng
■satisfaction.
done that way. But oh. let us not let the
Is banished forever and aye;
»
t
the
world
has
What
or ensnared.
Johns slack up on that wood-pile.
Let’s play there’s delight but in d«>lng;
give will never eoir.pt..sate us Ui’: j I,et's piny there are dowers by the way.
Now I will let out a secret I have for fifteen
It
"What
would
pr
price it exacts.
years: Used Ayer's hair vigor, have lots
However the pathway seem dreary.
whole
if
lie
should
the
more
hair than when I began using it, ami
a man
gain
Wherever the footsteps may lead;
am toot insane yet, a* my friends said I would
world and lose his own soul?"
Let’s play there’s a song for the weary
be. lion't know what this letter will be—
The Christian who refuses t«> h* eu
If only the heart would give heed.
began it two days ago.
snared by the world will Ik* hated by Let's
play we have done w ith repining;
1 hear Grandma G. is quite feebls. By the
Thit.
But that matters nothing.
Let’s play that onr longings are still;
way. she sent me two books—records of the
world bated Christ and crucified Him
Let's play that the sunlight is shining
Free Baptist missionary society of the Ells1T
"Is the disciple above his Lord?”
To gild the green slope of the hill;
worth Q. M.. organized in 1*52. 1 wish you
Let's play there are birds blithely flinging
Is a recommendation to have some
x»uld ali see those books—not a blot or stain,
the
air:
Their
of
to
The
songs
Christian
delight
our
enemies.
and the writing would put to shame many of
people
should so consider the enmity of the Let's play that the world’s full of singing.
the crack scholars of to-day. I shall so enjoy
Let's play there is love everywhere.
reading them next winter when I have more
world. "The world loves its own." and
1C.
Tiw#*.
the
,V«r
Fork
—J.
Foley, in
Hme. I think there are three of the ladies
If It does not love us we need no surer j
Selected by St. A.
now living who helped to organize that aoproof that we belong not to the World, j
ilety fifty-four years ago—two certainly—Mrs.
but to God.
Dear M. U. Friend*:

Hancock, Aug. 20 (special)-The Stratfamily was particularly fortunate in
(Original.)
M sh Rose Hxrtiiug was trying to the choice of the third Friday in August
l.» ..t the three U*s Into tlh* heads of the as the day of reunion. The day waa one
Ignorant in n small schoolhouse located of the most perfect thia summer has proa«r
iu the iiiklst of a sheep raising country duced. Smiling skies and clear, cool
Mi vs Harding was greeted those who area early to make the
in the far west.
to Georges pond.
th. daughter of those who had been journey
Early in the day teams began to arrive
Her father had
la the east.

vvo-tl'.hy
,h l 5r.vol.ent, hut fortunately for
hr* had give:, her a colUv® c.luca
!,,
tThe laws of supply and demand
h the same hi educafioti as anyn.
cbc. Where there is the tro t
v. h
Igi: iranee there Is the greatest nee !
nay rate. Miss Bird
an offer iu Montana uud
i
_.uM it. Slie Was surprised to Had
ages, ranging
ucr v-rhotars of mixed
But
to twenty six years old.
id no liUlicolty In arranging her
i! \
*-i. lor die oldest scholar knew uo
But It w.i*
'!iau the youngest
Hose had taken prices ta
I work.
«<>
and was sited to lartrutt
,e
>,. :
j <*t»ph* of advanced scholastic nteuts in the science*.
t.
One morning while she was trying to
it iwr scholars how to spell “yacht'
p
n:ni sack other words in the English
as
are
u.i -e
spelled farthest
,i
their sound a sheep border rock*
i:
to the schoolhouse door and asked
Itad seen a flock of sheep
i.
y on
Miss Hardin ;
t e
uel chhorhood.
i•'
the «iUe>t;oa to fcu*r scholar*. and
j
While
ad answered hi tlie negative.
done the sheep herder
was
was regaling his eyes with the sight
of the reflirtsl and comely Miss HardSuch a sight, especially at that
i:
ti; e. was not usually to be had iu that
region, and the herder evidently did
not propose to let the opportunity slip
“Say. miss,” he said, “do you think
you could drive auy larniu* into my
noddle?**
The teacher looked at him scrofinix
in ;ly.
He did not look at all stupid
though he might uot even know hi*
for

...

|

hi

uu.1

nui

iii

in

wui

u

There

are none

of

us

but

have,

at

aome

IIow foolish
that beyond is eternal.
time or other, seen children “make beIn any one to sacrifice eternity for a
lieve’’ in play.
It must needs be an inThe best things
few years of time.
herent fancy, for very early in year* they
the world can give us arc but toys Id
enjoy “acting a part”, and are delighted
comparison to the Immortal Joys which when aome mem tier of the family will
God has in store for us. and will we
he or she is another peraon. “Let's
Nor “play”
“sell eternity to obtain a toy?"
play I’m a big woman” is the girl’s part,
can we divide our allowance betwec
while the boys aim to be a “bear” or a
"No man can
God and the world.
It is (knl or th | “big dog”.
serve two masters.”
Call it the development of the imaginaIt cannot be God and the
world.
tion. or w hat you will, but it is one of the
world. Which will we choose?
pleasures of childhood, and it aervea more
BIBLE

REA DITTOS.

Matt v. 11. 12; vi. 33. 34: x. 16-25
Mark III. 24. 25: vlii. 34-38: Rom. xii.
9; II Cor. vi. 14-IS; Eph. v. 11-20; Coi
ill. 1-17; I John li. 15-17
A

Famnan

Chnrch.

Tlie church where the Christian En
deavor movement bad its first be~iu
ninirr will always !>e a place dear t
the Christian Endeavor heart. WMli
----

any other one element of their natures, to make time pas* happily, when, it
would seem a prosaic, matter-of-fact disthan

position
on

would

cause

time to

Sancy Burrill and Grandma O.
I also have the records of a branch of the
EHuehiU Baptist church organized at West
Surry in IffM by the Rev. Mr. Gllpatrick.
which later became the Buriy Baptist church.
I think.
Dux.

Joan, forgive my forgetfulness.
•ed the recipe two weeks ago.

a

mother

busy

can

recall

the days w hen,
she

cares,
amused and entertained her children

“playing” she was some
calls from her own
| ing
giving

them

courtesy

one

has

by

else, receiv-

little ones, and
and attention. So

to the young mothers let me say: It pay’s
to “pljy” with your children in this way.
You can teach them unconsciously many

Elected

DfHeer*

Resolutions

and

—

elected as follows:
ternoon,
President, James A. Hill, of Gouldsboro;
rice-president. Rev. H. H. 8aundersoil, of
officers

were

Rtmtlved. That the thanks of the conferextended to the ministers and people
rf
Ellsworth for their cordial welcome and
{
va*** are

WILLXSTOX CHURCH, FORTLA2CD, ML
re
Christian F.ndeavor was founded

rWht

twenty-five

years

a*o.J

church in Portland, Me., stands to<i»y much enlarged from It* appear
•nee on the
February night twenty
five year* ago when the faithful minister and the little company of young
people gathered to band themselves together for Christian service and to do
■ do.-d that
should echo around the
•world, but Willis ton church today Is
the same seat of enthusiasm it was
then and in many ways Intensified
through Its growth and prosperity. An
appropriate bronze tablet on the front
of the church, put there by the Endeavorers of the world, tells to the
•tranger and the unfamiliar that the
first society of Christian Endeavor had
Its birth here.
too

The poem referred to in the follow ing
letter you will remember, as M. A. B.’s
letter was not inserted as soon as received
—it is

now

two

or

three weeks

since

poem which she mentions was printed.
Thanks for the poem of this week. It
gave me a text.
Dear Aunt Madgt:
The poem printed this week about a little
gentlemen reminded me at once of a new acquaintance I have Just made. t*uch a dear
boyf Kind, gentle and thoughtful. Another
hoy friend of mine brought him to see me. I
should like to tell you who he la, but I fear he
will not like to have me. He U. however (1*11
tell you this), the fifth in a direct line of the
•ame name.
He is going to bring his mother
to see me some day.
Would you like this
called
Believe”?
“Make
poem,
My hand is sprained so I can hardly hold
M. A. B.
the pen. Thanks for sympathy.
SOEEENTO, Aug. 8,

Pm««.

True peace la when the soul revolves
around Its center, Almighty God, craving for nothing but what God continually supplies, Its passions subdued to
itself, itself lovingly loyal to God, in
harmony with Its God and Ills laws.
God made the soul for Himself, to have
Us bliss In His infinite, unchanging, exhacstleaa love. The soul then "must
needs be restless until It rejiose In
Him.” Everything, whether It belongs
to the keenest intellect or the lowest
.sen es. Is an idol If the soul rests In
It. apart from God. The soul’s craving
fur peace Is Us natural yearning for Its
end. Us Maker and Its God. Since the
soul Is large enough to contain the infill i.- God, nothing loss than Himself
can satisfy or fill it—E. R. Pusey in
Christian Work and Evangelist
Broiul

Enougrh

to FJmtirare All.

The Lutheran Evangelist declares
that It "Is for the unifying of all young
people's church organizations under the
banner of Christian Endeavor. None
of uf is the less loyal to our several
dem ruinatious by reason of our enthusiasm for Christian Endeavor. The
spirit and aim of Christian Endeavor
are liroad enough to embrace all young
people’s organizations that stand for
Christ and the church." That is good
•case

and good Christianity.

A Lookout Committee Aeroetlo.
Toks together for a pull together
Versuude the indifferent to come to the

Oj,

meeting*
,ik to those who

pledge.

are

not

keeping the

Corel' rod those who do well.
■kauiins tote- the causes for absence.
—Pine Tree Endeavorer.

the

1908.

Dear Aunt Madge:
Joan very kindly inquired for Uncle Dudley.
I am pleased to tell her that I am still here,
and quite well. 1 am in my seventy-ninth
year. Almost any fair day I might be seen
with the crooked stick in the wake of a mowing machine.
Last winter I passed through a fearful
ordeal, week after week and month after
month, reading the history of BluehiH, and
when the end of it came I was so completely
prostrated that I could only wave my hand a»
an expression of gladness.
She also wanted me to tell her bow to make
That is something that I
an Indian pudding.
I think he would be better
never tried to do.
boiled. Maria Sapphire Betsey Jane—that
is Mrs. Dudley—sends you a recipe for making blueberry cakes. She feeds me on them,
and I think they are very nice:
Blueberry Cams-One cop of flour, one
teaspoon soda, two spoonfuls cream tartar,
lard the aiie of an egg. one cup of sugar, two
Mix with cold water as
cups of blueberries.
soft as can be rolled, and cut into cakes.
Joan, if you ever come within one hundred
miles of Sorrento, come and see me. I think
you were once my best **gal".
Uncle Dudley.
We

are

ail

hospitality.

Resolved. That the thanks of the conferextended to the management of the
Maine Central railroad and steamer Ruth for
reduction In fares.
Resolved. That this conference remember
with affection and gratitude the names of
Mrs. 8. O. Moore and Mrs. Daniel Deasy, of
Prospect Harbor, and Miss Abbie E. Joy, of
Ellsworth, who have departed this life.
Resolved, That the conference call attention to the opportunities of service in several
communities, especially through the lines of
the children, and urge upon our churches a
more vigorous and practical application of
hriattan principles to the social problems in
nar midst.
tnce are

cloaed with the afternoon session
Wednesday. It was pronounced by ail who attended one of the
most successful sessions in the history of
lhe conference.
The conference

CENTER.
Willie Banefleld and Mr.

Ipswich,

are

spending

of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe, of
Bear Grove, la., of all usefulness, came
when be began taking Electric Bitters. He
“Two years ago Kidnev trouble
writes:
caused me great suffering, which I would
never have survived had I not taken Electric Bitters. They also cured me of General Debility.'1 Sure cure for all Stomach,
Liver and Kidney complaints. Blood diseases, Headache, Dizziness and Weakness
Price 50c. Guaranteed
or bodily decline.
by E. G. Moore, druggist.

few

Atkson, of
days at John

Little Carl Higgins, while playing in a
boat, fell overboard, and bat for the timely
taaisUnce of
it

Raymond Dorr,

work near, would have
Sun ley

Mitchell took

a

who

was

drowned.

party

of

seven-

Friday

up to Mount Desert
bridge. Dinner was served at Thompson’s
amp, and a moat delightful time was enteen

last

joyed. Many thanks are due to Mrs. W. J.
Harper and Mrs. lna Higgins, who catered
the guests. When time
ame to start for home it was found that
the engine would not work, but Mr.
Banefield, being an expert at that business, succeeded in getting the boat home
in the wee small hours of the
morning.
Music and whist were among the pieasires of the day.
Aug. 20._H.
to

the wanU of

to hear from you again.
Rluehiller, of course you were

End of the World

a

Ober’s.

glad

Not being a
not interested in the history of that town,
but if you knew the writer of those papers, you would be interested in him, because you and he have had many experiThe

renerous

EDEN.
Mrs.
if

McCoy,

of Bar

Harbor,

•

is the

guest

G. W. Richards and wife.

Two families from Brewer are occupying
Heman Richard’s house while enjoying a
ihort vacation.
about a dozen of the neighbors
Wash. Leiand met and put and partly
loused his hay. Mr. Leiand has been
inable to work for more than a year. He
s very grateful for the kindness of his

Friday

if

leighbors.
Aug. 13.
After

8.
_

heavy meal take a couple of Doan's
tegulet*. and give your stomach, liver and
toweli the help they need, Regulets bring
■asy, regular passages of the bowels.— Advt.
a

picnic dinner was spread.
u»*rmblage broke up into
families and friends, the social
a

a

few

present

j
|

were

j

trkvreas, Death, the destroyer of all that
is mortal, has catered our rank* and taken
from as oar kinsman. William P. French, who
vr** our faithful president for four consecutive years, therefore be It
kraolrtrf, That among the friends and relative* gathered here to-day we mis* hla genial
greetings and warm handclasp.
Rr»r.irr*i. That our association ha* lost one
who. bv hi* pleasant and social manner endeared himself to an all. and our heart* this
day are sad a* we think of him who ha* gone
to tb« Great Beyond.
Never again to mingle
with as in oar earthly greeting*, bat one

,

■

proof;
Jesse
Dunham, living at Ellsworth
Falls,
Me., on Waltham U<«d,
"Doan's Kidney Pills have been ,
send to roe. 1 have been troubled »,th
my kidneys for years, one attack Mi
ing another ana each one becoming im.re
severe.
In 1801 I as* compelled to take
my bed for six weeks, and during that

four consecutive years was president of
The follow mg resolutions

the association.

adopted:

pleasant thought

time 1 endured untold suffering
secretions from the kidneys wen
air-,
highly colored and had a strong
there was pain during passage,
I
all kinds of
and remedies
without relief.
1 ws# advised t. try
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and did so. 1«„
surprised at the uuick way they send
Three days sfter f begsn to take them I
could move about and straighten up
without suffering much nain.
w hen 1
had taken two boxes 1 was cured of the
backache and the kidney secretion, acre
corrected.
During the post four year,
w hen 1 hare felt eny
resymptom,
have
currence i
taken s few t
,f
Doan's Kidney Pills, and they hsic kept
me in excellent shape,"
For sale by oil dealers
Price in cent,.
Foster-Milburn lk>., Buffalo, N. Y s. a
the
for
United
Bfsto.
agents
Remember the name Doan's and lake
no other

odor.aiij

prescriptions

..

although
we ml** him from oar meeting* to-day yet we
know that a more Joyful reonion day ha*
dawned for him. a day that ha* no end. In the
reuniting with her. hi* earthly companion, la
that home where there Is no parting.
come* to

that

a*

#<•*<>/rrd. That we extend our sincere*!
to his
Immediate relative* and
friends.
A#*ofr#d. That a copy of the** resolutions
be entered on our record* and a copy he *ent
to the papers for Publication

•Try again."'

sympathy

J&aflroiDi mo itiimboat*.

President Crabtree then announced that
ladie* had kindly furnished
ice-erean
After thia refreshment had

(omin«'iiring ,lum

1.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

two of the
been

enjoyed,

a

vote of thank*

waa

ten-

AM

Mr*. Jettison and Mr*. Giles for the
treat. Gandy and peanut* were provided
by J. N. Stratton.
A* the

:

day

drew to

clone, the gathering broke up, all agreeing that the reunion had been one of the moat pleasant
in the history of the aaaoctat ion.
Among tbosv present were: Washington Abbott and wife, Mia* Charlotte Abbott, Mr*. Ktira J. Fuax, Henry French
and family, Alfred B. Crabtree, wife and
•on, J. N. Stratton and w ife, Mr*. 8. B.
Stratton of l^iwrence, Mim., Charles K.
Stratton, Mi***'* Velma, Amy and Mint*
Stratton, C. Carleton Stratton, Mis* Edna
S. Stratton of Lawrence, \I*m
Mr*. H.
M. Jordan and *on, Mr*. Nellie Abt.mil of
Worcester, Maas.. Mr*. O. W. Foa*, Henry
Johnson, wife and *ona, Mr*. A. I. Foa*.
Burton Merchant, wife and aon, George
Stewart, Horace McFarland of Boaton,
Harvey Summon, wife and daughter, Mr*.
Orrin York, Hiram Merchant, Adelbert
Merchant, wife and aon, W illiam Merchant and wife, Mrs. Jesse Abbott and
family, Mr. and Mr*. Fred Joy and CamUy, Robert Lawrie and wife, Andrew
Lawrie and family, Mr*. Jane Wilbur,
Ed. Grindle and wife, Mr*. Lyman Bragdon, Ernest Bragdon, wife snd daughter.
Jasper Bragdon, Mr*. 8. C. Neale* and
daughterof North Andover, Maas., Charles
A»h and wife, Edward Ash and wife,
Newell Hardison and wife, Paul Crabtree,
Curtis Hooper and wife, Mrs. Julia But-
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Mias Isabelle Hamor, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting relatives here.
Mis*
nome

in

Ms belle

Sweet

returned
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her

Holden Sunday, afters visit with
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dered

\

Ignore.

Danger Signal No. 1 come, from the
kidney secretion,, rhey will w,rn ynn
when the kidney, are sick. Well
kidney,
excrete a dear, amber fluid.
Sick kidneys send out a thin, pale and foamy, nr „
thick, red, ill-smelling urine, full or sediment and irregular of passage
Danger Signal No. 2 come, from the
Back pains, dull snd
hack.
heavy, r
sharp and acute, tell you of sick kidney,
and warn you of thv coming
drospy,
diabetes and Bright's disease.
Ikwn »
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys snd mrc
them permanently.
Here's Ellsworth

fur-

<

Timely Warnings that

Afford to

ceaae.

dinner

Dangers.

No Ellsworth Citizen Can

the

j

“Try again.**

Adopted An Interesting Session.
At the closing business session of the
I'nitarian conference last Wednesday af- J

noon

|
! nished amusement for the rest in games
j and races.
j KarJv in the afternoon a business meeting was held. President Alfred B. Crabtree presided. The officers elected were:
: President, Alfred B. C'rabtree; vice-president, Henry French; secretary and treasurer, J. N. Stratton. It was voted to bold
the reunion at Molasses pond next year,
with a picnic dinner, a* this bad proved
satisfactory. The committee of arrangements for next year consists of Henry
Johnson, Harvey Scatumon and Robert
Lawrie.
j Death has removed from the family a
number rtf member*, the moat prominent
; of whom *«• William French, who for

“S cvn-l-t.**
a-n-l-t.**
“Once more.**
“S-a-w-l-t.’*
There was a smile on the tetiche-*#
f.
Although her new scholar was
evidently more unteachable than any
of her other scholars the lines of his
face were entirely unlike theirs. There
was something Incongruous in hia igri
-rtnee and his physiognomy.
“Teacher." v;«!d a gawk of twentythr?*, “1 kin tell you h »w to lam h
how to spell It. Tell him If be gets It
light next time he kin kies the purtyc>t
gal tn the room."
There was n shout of approval of
this proposition. but Mis* Harding de
murred.
However, since her scholars
would have It so. assuming that "the
pnrtyest cal" meant those among the
scholars she reluctantly consented.
"Very well.” she said, "try attain."
"Sa l t." snapped the herder and ad
ranced to take his reward of the teacher.
Blushing a rosy red. she' ordered
hint bark, telling him that she was not
iueltided. There waa an uproar among
the scholars and ranch pouting among
the girls, for the herder, since he could
not klaa the teacher, would kiss none
of them.
"You have struck a vital principle In
pedagogy." said Mias Harding to the
There was a twinkle In her
herder.
eye.
Perhaps It came from a suspicion that he knew how to spell the
word salt front the beginning. "Some
day you may be a teacher yourself and
can
Introduce your stimulant among
the co-eds,"
The herder looked at her scrutlnlz
Ingly. as If he suspected some covert
meaning tn her remark.
“Wbat'a co-eds?" be asked.
"I once listened to a very Interesting
lecture on the subject by a young professor, Earned Eton. When you learn
to read I'll give you a copy of It taken
from a magazine In which It was published."
This, especially the mention of the
name I.nrne<t Eton, had a marked effect upon the herder.
Her words
“when you Irani to read" wer«' spoken
In a satirical tone. Even the thick
headed scholar* got an Idea thut there
waa some gume going on between their
teacher and the herder Dropping bis
western
way of speaking, the latter
■aid:
“I fear the plan would not be allowed In the eo-ed system of the more conventional east.”
“I marvel," she replied, "that one
who cannot spell a word of one syllable should kuow the meaning of a
word of two—co-ed."
"I don't. I once thought I understood
the word co-ed, hut lately I have concluded that my principles were entirely wrong. X have today discovered that
the college you attended was altogether too near the one"—
"You attended.”
“I surrender. Tour presence In that
audience has spoiled my little game."
“I knew you the moment you rode up
to the door, professor. How came you
to leave a Arid lu which you were calculated to shine to take up sheep raising r
"My mother la at the ranch. She will
call on yon. and when you visit us I
will tell you."
And, mounting hi* horse he rode
away, leaving the gaping scholars la a
state of wonder.
AGNES DEAN MOUIiOW.

Hidden

ns were

Nature Gives

Following

Tire away, schoolmans," he said.
“Spell the word salt.”
“S-ol-t

NITAR1 A\ (ONFEUKN( E.

surrounding tow

groups of
intercoumc did not

spelling class.”

Madge.

'ambrtdge. Mass.; secretary and Ureastrer, Rev. 8. W. Button, of Ellsworth.
Executive committee:
a little lesson of politeness; to some deBar Harbor, Mrs
rboma# F. Moran; Ellsworth, Mrs. Harogree they can learn the art of entertaining and being agreeable to guesta. Above \ iel J. Morrison; Winter Harbor, Bedford
E. Tracy; Prospect Harbor,
all you can give to them in this way a
Capt. S. O.
sense of companionship, and by and by
Moore; (kmIds boro, Mrs. E. 8. Shaw; SulFred
when they have gone out into the world
A.
ivan,
Noyes; Lamoine, Everett E.
for themselves, you and they will recall
McFarland.
The following resolutions were unanithe childhood days in which both parties
mously adopted:
gave and received more than either side
then realized.

At

Although

|

I

All t he

represented.

“S

t

hang wearily

household

with

sembled.

At

»

their hands.

Many

Mchera.
reteived

ifUDual

at the grove at the western end of the
pond, and by noon a good number was as-

letters.
**That would depend upon what be!;
you would give mt* in the matter.*’
The young man threw hims»df from
his horse and. hanging the reins to a
I protnscrewed to the cabin for the pur
j book
j p m\ went In and took position in tb<*

Isdiak Pvdoiko— Into three-fourths cup of
Indian meal put a little salt and spice {1 use
cinnamon and allspice) and stir all into a
quart of sweet milk, heal and stir frequently
intil it thicken*, let cool, then add one-half
:up molasses, one egg. and a small piece of
butter, bske about two hours.
Aunt

I*arge Gathering at Georges Pond,
Franklin- Itualneaa Meeting.

System
=gr=gJ

ton

>

mil'

BUEHLLL FALLS.
Mahelle Friend and little
aon, Ralph
Leon, apent part o( last week bare.
B. H. Candace, of Boaton, ia
apent! in*
two wceka vaealton with hta
family.
Mae Conary left Saturday for
Stinaon'a
Neck to vlait her aunt, Mra. Olive
Lufkin.
Sadie Moulton, of Rockland,
apent laat
week Willi her aunt, Mra. Frank
Moulton.
Aug, 13.
CtirMBa.
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Train* leaping Rlbworth 7.19 a
m, aad arriving KUaworth 11 AT
connect with WaiUDgwn Co Rj
•

m *nd
a m, K

« »P
3opm»

Dally.

leave* Sunday* at 9 a in.
Sunday* only.
4Slop on algoil or notice to Conduct -r
Ticket* for *U point* Soutli ;ind
Went for si»le at tin* M. t. K. Kticket oflice, EUaworth.
TbMinliiiaoMU Burn *'1'
train* on Main Line, to and from PvriiADd, ava
x

William Night, of North Newburyport,
Mas*., who ha* been at AJden Hamor'*.
returned home last

Friday.

Mrs. Thurston and daughter. Mm.
Raymond, of E'itUBeld, who have been at
George Cunningham’s returned home

Sunday.
I>r. Wellman, of Tokio, Japan, was
with Rev. Mr. Lee in the church Sunday
night. His talk of his work a» a missionary in Japan wa« very interesting.
Aug. 13.
AidUB.
Rev.

_

Dr.»|i I.y drop the offensive discharge
caused by Naeal Catarrh fall from the back of
the noee into the throat, setting
up as an inflammation that la likely to mean Chronic
Bronchitis.
The certain, rational cure for
Catarrh is Ely's Cream Balm, and the relief
that follows even the first
spplicatiou cannot
he told in words.
Don’t suffer a day longer
from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream
Balm la sold by all druggists for 50 cents, or
rasiled by Ely Bros.. M Warren Street, New
York.

and St. John.
Paaacogers are earneetly reoueatcvl* i>roc*
ticket* before entering the tralu*. *u<l eeiecjanj
EUaworth to Fall* and Fall* u> El!** rib.
r. R. BOOTH BY. G i AT*
GRO. F. EVANS.
Vtae-Pre*. and Goal Manager
ion

>

EASTERN

Steamship Company
SUMMER
Klx

Trip*

a

8CTIE1M I.K.

Week

to

Bouton.

'IIBSiii im—t
Steamer J T More*? leave# Bar Harbw
1
86
at
except Sunday,
p u» for S®a*
Norti eaat tUroor Southwest Harbor, BrooiE
ftadgwtck, Deer Iale, Suruenivllle
Harbor, connecting at Rockijtod vrltb sw
for Boston.
u.i.
Steamer Mon- Khan leave* Rar
days and Thursday* for Seal Harbor, >;,r
j
Harbor. Southwest IIart*>r,
Ho*-kLand, leaving Hoc* land at 4 p m.
land.
For Prospect Harbor, Mbbr.ug*
Jonaaport Wednesday* and Saturday
steamer leaver Blueblll dallv,
at 5 p m. for South Bluehlil, Stoningto»
North Haven, connecting at Kockla^d
* learner for BoMoi.
RETURNING
®*M
?»
From Boston dally, except Sunday, at P
From Rocxiand at 5 90 a in,dally. exct-p
dav. via way landing*.
xt !♦
From Portland Tuesday* and frld*yi*'
,«
p m, Rockland Wednesday* and;aiurt.ay
a m, via way landing*.
..r* ami
From June* port at 5 80 a m, M°od*^rb|>r.
Tbur«dajr«. rim Mttbrtdfe an.l rta *»
All careo, (rapi lire uwk,
;re ,,J
of tbU Cooi|«li7, U Insured n,»lu»i
marine risk.
o^sunJ.
r. 8. hhkkkak.

J1

djjjjj*
~

'SttaaVumaU*.

,,

It Will Tickle Your Taste.

1

Harbor
stotlBa^“

except-i' $

w

°°U ENOUGH TO fck*

AlOc. CigarforSc.
How do

we

do U ?

Wo sell

so

many.

GEO. S. HARRIS & CO., Boston, Mass.

“ca”™Mas*.
au.ti*.
Boston,

f

|

8ui>erlnK!id«i<.'.Bt”,
Pm.1 A a«n'l.*“c“er’

j

CHURCH CENTENNIAL.
and Poem Rend at Exercises
In Illuehlll.

Letter

(The Baptist churrh at Bloehtll celebrated
centennial July 81 and Aug. 1, 190*. The
following letter and poem were read.]
ft*

Alhambra, Cal., May 0, IWW.
To fhe Churrh and Sunday School, Bluehill, Maine; Greeting:
If I could be with you in bodily form I
would greatly enjoy myself. I am with you
in spirit and by your kind invitation I am
happy to address# you by letter. I rejoice
with you In commemoration of the past
and « portrayal of the value of the gospel
which the church and Hunday school of
maintains and perpetuates.
my heart
God bless you, one and all.
This institution, the home of my earlier
Had I the
years, is very precious to me.
wealth of a Rockefeller at my command,
it* money value would not compensate for
its influence upon my life and character.
It was here that I learned to reverence
God’s house. Here I wsa taught the
Mcredneas of the Lord’s day. Here I
found the value of the redemption through
the blood of Jesus Christ.
At the sufferance of this church I waa,
with eleven others, forty years ago the
the twelfth of this month, burled with
Christ in Baptism. Home of the number,
I trust, will be, by my recountal, reminded
of that happy day and its significance.
At the altar, Rev. Jared Kvolet h extended,
in behalf of the church, the right hand of
fellowship. The years have passed, but
the fellowship can never die.
Here and then I partook for the first
time of the emblems of the Lord’s memorial supper. What a hoat of memories rise
a*

by spiritual sight

I look

into the face* of

blessed company and hear, “Blest be
the tie that binds,” from voices that now
know’ the blessedness of kindred minds in
the Church triumphant. 1 should weary
that

you in recounting scenes of earlier days if
I followed my inclination. Therefore I
will mention only such facta as have be-

part of myself.
The church structure has undergone
many changes, but every part of the old
and new in a reminder of sacred events.
My first Hunday school teacher was, at
that day, Mrs. MahUable Osgood. To h<*r
1 recited for my lesson, instead of the
verse my mother taught me, “Will you
come a

parlor, said the spider to
fly." My teacher wan impressed and
walk into my

•scholars convulsed.

repeated
that day
moral.
much

a

Hunday

hom I serve,

Thomas

N. Lohd.

therefrom many a
The spider and the fly game is too
part of humanity to be lightly re-

{By Miss Eva B. Snowman.]
The tide of time has floated away
On Its restless bosom of yearn;
And the sparkling waves that scatter
spray,
Sometimes in anger, sometimes in pity.
Are life's mingled comforts and fears.
Thus ten long decades have drifted on.
With many a storm and calm;
And a ship that was launched in the
dawn
Still floats on the billows night and
With never a thought of harm.

the

early

morn,

For the ship was carefully built, and manned
With the safest Pilot and crew;
And whenever she nailed far out from land
Where dangers threatened on every hand.
Home helper was added anew.
Our church is this beautiful ship. It Is said,
That has sailed for a hundred years;
Throngn wind and storm she has oft been led.
With the danger signal far ahead.
Bnt It wakened not her fears.
For like a bright light that shines so clear.
Came a word of help from a willing hand;
And acroas the waves rang the words of cheer.
That came and quieted every fear,
And guided her safely to land.
This

helper for years has been

one

of

the

crew.

Who has

faithfully labored through

many

days;
Hhe is always given enough to do.
Yet seeks for opportunities, too.
And helps In many ways.
countless times with some struggle
meet.
Woman has come to the front like a flood.
Heady to share in the triumph complete.
Her motto being, "Never retreat."
And has proved her loyal blood.
At

Thus

to

beautiful ship with its record true.
lost In the waves and sink.
Were it not for this busy one of the crew,
"The Iskdies' Circle.” who helped her through;
Ah! Hhe's "the connecting link”.
our

Might sometime be

.\na no wnue our «

narrn

first they

met

wan

m it*

iu the homes, there to

sew

Bright piece* of patchwork and other thing*;
For those were the days of the sweet long ago.
When they had no chapel to meet in. you
know;
But time, like

an

eagle, ha* wing*.

Each

pastor and superintendent at that
Rev. Lyman Chase, and one of his
illustrations is fresh in ray memory today. On the cover of the record book was
wit

“Y”, which be used as a picture of
the pathway of life. All atari on the same
path. At the juncture of the letter is a

year showed advancement and work
done well;
The ship «afely sailed on the bosom of time;
And at last, from things they were able to sell.
The “Circle" helped mostly in buying a bell.
Which rang with a welcome chime.

letter

chooae the broad or the narrow
I could not have been more than
four year* old, but the impress is enduring. In this pastor I beheld my picture of
Jesus. ?iuch a tribute indicates the value
of early training.
The rtrst pulpit was high, and to me
veined like the throne of Solomon. And
chance to
road.

such

Chase and James Gil-

Lyman
patrirk gave proverbial Instruction. Since
I
heard the teaching of A.
days
Snyder, W. H. Kelton, Jared Eveleth, J.
H. Taylor, C. G. Harwood and Samuel
Woodbury. The first pews were high,
with hinged doors. Families recalled by
men as

their

the
st

names
vena.

Hinckley, Osgood, Holt, Gray

Grindle, Cushing,

Stover, Saunin

d>r*», Wood, Dodge,
ory’s chain. The sexton, the chorister,
the deacons, superintendents and teachers,
imeach and all recall influences and
pressions of value.
The choir loft or gallery served a double
purpose. U was the seat of authority in
music and was often used as a lecture room.
are

before

me

mem-

The vestibule below was sometimes used
for prayer and conference meetings. Here
I asked th*
of God's people and

prayers
Christian living and

gave my life to

serv-

During my service as superintendent
for helpers Dr. R. F. Grindle, H. A.
Tripp, Addic Hinckley, Rev. and Mrs.
Woodbury, J. Y. Grindle and Ella A.
Stover.
During the year 18H5 the average attendance was ninety-one and collections
averaged fliJO. During this year Deacon
Jonah Dodge died, on Feb. 21, and on the
28th, oue week later, his companion
joined him in the better land. On the
day of her death Theodore Stevens was
buried. In a single week three of our
best workers were promoted.
My relations with the school are among
ing.

I had

of my life experiences. The
resolutions of the school sent to me while
health in Florida have been cherthe

happiest

seeking

ished as a token of love and appreciation.
The teachings of this institution are a
part of myself.
One scene 1 wish I had the power to portray as 1 beheld it. In pew thirty-seven is
end
a group of
happy faces. In the inner
sits the sweetest woman I ever knew. I
call her mother. At the head of the pew is
my foster-father, while between sit members of my family. From the pulpit I see
a halo of
joy about that mother’s face
while a gleam of pride lights up the
father’s face. ’Tis a happy day for us all.
Frayers are answered, and for the first
and last time they hear their boy preach
the word. “God be merciful to me, a sinner,” was my text, and the power of
prayer my theme. 1 have preached many
a sermon since that day, but I have never
had such joy in service as that scene recalls. The dear ones are in Heaven.
1 am far. far aw ay from you, but I am not
far from home. My glory is “The C ross
of Christ” and my greatest
joy is in
preaching the same gosi>el which you esteem and preach. What you recall concerning me that is Christ-like, cherish.
In Self Defense

Major Hamm, editor and manager of the
CorwtitutionaliMti Eminence, Ry., when
he wan fiercely attacked, four years ago,
by Piles, bought a box of By ok) an'a Arnica
Salve, of which he says; 44U cured me in
ten days and no trouble since.” Quickest
healer of Burns, Sores, Cuts and Wounds.
25c. at E. 0. Moons'a drug store.

..

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

The church had desired for many days,
A pretty communion service, ’tls said;
But It could not easily purchase the trays
And pretty bright cups with silvery rays
To contain the wine and the bread.
But list! when the soft gentle breezes blew,
Whispering a message they could not forget.
They left a response from the hearts “true
blue"
Of the “Circle", saying, We’ll get it for you;’’
Anil they purcha*ed the silver set
The Months and the years sped on their way;
Our ship safely sailed through sunshine and
rain;
Hut it needed much help at a later day.
As it ploughed along through the foaming
spray.

Approaching

the

harbor agaiu.

The help that was needed came once more.
And the noble work wna quickly begun;
F'^r the “Circle" willingly helped as before;
Gave a thousand dollars it had iu store.
And soon our new chapel was done.
The church was prospering, year by year:
Each season brought a new work to begin:
Till at list our “Circle" with words of cheer,
Presented the church with a chandelier,
That gave a warm welcome within.
And

now,

when

at

twilight the church bell

rings.
In bright happy springtime, or sighing fall,
The same light twinkles afar, and it brings
The message of love that the choir sings,
“Come in, there’s a welcome for all.”
But the work ceased not, when this task was
done;
The “Circle” kept climbing the buny stairs;
Discharging duties that came, oue by one;
Gave four hundred dollars toward labor begun

In

making the general repairs.

Years have passed. The church still stands
on the hill;
But changes have come as they always do,
And progression, like time, has not stood still,
But has rapidly Journeyed onward, until
Many things have been added auew.
faithful worker the "Circle” has beeu.
Bringing in many a dollar and dime;
And her true, loyal heart will always win
The love of the church and the people, in
Its work on the bright sands of time.
A

And

when the wind whistles soft and

now,

low,
of love and devotion it duds,
That is wafted on as the breezes blow,
And many a loving thought doth bestow,
In this, “Blest be the tie that binds.”
A message

C. W. Sprague, of Stockton Spring,
mother, Mrs. J. W. Ober, this

visited her
week.

Mrs. William Koppel, of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. So-

phronia Harper.
made in the date given of
An
the birth of the baby girl of Henry Burrill
and wife. The child was born Ang. 10.
N.
Aug. 18.
error was

_

Fuller and Gilbert Lintteld, of
Somerville, Mass., and Leon Whalen, of
East Sullivan, are at Mrs. C. E. Ashley’s.

Leroy

F.

few

Mildred Lopaus is spending
Bangor, with her husband, Edwin
HarLopaus, steward of schooner J. M.
low. Mrs. Lopaus was accompanied by
her brother, Willard Norwood, who will
Mrs.
in

a

days

join

his

schooner

Aug.

L

....

_;

[Original J
One morning Sir Roderick Boyle,
M. r„ a bnronet living In London, went
to the postofllce to ask If there were
any letter* for him. Now, at that time
—1839. the second year after the good
Queen Victoria ascended the throne
of Kugland—the postofllce was a very
different bureau from what It Is today.
The mall was all carried on coaches,
and the charges on letters were In proportion to the distance they were transmitted. ranging from 10 to 40 ceuta
for a letter weighing an ounce, and
were collected when the letter was delivered. Since the value of a shilling
was proportionately much greater then
than now the cost of postage, especially
on a letter sent from one extremity of
the kingdom to another, was, to the

There is

a falling off in price of green
vegetables. Green corn drops to
15 rants a dozen, potatoes to 25 cents a
peck, and the bottom has gone out of
Green peas are a little
string beans.

stuff and

higher.
Blueberries and raspberries are out of
market, ann blackberries take their

the

turn.
New wheat
main

>

tne

gin

tmua-

father, Capt. W. S. Norwood, In
R. L. Tay.
N*

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles.
ltchlnk. Blind, Blew Unit Frotnidlmt PllM.
Druggists are authorised to refund money if,
PAZO OINTMKKT falls to cure In 6 14 to days
90C.

University

of

the gun; the man behind the buzz
the man behind the son; the man

dear.”

the times and the

then,”

said

Charles,

the
in

telling

the

Best factory (new) per ft.16*18
Beat dairy (new).is
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchalel.
05
K««.
Fresh laid, per do*.28930

An American
told he must

in

not

seeing

a

Meats

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb

15

04*08
8
(?«04

Pork, ft
Chop,
Ham, per ft
Shoulder,
Bacon,

06

12 918
12
16

Lard,

10 £12

we

than the

man

editors and

who is behind.

merchants and

the

commercial clan are indebted for
existence to this honest felldw man. He
keeps us all in business and his town is
never dead, and so we take our hats off to
whole

the

man

who is ahead.

Everybody’s friend- Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil. Cures toothache, earache, sore throat.
Heals cuts, bruises, scalds. Stops any pain.
—Advt.

To taste Uneeda Biscuit is to
fall in love with them. You
never forget that first taste, and
you renew it every time you eat

25m30

Mackerel, tinkers,
1

Lobsters, lb
Shrimps, qt
Shad,

for 25
20
SO
10

Uneeda Biscuit

Flour, Orslit
*5 5i>
13 »
I I’O

130

snd

7 CO
7(0
7 (0
7f0
65

In

a

—

dust

moisture

tight,
proof package.

F»*«d.

5< m.53
Gabs.hu
Snorw*— bag- 1 30 <ji 3
Mixed foed, biih
1 35 * 4
^l.i.tltngB.i.ag i3o*i.’o
Cotton seed mea., 16

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

LAW KEG A KLING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool h*U s"all weigh «"
a bush I of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an
lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
|
of apples, 44 pou mis
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In <
i good order ami 111 for shipping, Is 62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta■bnga turnips and peas, 6
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 5i,
pounds; of carrots, Fngl'sh turnips, r\e and
Indian meal, 30 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley ami buckwheat, 4r> pounds: of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as -ov agreement.
j

pounds, and

CLARION

1

<

Ranges & Stoves
are

i

—-

I his

It requires careful fitting of every
casting to give the control of the fire

son:

Begin

each

memoradum of

work

day’s
what

is

order of urgency.
Do one thing only at

to

a

be

with

a

done,

in

so

necessary to comfort and economy.

Both are apparent to every investigator who purchases a CLARION—
and incieasingly so as the years of
satisfactory service roll along.

time.

In
interviews note in
any business
The postal laws enabled him as
the
entries
your
your dairy or in
one of the nation's rich men and legislators to send a piano through the substance of what takes place—for corrobmails free. If he chose, but the poor I oration in any future difficulty,
must imy for an ounce of paper.
j Be scrupulously exact down to the
The next day Rowland Hill’s hill for smallest item in money matters.
Keep your papers in a neat and orderly
uniform inland i>enny postage was to
fashion.
come up In the house of commons and
There is no need to confess ignorance, but
Sir Roderick had proposed to kill It.
It now occurred to him that the gov- never be above asking for advice from
ernment was carrying this girl's love those competent to give it in any matter
letters free, whereas the charge of a of doubt, and never affect to understand
penny might be paid not only by her. when you do not understand thoroughly.
Get to the bottom of any affair intrusted
but by thousand^ of others who could

Efficient.

It takes good iron to absorb heat
and radiate it well, year after year.

Worth Noting.
I
Here is a part of the recipe which a great i
judge left behind him for the guidance of !

Ing.

Ask your local agent about CLAR-

TH6rHDEE*iEALAHE°NTlNG Stove. IONS, write US.
esta,h“° WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
or

The Wabash Railroad Go.
THE

to you—even the simplest—and do each
pay the high rates.
“Beth,” be said, tearing open the let- piece of work as if you were a tradesman
ter and glancing at a piece of blank turning out a best sample of his manupaper within, “when you want to seud facture by whicn he wishes to be judged.
another letter to your lover come to
Always be straightforward and sincere*.

me,” he handed her a card, “and It
shall cost you nothing: I’ll frank It for
you. And here’s a wedding present for
you, or rather pay for an Idea you have
given me.” He handed her two £10
notes and left her standing on the sidewalk gaping after him.
The next day. w'ben the postal bill
came up In the house of commons, Its
friends were In despair since It was
sure to be kill**! by Sir Roderick Boyle,
who had denounced It as a visionary
scheme that would swamp the postoffice department. When shortly before the vote was cast the great statesman arose and made a speech In advocacy of the bill there was great astonishment. The measure passed, but
no one knew that the turning point In
Its struggle for existence was a cipher
between two lovers, neither of whom
knew any more than to read and to
MARY C. BURNET.
write.

lists; and

11

Fuel.

Corn inenl.il/tg
Cracked corn,

his

Uneeda Biscuit

18025

Salt

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 §6 50
3 00 *5 00
Dry soft,
8tove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
100*1 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’*
Buttings, hArd

Corn, 1000. Dag

behind

You do not know that Soda
Cracker until you know

15
16®.22
12

Fresh Fish.
06 Salmon,

tibl—
4 50

be-

is One Soda Cracker
and | Only | One.

There

12 *25
Spring lamb,
u>
Tongues, each

Flour—per

man

behind his whisk-

SlJbfTtfgtmentg.

.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02*
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.65®.70
12
Kerosene,

20

Sea trout, tt>
Sword Ush, tb

All

as

the

.100.1*

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

man

man

and Provisions.

.15 9.30
.12*.25
.069.10
18
.05 £08

Steak,
Roasts,

important

certain

While leisurely examincuriosity he was accosted by an
irate military looking man, who demanded in
unprintable language what he
meant by trespassing on private property.
“Well,” said the Yankee, “I was told I
should make a point of seeing ‘Satan’s
Stool,’ but I never guessed I should have
the pleasure of
meeting the owner.” I

ing

8*11

Bunch beets,
26
02 Tomatoes, ft
Cucumbers, each
08,m 10
Sweet potatoes, ft
05
25
celery, bunch
35
Squash, tb
(8<£04 String beans, pk
Green peas, pk
80
Beans—per qt—
New carrots, bunch 08
12315
Yellow-eye
Green corn, doz 15*18
10
Pea.
Fruit,
15 Pineapples, each
15
Blackberries, qt
25 850 Lemons doz
Oranges, doz
25*30
40m 30
10m ,5
Watermelon,
Canteloupe,
Apples, cooking, pk 25
Groceries.
Rice, per ft
Coflee—per ft
.06®.08
Rio,
.169.25 Vinegar, gal
20£25
35 Cracked wheat,
.05
Mocha,
35 Oatmeal, per ft
.tu
Java,

Beef, ft:

cars; the

behind the

gets, whose bills are alsigned—he’s a blamed sight more

ways

Devonshire had been
miss

“Satan’s stool.”

Tea—per ft—
.45*.65
Japan,
.30* 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
Granulate,i. 05£05X
.06
Coffee—A A B,
Yellow, C
.05#
Powdered,
08£lu
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,

and the

the

rents;
'the

and

behind the

pays for what he

peculiar rock formation known locally

straw.

Vegetables.
25 Onions, lb
05 *08 Beets, lb
02 Cabbage,ft
03 spinach, pk

man

behind the kodak and the

hind the bars:

five hundred above all expenses.

least

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.
123.4
Baled.lb

Potatoes, pk
Lettuce,
Turnips, lb

man

the

and

behind

everything behind has entered on the list.
But they’ve skipped another fellow of
She—Was the wedding a success? He—
A man who valued the whom nothing has been said—the fellow
Yes, indeed!
ora little way ahead; who
presents said they must have cleared at who is even,

Poultry.
Chickens.....18 925
Fowl.
18*22

Loose.
Baled.

whistle and the
man

ers

plowshare

fence;

behind the

saw

behind his

man

behind the

man

man

incident afterwards, ‘‘that blamed clock
began to cry out. But it only cuckooed
three times, and I had to stand there like
a fool and cuckoo the other nine.”

Cheese.

her.

stood looking down upon

“And

Country Produce.

Creamery per ft........30335
Dairy.
23328

paused.

the

“What time is it Charles?”
41
’Bout 12.”

Hotter.

“Please, sir. I don't want it.”
'’Don’t want it.”
“No. sir. There's nothing in if. si;*.”
He
“Nothing in it? Then why"
"I tried to stop you payin’ for it. sir.
It's this way. sir.
My young v. an’s
▼alet to a laird in the north <V Scotland, sir. The postage on a letter from
him is one and four. sir. so we lias a
way o' writln’ on the bark o’ the letter
Inas we )M»th knows what it means.
side there’s nothin' but a sheet <>’ paper, with nothin' on it. I goes to the
poatoflice and calls for the letter and
knows what it says by the writln* on
the outside. Then I hands it back to
I won’t
the clerk and pays nothin'.
mind tellin* you what this one says If
Beth means
you won’t look at me.
B. It,
T. means time.
sweetheart.
one
month—that is, It's one
means
month before we’re to be married."
Sir Roderick, who was a statesman.

“Yesh,

The quotations below give the range of
prices in Ellsworth.

Sir Roderick took the glass out of his
eye and surveyed the girl from head to
foot. What could she mean? He was
too well bred to ask even one so far beneath him to explain ft matter In which
he could not possibly be expected to
have an interest, so he simply looked
at her.
“Well, here’s your letter,” be said,

smoker

“Is that you, Charles?”

retail

necessary.”

it t

flour is coming forward, and
off greatly. Feeds re-

dropped
unchanged.

has

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
a

Frederick F. Jordan, of Bangor, aged
eighteen, was drowned in the Penobscot
“A young man and his wife, not long river at Hampden Sunday, while bathing.
Mrs. Mary J. Davis, of Bath, aged
married,” said the narrator of the incident, “lived down on the South Side, seventy-six years, was burned to death
where they had a pretty little two-story Thursday. Her
clothing caught fire from
house. One of their wedding presents was the kitchen stove.
a large clock which told the hours and
Frederick M. Rogers, a prominent busihalf hours by means of the cuckoo’s cry ! ness man of
Bangor, where he was in the
instead of by the usual chimes or the
horse, carriage and harness business, died
ringing of a bell. One night the college Sunday, aged sixty-two years.
fraternity, of which the man was a mem- I The
eighteenth annual reunion of the
ber, gave a banquet, and it was accord- j 22d Maine
regiment association will be
ingly late when he arrived at the front held at
Corinna, Wednesday, Sept. 5.
door of bis home. He thought that disBusiness meeting at 10 a. m. The Maine
cretion was the better part of valor, so
Central railroad and the Bangor & Arooswhen he got inside
he began to retook railroad will sell tickets for this remove his shoes before going
upstairs. Un- union at reduced rates.
fortunately he was not very happy in the
execution of this act, for one of his shoes I
The Man Ahead.
slipped and made a noise that could be |
In every newspaper we pick up we are
beard all over the house. A moment later
his wife’s voice came from the head of the sure to find a lot of gush about the man
behind the counter and the man behind
stairway:

price still hangs at 30 cents. A rise
within the next few days is promised.

price

He’s a Cuckoo.
was told recently at

given by the alumni of
Michigan at Chicago:

retail

poor, prohibitive.
Sir Roderick stepped up to the delivery window aud, finding a young
woman, a maidservant, there, waited.
The clerk had handed her a letter, aud
she was looking at the superscription.
Presently she sighed and turned to
leave. The clerk called her back.
“This is the-third time this week
you've been here to ask for letters, and,
though Pve had one for you every time
you’ve called.''
"What’s the matter, lassie?” asked
Sir Roderick. "Can’t you pay for your
letter?”
"I haven’t the money, sir.”
"Whom is It from?”
“My young man, sir.”
"What Is the postage?” asked the
baronet of the clerk.
“A shilling fourpence," replied the
clerk.
Sir Roderick took the amount from
his wallet and laid It before the clerk.
Glancng at the grl to see how pleased
she
would be to read the letter
from her lover he noticed a peculiar
expression on her face, while she shook
her head, as much as to say, “Don’t do
It." But it was too late. The clerk
had taken the money, and the letter
was In the baronet's band.
He gave It
to the girl, and the two walked out of
the postofllce together.
When they
reached the street Sir Roderick took
out an eyeglass and read the superscription on the letter.
The name was “Beth T. B. R. Perk."
Sir Roderick was puzzled.
He had
never seen so many Initials In the name
of one in her class.
“You are Beth
Perk, I suppose,” he said.
“Yes, sir; on that letter. Sometimes
Pm Bess, Elizabeth, Betsy or one o'
the other names as belongs to Elizabeth."
The good man looked at her wonderingly. “And you seem to have a good
many other names, judging from the
Initials.*'
Them differs.
“The letters, sir.
Sometimes there’s three, like this one,
sometimes two, and once there was
five, but that was only once and was

h::::d!ng

This story

Price of Butter—
Jump
Eggs Supply Falling Off.
The past week has shown marked
changes in the local market. The most
noteworthy, perhaps, is the sudden jump
in butter; 25 cents is now the bottom
price for any good dairy butter, with 30
cents for the best. Creamery demands as
The rise is due to
high as 35 cents.
scarcity of supply, which, though seasonable, is greater than usual this year.
Eggs also are more scarce, though top
In

not

SEAL COVE.
Mrs.

Sudden

j

TH* CONNECTING LINK.

At

The

a

w

the

garded.
day

centennial among the redeemed
about the throne of God in Heaven. My
fondest wish for your church and school
is that the Lord
may add to you tuny
whose lives are hid with Christ in God.
In the name of Him whose I am and

the

school since

pgCTilJ.,

next

yet
prime.
The g«Kx! women met ami willingly planned
To do all they could in the cold winter time.
Or in any season, to earn a bright dime
And work with a ready hand.

But that lesson I have

to many a
and drawn

Whatsoever of myself you remember, forgive and forget. May we all celebrate our

DIRECT

LINE

FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.
Tourist

Sleepers

Boston to

Chicago.

.-

Tommy—Yeh, pop ketched me playin’ I
hookey an’ he grabbed me an’—
Chimmie—Walloped yer like lightnin’, eh.
Tommy—No, not like lightnin’. He hit
too often in the same place.
“I suppose you can remember when a
of this land could have been bought

lot

“Yes,” answered Farmer
But after seem’ how much
my daughter’s singin’ lessons cost, that
dosen’t seem so cheap.”
for

a

VERY

(To
Take

RATES

IN EFFECT

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS. ;
For

song?”

Corntossel.

LOW

Boston,

Cure

Laxative Bromo

a

particulars, write
England

the New

Cold in One

Quinine

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

to 170

Tablets.
This Signature,

jet

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

Day

ft/

&

On

everyj

!>OX. 2.r
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£om«ponBmrt.

fairly and vigorously, and. as the re- three bottles of rum on the stage, and to aee
two democratic deputy sheriffs, whose duty It
sult pyoved, effectively. His majority
was to enforce the law. seated on the
stage
at the convention was the expression and
applauding him to the echo.
* VOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
of
a
of
the
of
republicans
majority
PUBLISHED
After reading of the situation in
I VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
this county through their delegates,
Oxford as depicted in this letter, what
AT
and in all fairness be should receive
is to be said of Candidate Davis’ stateELLSWORTH. MAINE,
*
the support which he asks.
ment at Hancock hail last Monday
bt r«*
There are but two candidates for
RANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
evening that “in every connty that
this office; one has received the reguV, W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
has a democratic sheriff, the prohibiW. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
lar republican nomination after a fair
tory law is as striotly enforced as it is
and friendly contest, and his record in
ri
Price—00 a year; #1 00 for six
n—gitiir
Hancock county”?
If
paid for staunch support of the party
aiMhi, 30 cents tor three'months.
serially In advance. tl .V, 75 and S3 cents
whose nomination he received stands
mpoctlvelv All arrearages are reckoned

?tyr sCUsuuu'th American.

LttUr from Charles Peter*,
Elia worth Ms., Aug. 16, 1908.
To ike Editor of The American:
A* a candidate for office in tbit county
I

of #2 per year.
r*rH»lni( Rat#*** Arc

a

■m

aade known on

unimpeached.

reasonable, and will
application.

AUGUST

Mmc ixrzjsi

So. I

1906

TixjiitMAwammmmmmmmam

Mo.; m. Vdn. Fr.Sa.

11
J _6 !_7 11 jo il
16 17 j8

John J. Scott, a Southwest Harbor war
of seventy-two years, made all
hit hay this year, cutting a ten-acre field.
His only assistance was a few hours* work
of a mowing machine.

before the

extent

some

veteran

presumption on my part to mention.
also realize that without an authoritative statement the fact* may be unintentionally distorted cr misquoted to the disadvantage of a candidate.
I was born in Ellsworth in lf*66. and
lived here until ISffci, when f went to
Brooklyn, X. Y., with an aunt, with
whom I always lived. I continued my
education in the schools, and later in the
were

the Issue.

of the successful farmers of the
Happytown district. Ellsworth, is Frauk
Herrick, w bo ts always early in the market
with green stuff. One of Mr. Herrick'*
npecialties is early tomatoes. He makes
weekly trips to Mt. IVsert Island with
One

out

2012i|22

(26 27! 2?'29

American is IMMH)

man's qualifications as a representa- eighteen years.
I'pon the death of my aunt in MKJR, I retive are to be measured by the
turned to my native town, and took up
amount of tax he pays? This inane

ATerage for the year of 1905,

the

2,313

1

NOMINEES. deputy
his

STATE TICKET.

*

For Senators,
SUMNER P. MILLS, of Stonington.
LUERE B. DEASY. of Eden.

*

tor

fulfill the

II

with the inten-

Hancock county that they believe in
are simply submitting to it
because a sheriff of their own choosing is enforcing it, and they da e not

j
j

from
a

»

to the •‘terror**

a

little

gradually.

WHAT’* THK

-MATTER WTTH MAIXK?
recently beard *n interesting story
of a hr a,fha inti# Brooklyn, N. Y..
boy of
Main# parentage, which illustrate* the
fore# of early impression* and is worth
telling. The little fellow 1* the Hvc-yearold aon of Dr. Huldfn, w hove
parent*
annually visit the beautiful Holden place
in Bass Harbor for the summer. Thia
estate ia on# of the finest In that beautiful
village, kept in admirable order. Here
the little fellow has learn* d to love Maine.
Intt spring—probaInly about the time hi*
parents liegan to talk about coming to
Maine for the summer the boy wa* at

W>

ex-

thing

canvas*

within a year after my return has been
criticised to some extent by my political
opponents. 1 consider that to be s fair

argument to

use

been

And

just as Mr. Giles stands right
the greater issue, so on the lesser

urged

think

I

and

have

for

w

hat it

was

while she descanted about the beautiea of
heaven, with wrapt attention. As she

stopped

it was his turn to speak. In
offended tone be asked: “For pity sake!
What ia the matter with Malue?”

worth be-

convention,

fore and at the

protest.

For Judge of Probata,
EDWARD E. CHASE, of Bluehill.

on

a

but it having
considered at that time, 1

right

to rest

on

that de-

—

waa

j it
I

HOLMES, of Ellsworth.

REPRESENTATIVES.

Ellfirorth,

all the more

reprehensible

Funny.

because

made in connection with anfalse and utterly unjust
charge that Mr. Eddy, at the convention, bud the support of the entire
liquor element, the inference intended
to be drawn being ihst Mr. Eddy, if
nominated and elected, would uot entorts- the
liquor law, and that Mr.
Treworgy. i' c eded, had promised to
appoint a de uty who would not en-

speech at Hancock
Monday evenirg Candidate

equally

|

hall last
Davis attempted to be funny at the expense
of The
American
which in last
week’s issue,
in anticipation of his
much-heralded coming, put a few
questions to him; one of them was:
t'wulidat* Darts finds thst the expendiof the btate ia 1SS5 were *1321,1*3; In
IMS they were S2.423.S02. Horrible! Does he
intentionally omit to slate tn this connection
that the State's income has increased tn like

same

thing

a* a

citizen of

!

*11

ever

J**t

ia

widening, make* the music
a

j

tures

LYNWOOD F. GILES, of Ellsworth.

]

the IlUJe rift within the Jute which,
mote."
It is
little rift ia the health of * woman
often, which gradually takes the spring from
1 never felt that the tics w hich bind a
her step, the light from her eve*, the rose
from her cheek and the manic from her voice.
man to his native place were really cut.
Perhaps the bug bear which has frightened
My father, grandfather and great-grand- the women from the timely help needed at
father were ail residents of this county. the beginning has been lhe dreaded questions,
the obnoxious examination, the local treatBorne of my nearest relatives have always ments of the home
physician. There is no
N«»r f« there need for conlived here.
Real estate in Ellsworth need lor these.
tinued suffering.
I»r. Pierce’* Favorite Preworth |6,(I00 in which 1 have been inter- scription can be relied on
by every woman,
from
what are
called
-female
ested since birth has (laid taxes here for I •offering
trouble* to renew the health and cure the
forty years. 1 mention these things merely disease. Women are astonished at the result*
of
the
use
of this medicinr It not only makes
because a w rong impression might easily
j weak women -robust and rosy cheeked."
but
gain circulation if the facts are not ; it give* them back the vigor and *ttaiity of
youth.
known.
Free. Dr. Pie roe’s People’s Common
ns*
1 do not claim to be better fitted for the
Medical Adviser, 1MB pages, is sent free on reoffice than my opponent on the democratic recelpt of t! one-vent stamps to pav expense
of mailing »»i*.
Address Dr. R. V Pierce.
ticket, Mr. Emery, but I do claim that Buffet*. W. Y.

pect to dd the
Maine.

In his

whs

other

',)f

^
bl.'f.11

,”.^“1-

fir**

9PHi.\l.

NOTIC*..

ire.pa*. Is Oanlclncs. p.„
no demand
protection
Ilf.
nrci'J
not

,

lo

ircui

.nd

...unij of Hancock the
»0d the Unn.-i mate.
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‘j

__

stJT^J
«

sesrta.

K*K

HAKHOIt
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tMOt
,
I'.iwm CO-MPAN\
»«l*l
or
noraaotDiu.
etrioo of lb* power conf,rr«c on
m, b,
tfcc hr-Ion of ih,
> »»■ HI,*, Power Com on,, 1
her*',, .Ti„
ooo
omcUI mc«lln« of it, „t.., it).
I
<f Mid Ho, Harbor nod Colon
<
ompan, to he he'd ,1 the oBIce ..I ,.id
b.0, 00 Church Mr**,. Rll.worrh
cooat,. Moibe on Tu-ed.v lb,
h
VBCBat. 1W* »• Ih OMtoch In I he f
W
«ct at«*ti the following grticir* nam* a
•»«
If
the
Th
etockbolder*
.in
,m,nd the b, low, no ae to pro,, i, to,
natant trea«nrerof thu compan,
,„,iioJ!.
bn, bl« duller .nd to elect
eioctlon of anch ssautaot Irea.urer
Article 1 To elect a nee m-,.il.xompin,. lo lake in, pi..,
"
tianafer acont.
Article ». To Iraaaa-r. an, an-l .11
nib,,
l.nalorae connected with or d, eared umrurr
-nearer our the purpo. • re ii„t
in* to ettolnk arllt-lea, and to
tr«rtaart in
oih. ha-loea* that ora, proper], „,m,
•aid meetinc.
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MAIM'.

HAXOOCK AS.:—TO (be
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L. 8.

J

}

pert ire

€mr re*

their

IM+X4U,

ronnii/i,

nr

*
either nf

-.mtmso;

:

t

cock. on tbe second Tuesdiy ..f April nest,
then and there in oar said court to stiver
unto Dean W. Qrtadle, of V
Desert, it
the county of Hancock end Bute of Mains.
In a plea of tbe case, for that the said defendant, at Mount Desert. »lr
aside. worth, oa
the Mb day of July, A. If. 1Mj> m his
proaiisaory note o# that date by him v
ribed, for
value received, promised
l>**a V. Uriahs,
tbe plaiatifl, to pay him or hi* rder :he#aa
of twenty eight dollar* and
.rot* with
interest, whereof the said defer iint bccsaM
liable aud promi* d the plaiotlf* :
pay him
tbe content* of said note according u> the
tenor thereof.
Yet, though oFea r*«iue*ted. the *ski defendant ha* not paid said sun. nt prgUcUM
to do, to tbe damage of salti p
aur? a* hr
•ays) tbe sum of one hundred ftfiy dollar*,
which *bail then aud these be made"ti- appear
with other due damage*
Aodba.r you tan*
this writ with your doing* thrr<
WitceM. Andrew F Wl*4t
ef Justice
of said court at Ellsworth. o.
day of
March, in the year of our U:
tboamad
nine hundred aud six
J F. Kaow lto*. Clerk.
STATE OF MAINE.
!! intone «a.
Supreme Ju rial Chart*
April A. l>. 180*
Upon the foregoing writ, order*-,! That the
plaintiff give notit * to the *as,J E> *t U Bloduf oar Sugett to appear before the Ju*u
preme Judicial Court, to be boidcn a; EUsw urth, within and for the
uounty of Haaeock.
on the Hecond Tuesday of Oct"
A. D. J98*.
by publishing au al(e*Urd copy ? **nl «ril
and this order thereon, thre*
*ucce»*
aotusaivgly in the EH-worth Vuxr
.r.tr of
p*per printed in Kll*w, rtb
x’.airty
Hancock, the last publics;.
fuenisT
days at leaat prior to aaid
of October next, that he m.» ;bert tti
then In our said <x»urt *ppr»' »•. 1 answer to
*s.tos.
aaid anil.
Jons l. h
Clerk of the Sap- J xi. t'oori.
.etara sad
A true
Of!
of
the
Writ.
copy
Order of Court the’ecu.
cm
A> t«r*.
J F. K*>.

<

ones

charge

a

command yr*o to attach t
Sunday school, where the teacher of hia UTB r«t»t*
goods or
of hrn«t L Hlodg*i;. formerly
rlaaa waa telling them about the glories of of Brooksvllle. is tbe
of Hancock asd
county
for register of deeds.
heaven. In that Sunday arhool it is the Mule of Maine, now reetdmg out of m« tkait
and residence uoknown, to the taiue of om
If the republican voters believe that 1 custom of the
teacher and pupils to talk hundred
ftft/ collar*. g* d summoB the saM
will properly perform the duties of the over the lesson.
defendant (If be may be found iu a our precinct). to appear before our Justices ..f the
office I seek, I believe that I am entitled to
This bright little Brooklyn boy with
supreme Judicial court, nr it u> be balden l*
taeir votes. My action in seeking office
Maine ancestry, listened to his teacher Ellsworth, within and for our county <,f Hsn-

it; they

I

become arcustome

THANKS.

Purlieu Assembly. P.
who
dur n, nor twres.rtnent. also tor
iS.
tul flower*.
„%0^, v
J U‘ XLmWe*tftaUtr»n, An* »,

the

more

OS'

oar .Hicccrc
.nd to •>.

argument* against the automobile
narrowness of the roads, the
precipitous cliffs around whi'h they akirt,
the fact that the island is a terminal and
that the condition* are not favorable to
the introduction of automobile*. But
one of these days the voters who do not
attend the anti-auto love burst* will let
down the bars, and then the drivers of
horse* will wish tKelr animals could have
are

county, soliciting support in the convention.
I found a very friendly attitude on the
part of the voters, and later, aa is known,
received a substantial majority in the convention. I am now- asking for the support
of the people at the polls. 1 am the only
candidate on the regular republican ticket

a step toward* high license and
local option in which they do believe.
It must not be supposed that because the law Is being enforced
in

wrote;

Knowing

CARD

Wish to aspreae
\VyK
to all friend«
TT

chief

of most of the towns of tbia

ply

*

(ample.

perience that the only way to get
i* to aak for it, I made a personal

office.

*prnai KeUtr*.

raised with-

hot house.

society the auto-terror was the subject of
dlscassion, and the anti-auto sentiment
prevailed, in fact, was unanimous. The

duties of the office to the satis-

faction of the

t

a

Collision on Maine Central.
cision.
Htephen B. I>yer, of Waterville, wa*
he can be depended upon to vote
I always Javc worked, am now working
killed and twelve others were injured in a
If this is a “promise to appoint”, for the best interests of his constitu- and shall continue to work for the repubcollision between a working train and a
then The American was wrong; oth- j ents and of the State.
lican party.
A portion of my life 1 have j
coal train near Etna Monday night.
worked for the parly in the state of New !
erwise The American was right.
York. For the remainder of my life 1 exof the Democrat
This false
II Wasn’t So “Darn”

For Clerk of Court*,
JOHN F. KNOWLTON. of Ellsworth.

From

it; The statement is
It* accuracy was sub-

After the third ballot the Bar Harbor delegation and their aupportere i*atd they
were all going to vote for me. but wanted to
ask a favor, and that waa that they would like
for Mr. Eddy to be deputy at Bar Harbor if I
waa elected sheriff. That waa agreeable to me
if the people—I mean the law-abiding citizen*
of Bar Harbor—wished
him appointed a*
deputy there. If the beat citizena there ohj«5ct to his being deputy there, that change*
the matter altogether. * * •

COUNTY TICKET.

FOR

untrue.

! Treworgy

For Representative to Congress.
(Third District !
EDWIN C. BCRLE1GH. of Augusta.

BJBERT B.

utterly

tesubmiwdcit
to

believer In prohibition as the be*:
means of dealing
with the )iqu< r
question be deceived; the democrat*
do not believe in prohibition, and
their demand for resubmission is sim-

mitted to Mr. Treworgy by a citizen
of Bar Harbor, and in reply Mr.

For Governor,
WILLIAM T. COBB, of Rockland.

County Commissioner,
FRED R. PAGE, of Bucksport.
For Register of Deeds,
CHARLES PETERS, of Ellsworth.
For County Treasurer,

being

Bar Harbor in the event of
elected sheriff was utterly

We repeat
(

For

at

demand*
d would he t:

The republican party is against re
Tier* is no dotm as to
SUhmiarn-n
where Mr Gt'es *■ *nd-; he is ag.i „• q
Let no vo er in E Is oitli who i. a

untrue.

STATE EJECTION, SEPT. 10, 1906.

For Sheriff,
WINFIELD S. TREWORGY, of Surry.
For County Attorney,
CHARLES H. WOOD, of Eden.

platform
elect,

Last week it stated that the Democrat’* assertion that Mr. Treworgy
had promised to appoint Mr. Eddy a

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 1906.

■REPUBLICAN

American is not in the habit of

making categorical statements without knowing what it is talking shout.

And these he

the advantage of

attempt is being made to extend the
Bar Harbor auto-exclusion act to the rest
of Mt, Mesrrt l*tand. At a recent meeting
of the Bar Harbor village improvement

a

wear

produce. On last
with him |50 worth of

An

30 31

copies.

tomatoes.

in!r°n'*
Dijf’t

over-trimmed and fn™.
clothe.
Wear plain elotbe. ailh.
nne
"PPtopriate blouses.
lioii l near long skirts to the

and

week’s trip he took

ripe

again
fling st an opponent is, however, in
permanently. I regiskeeping with the kind ol a campaign tered, voted the republican ticket in the
our friends evidently propose to eon
spring of 1906, attended and worked in the
position which Mr. Emery took imme- duct.
republican caucuses.
we
behis
defeat,
diately following
Moreover, even it it had a point, it
While in Brooklyn I invariably voted
lieve there will be no hesitation in the
isn't such a very strong one for while the straight republican ticket. I never
minds of inteligent voters.
Capt. Higgins’ tax in Ellsworth ia split the ticket or voted for* democrat in
Justice and common decency relife. I “declared' myself as a republarge—much larger than Mr. Giles'— my
lican one or more times when registering,
quire that Mr. peters should receive Mr Giles
VAEWaW •* «. T -Th-ja-SIs*MR ..JAIMHRm
pats taxes in eleven or
for the purpose of working before election
nut only the full republican streng h,
tweive fth< r
town*
in
Hancock
MOON'S anr.SES.
at the primaries, and worked at the pribut also the endorsement of ail men
»
»-5
N
Tia
nr
jifall
county, and hi* total tax is nearly if maries for the republican ticket, and have
-iq
lcJ p.n who dislike to see a poor loser, or one
a*.
t^Moon
^TMoon
not quite equal to that as-eased on hi* been a member of a
T.-4
»t
0 17
no
republican club in
f Third
11
j, F
who regards office as of more imporyfjiarttr . 0 pn
t ((uartcr il p.
opponent.
Brooklyn.
tance than party affiliations.
On the vital issue of thia earn aign
:'"e*-wr
I'pon the death of Mr. Campbell this
-1
—the liquor question—where does summer, 1 announced myself as a candiThis week's edition of The
His party’* date to succeed him, believing that I could
Cat t. Higgins stand?
“I'tterly fntrue.”

ilJlpilji
23 2425
19

vegetables

his

institute of

my residence here
tion of remaining

Dont’s for the Itoafnes*
Girl.
Don't complain of jour health
if
an too ill to
work, my eo and
■So Ion, ae you an able to
work keep »Ue„,
• bout your
ailmenta, and you wiu
mon sympathy and
admiration b,
courage than by any amount of ,ronn,n.
*
Don't apwak in a listless voice.
Don’t bring your home troubles
lo
tots,
office and air them there.
Don’t try to be mannish either In
dr™,
or manner.
The mannish bosine,,
fIwn
ta ont of faahion,
fortunately.
,mVt *" un,ldy *lTlt’ ot hair
dress--

T

Brooklyn.
Polytechnic
I subsequently found employment as a
clerk with the Brittsh and Foreign Marine
that he doesn’t pay so large a tax as iftsoimnca company of New York, and
his democratic opponent.
remained in their employ with successive
Since when has it come to pass that advancements in position continuously for

nomination and agrees to support
their whole county ticket. By this
action he forfeits the right to the sup
port of thinking men of both parties.
When we consider the vigorous, fair
and succesaiul contest which Mr. Peters made for the nomination, and the

~_|_LJ

to

I consider that the voter*of the
county have a right to information as to
my personal history, which otherwise it

Two issues of our esteemed demo
crstic contemporary have appeared
since the republicans of Bits worth
placed in nomination fur representative to the legislature Lynwood F.
Giles, and the most it has yet been
able to say against voting for him is

The other is a former republican
whom disappointment has driven to
the democratic side, and who is working to defeat the very candidates the
republicans are trying to elect.
Mr. Emery not only bolts the ticket
of the party whose nomination be
sought, but accepts the democratic

iMulnr iin communication* should be addressed
4s *»d all to one v order* made jt&yable to Thi
PUBLISHING CO., ED*
r»«*eOCfc OOVBTT
«*ek Maine.

1906

Dodging

rayaaif

find

Gore.

public, and

—

mm rate

rOt’NTV GOSSIP.
A home mackerel weighing 1,000 pound*
was recently caught in a weir at Halt*bury

j

—

->

force it, ibu, uot only offering a gra- proportion?
j
i tuitou* in-ult to Mr. Eldy.but also,
Mr. Davis disposed of this to his apI indirectly charging Mr. Treworgy with ! parent satisfaction by declaring with
frovi EIC. Desert,
Tremont, Southwest the mtenliou of winking at enforce- uo small unction that, barring a few
Harbor, Swan's island and Cranberry ment.
fees from sportsmen and corporations, there is no reason why 1 should not reisles,
Not only was every candidate for the Slate has uo income at alt, and ceive the solid vote of ray fellow-members
©anUX.
«jsorge R. Haddock, of Cranberry Isles,
of the republican party.
sheriff at the republican convention can’t have any.
for geoeral housework.
Address
The impossibility of my being able to
from Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Franklin,
It really wasn’t necessary for Candir Mas. D. SutRLnr Norris. Bar Harbor,
unequivocally pledged to enforce*
see more than a small proportion of the
aloe.
Sullivan, Gouldsboro. Eastbrook, W'oiPrtfisdsna; Carte.
ment, but it is perfectly well known date Davis to come all the way to voters of the
Lkam and townships and plantations
county leads me to ask you
* that no candidate could have been Ellsworth to make this criticism on
around to years old to represent os
to give publicity to this letter, which conEos. 7. 8, 9, 10, 21 and 33.
L. l.
in this couoly.
Permanent position at
the use of words, for we doubt if any tains some
nominated who was not so pledged.
Joseph H. Doyle, of Franklin,
things which 1 should be glad j food wages. C. R. Bras Jb Co.. Nurserymen.
“In the discussion of issues the reader of The American—excepting of the opportunity of saying personally Hartford, Conn.
DENTIST.
front Buck sport, Dedham
Mariaviile
ftk.
Democrat has refrained from anything of course Mr. Davis—misapprehended ! to each one. Yours respectfully,
/ >r.*t Sntunutl fhtni.
MAN for genera) work about
VEia, Verona, Amherst and Penobacot;
gentleman’s place in Hancock countv.
Charuee*) Peter#.
low,” shouu ’.his self appointed pur- the use of the word “income” in
Hadley P. Burrill, of Dedham.
Must be practical and competent wuh horses,
Crown ami Brule? Work a Jr
‘olty. CM**
the above-quoted paragraph, which
flower and vegetable garden*, cow* and chick* <Uie method*.
Fx*ns Surry, Hancock, Bluehill, Lamoine veyor of public morals! And yet in
goiuuoforwe, tfc* :*****
cu*.
Wife to do laundry work during the
The “Elijah” at Bar Harbor.
the same issue with this prouuneia- meant, and could mean nothing else
I he tic, uacU.
and Trenton
summer
month*.
House-rent free.
Good
Next
Mendelsreferences required Address care Tua Anna*
Wednesday evening
“revenue”- money raised by
mento it impeaches the integrity and than
John F. Wood, of Bluehill.
sohn's oratorio “Elijah” is to be sung at lean, Ellsworth. Me.
51. »•
*• SIMOM
From Sedgwick, Stonington, Deer isle. motives of a half-dozen of its fellow- taxation.
the Casino, Bar Harbor, by the Bar HarGRNTtJ—
female
And
if
there
were
two
oi
them
name!
doubt
A
about
Komething abaolu’ely
Isle au Haul and Eagle island.
any
citizens, calling
by
j
bor choral society, Maurice C. Rumsey, XV new, a genuine legally guaranteed
PHYSICIAN and SU KG EON.
silk
EDWIN L. HASKELL, of Deer Isle.
Happily the republican nominee for it, it was dispelled by the paragraph director.
petticoat: to be sold direct to consumer from
manufacturer;
splendid
liberal
opportunity,
From Castine, Brooksville, Ortand, Brook- •beriff is a man whose character can- immediately following which read as
The soloists are Miss Betty Booker, so- commission, exclusive home territory. Refer
OIBoe and Residence (J. M. Ha»<
P. o. Box *&, 8l». O,
not
be harmed by such shafts of follows:
#*», Long Island and Aurora.
prano, Mrs. Adele Lae* Baldwin, conXo. <u MAIN 5T11KKT, BLLbWOBTH. «
New \ ork City. Add;,..,
N. V.
GEORGE W. HERRICK, of Brookiin.
malice as are being buried at bim by
Candidate Davis seems to think it itnpoasi* tralto, Kelley Cole, tenor, Francis Rogers,
TRUTBON K.
of explanation that the amount raised by
bass.
unscrupulous partisanship and irre- ble
S.’it.
Jot
taxation in 1906 is so much larger than it was
The orchestra of twenty pieces will
A Manly Letter.
sponsible newspaper writers.
he intentionally
twenty years ago. Does
be made up of the members of the Boston
light rosd wagon and harness
In another column may be found a
omit tof remark that the rate of taxation—
cheap for cash, or will sell horse separ
«h K
ore he -: ra who are spending the
%i ||
IMM "1 m \KLK«
jommunication signed by Charles Pewhich is the real test of the tax burden—ia symphony
ately. Inquire at J. A. TMOMreoa's. Mam 8t
Kumfurd f alls Hum.
season at Bar Harbor.
m.ww*- op* ■t:**
Nrwmi r**mi
ters, the republican candidate for regThe true mory of ibe elevating (T) | substantially the same as it was twenty years
'4| 1 w
wexthe* vanes (horses' brand i tlaoU CariUM;*-* u*n •**»**»•■»
The chorus will number about eighty
*7^,
ago?
of
In
a
flue
deeds.
frank
direc:
sier
and spectacle of « woold-he governor of
from the t»>*nufaciurer ! *nyer‘%
new,
C*rrt»«r* K»rrytfcu»a *»
modest,
voices.
Rod* and fixtures complete. Will be sold
wotcU or uo %ak>.
Temu rr.*»o».*t«!r.
This
it
didn’t
suit
Mr.
paragraph
straightforward statement he gives ! Maine stooping to Tammany Haii
The concert of this musical organiza- cheap. Inquire at Annaica* o«ce.
Davis’ purpose to quote. The inci_r h. tiotiu
•erne facts relating to his personal methods of campaigning and parad;
tion has become an annual feature of Bar
dent is of no great consequence, but
amaftfnmttt.
itetory which effectually dispose of | ing on a public stage with three not^
Harbor summer life, and this season*
so far as it goes is a good sample of
some of the misinformation which, inties of liquor, comes direct to Tbk
bids fair to eclipse all preperformance
tbe
that
half-truths
he
and
his
fellowvious successes.
awstionally or unintentionally, has American trom a prominent citizen
stump speakers are handing out to
Aren circulated throughout the county. o' Rumford Falls. He writes:
Special rates from Ellsworth on the railtheir
audiences.
road are to be had on the day of the contn an especially convincing manner
Oxford county ha* a democratic sheriff and
cert, good to return the following day.
abes he dispose of the rumor that be ha* two democratic deputies at Rumford
Information about tickets, etc., may be
More Kr|>u(>ll('Hii "Extravsiuw”,
wttile living in New York he worked Falla. This democratic sheriff. Mclntlre, or
bis two deputies. Gardner Cobb and John
White our democratic friends are obtained of Mr. RollinsatTHE American
rad voted for any bat the republican
not
taken
to
the
enforce
Bell, have
any pains
|
office.
about tbe increased coat of
AT BEAlTim I Hi III.N HOOli PARK.
sioket.
prohibitory law in Rumford Falls since they j howling
Hundreds of Hplemlkl Horses in Faslilonalde lfijT'.
One of the curiosities of South Africa is
The date of his return to his native took the oath of office January 1, 1905. On the running the State now as compared
have permitted rum selling**
with the coat twenty years ago. there the “ancezland” tree. No one can cut it
Most
wrn, the circumstances attending it, contrary, they
Races Ever Known in the State.
yond anything ever seen in Oxford county, are some other figures
too with a saw without sneezing, as the fl-ie
possibly
and the purpose of it are also so clear- and it has been charged that the two
deputies
With 50 Entries.
moth-eaten—that they don't seem dust is very irritating Even planing the
$ set forth that whatever force the heri were directly interested in the sale of
wood will sometimes cause sneezing. No
Special rate# cm all transportation line*. For further Information addr<«
anxious to quote.
a
rum.
his
non-resident
specially
of
being
sharge
W. 11. S. VOSS, Secretary Bar Harbor Fair Association,
Some time in March the Sturgis commission
For example: In 1882, the net debt insect or worm will touch it; it is very
sver had is effectually disposed of.
bitter to the taste; and when placed in
Bar Harbor, >l»ioe^
put In an appearance The action of the of the State of Maine was
able
to
dishave
been
$4,178,715; water it sinks.
So far as we
democratic sheriffs had causeo a stench, and
Is
it
now
$1,115,000.
sever. it has never been regarded a a a much as the people regretted to call in the
• lOO tteward »l(M>
In 1882 the State tax was 4 1-2 mills
MO!
FOR TM El
irrme for one to return to the place of Sturgis deputies, they were obliged to do so.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
While they have been active and efficient, it on the dollar; it is now 2 1-2 mills.
his
of
home
the
childhood, is a fact that there has been more or leu;
learn that there is at least one dreaded disiis birth,
In 1882 the tax-payers of Maine paid j ease that science has been able to cure In *11
where family, social and business in- pocket-peddling and more or less rum sold.
its stag***. an<i that ia Catarrh. Hail’s Catarrh
the running expenses of the Cure is the only positive cure now known to
When Mr. Davis put in an appearance here toward
terests would naturally lead him—
the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a condoes all this he got into communication with these two State $1,055,289; in 1906 they pay i stitutional disease, requires being
a
constituespecially when he
tional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Core is
democratic deputy sheriffs, and either they, $918,174.
the
rearose
there
mouths before
taken internally, acting directly upon the
or some of their friends who were on the inIn 1882 the schools of Maine re- blood and mucous surfaces
of the system,
a vamotest chance of there being
side, procured the three bottles for Davis or
thereby destroying the foundation of the disin
1906
eeived
receive
m
$356,723;
they
which he now put him in the hands of some trusted man
ease, and giving the
office
the
in
Bring your Stock and Produce to Mountain Park, and
strength by
patient
sancy
building up the constitution and assisting
who knew where to get it. There is no doubt $792,237.
nature
in
its
work.
The
doing
seeks.
proprietors
HANCOCK COUNTY'S BK8T FAIK.
Do the tax-payers of Maine wish to have so much faith in ita curative powers that
will but that Davis had, and exhibited, three
•j’jjs statement of Mr. Peters
One Hundred Dollars for any cane
bottles of liquor.
they offer
For particular! write to
back to 1882, which is the favorite that
of
go
voters
it
fails
cure.
to
Bend
for
list of testi—11
Many of our people, even among the leadappeal to the fair-minded for the
HANCOCK COUNTY FAIR ASSOCIATION.
democratic year for comparison? We monials. Address:^
His canvass
P. J. CHENEY A CO., ToledoTb.
ing democrats, felt that it was rather humiliShe county.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
openly, ating to see a candidate for governor exhibit guess not.
was conducted
From Eden.
G. Raymond Joy, of Eden.
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Maine’s Greatest Exhibit.

BAR

HARBOR

HORSE

SHOW,

AUG. 21, 22 and 23.

_

Exciting Running

___

BLUEHILL FAIR!

j

Mountain Park, Sept. 11,12 and 13.

participate

lomiiUtion

j

PICNIC.

UNION

[Special

to

Tub

ilbbmi*rmtn*.

DEMOCRATIC RALLY.

Told by One of the
Story of Trip
Kxcursfontsta.
as

A«tic*n.|

The long-looked-for, much-hoped-for
and gladly-welcomed day of the Baptist-

Candidate Davis and W. R. Pattangall the Speakers.
The first public meeting in Ellsworth in
this fall's campaign was held at Hancock
hall last

Monday evening. It was under
auspices of the democrats. Hon.
Cyrus W. Davis, candid ite for governor,
MetUodiat picnic
and W. R. Pattangal!. of
Machias, were
pleasant memories are
The picnic was advertised for Wednesday, the speakers.
vessel
was
availsbie at that
Lynch’s hand played in postoffice square
but because no
time, it was put over to Friday, and we and then marched to the hall and into It.
The
hall was
would not have had it then had it not
comfortably filled, the galbeen for the kindness of the firm of Whit- lery having a liberal sprinkling of ladies.
On
the stage with the speakers of the
comb, Haynes A Co., who went to a great
deal of pains to get the vessel in port in evening were \V. H. Dresser, who presided
and introduced the
great
time for the excursion. It was a
shakers; Capt.
accommodation for the Bunday schools, Joseph M. Higgins, democratic candidate
and they are grateful to the firm for its for representative to the legislature, exMay or A. VV. Qreely, Sheriff B. H. Maj o,
kindness in the matter.
The vessel was the Htorm Petrel, and it Dr. Otis Littlefield, of Bluebill, Reginald
i* safe to say that Oapt. Alexander Bonsey Ingalls and Deputy-Sheriff
Higgins, of
never had a jollier crew than on that oc- Bar Harbor, George E. Davis, £. B. Wycasion. It is estimated that over 300 made man and H. Fremont Maddocks, of Ellsthe trip. The day was custom-made for worth.
Mr. rattangall was the first speaker.
the excursion; it was simply perfect. The
He spoke for nearly three-quarters of an
tug Little Round Top, Capt. Holt, was the
motive power, and the sail down the hour, holding closely the attention of
river took just two hours, landing at the audience. The taxation of wildlands,
Newbury Neck in ample time to get the railroads and other corporations and the
chowder ready for dinner. Refreshments position of the two parties on the liquor
question were his leading themes.
were for sal* on board by Charles H. IceMr. Davis followed, speaking for a little
land.
hour. His
The stellar event of the day was the ball over an
“prclnda** was a
has

the

and gone, and
lingering still.

com*

game. It was the Solid Muldoons versus
the Claw hammers, and the game was fast
and furious from the start. H. W. Dunn,

jr., captained the Solid Muldoons, and he
w ith Herman Jordan, formed the hsttery
bin team. Rev. P. A. A. Killam was
f
the pitcher for the Clawhammer*. with
Georg* Higgins as catcher until the last
inning, whs*n his place was taken by
Harold Sinclair, whose plucky playing
won the admiration of the “bleachers”.
The batteries covered themselves all

over

glory and perspiration. Like produce* like, it is said, and as there were so
with

many star players it was only natural that
there was some star playing
Many met;
came to the* bat that day with a “now-

watch-roe-line-out *a-three- bagger”
air,
only to retire w Itb solemnchofy counteMilton Beckwith umpired acnance
ceptably, “roasting” both teams about
evenly. It was a great game, and at the
end the score stood 1£ to 14 in favor of the

humorous reference to an editorial in last
week s Amkrican which alluded to him
and his attitude on certain issues. He
then passed ton general discussion of the
issues of the campaign, taking the democratic State platform as his text, and commenting on each plank as he went along.
The addr «* was largely a repetition of
the speeches he has made else where in the
Htate, and included criticisms of the man-

trip

home

singers

of the

some

that climbed ashore.
If the fellow that filched that
sardines from the writer’* lunchbox had been more careful, he would have
discovered the can-opener in the box also.
Such mistakes will occur, however, and if
B.

box of

he

w

ill tall at the house he

can

have the

can-opener too.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
L. Colby and wife visited friends in
Manse* Wednesday.
F.

Annie llowe, of Malden,
Mass.,
F. L. Colby's for a short time.
Mrs. Joseph Blanchard, of Portland,
•pent a few days at W. P. Clarke’s last
Mm.

is

B

II
r

t

submit to the rule of rings, the lobby and
the corporations.
In spite of the extreme heat, the audience remained to the close, giving strict
attention to what the speakers had to offer. Three cheers were proposed as Mr.
Davis took his seat, and they were given
with a will. The band played as the audience left the hall.
*

SOUTHWE8T HARBOR.

got together, with Charles Pearson as
musical divector, and the result was a potpourri of melody varied at times with
ant iphonal effects. No accident* occurred,
and it wta a tired but well-satisfied crowd
N.

l

agement of public affairs by the republicans, and appeals to voters to take matters into their own hands, and no longer

Claw hammers.
On the

I

The

ladies’aid of the Methodist church

held it* midsummer sale

Tuesday, Aug. 14,
fie booth which held
was
fancy
fragrant and
woodsy, and was well cared for by Mrs.
Simeon Mayo and Mrs. A. I. Holmes. A
postal card and toy table, prettily arranged, was presided over by Kmma
Holmes and Nellie SmaJlidge. The candy
table, attended by Mrs. Lunt, was soon
stripped of it* loads of sweetness, and had
to be replenished.
Miss Basis Houston,
w ho
bad charge of the cake table, was
soon out of bu»in<-s*.
The ice-crvatu corner did a thriving business.
Several genfrom
erous donation*
outside
friends
helped to swell the treasury and are gratefully acknowledged. The receipt* were
nearly |90.
9;»kc.
Aug. 18.
in

Masonic hail.

the

The

article*

at

week.
The schooner

charging

coal

Mary

is

B. Pennell

dis-

for the Maine Central.

Waiter Rideout, who has employment
in Bar Harbor, was the guest of Arthur
Jellison Saturday.
l ittle Hattie Hpratt, of Bar Harbor, who
ha** been visiting her grandparents, I. L.

Crabtree and wife, returned

borne

last

week.

Hudson Kingman and wife, of New'port,
K I., are visiting his sisters, Mrs. Lewis
Jordan and Miss Arvilla Kingman.
Jordan and wife, Hudson Kingman and wife. A'. W. Jellison and family,
Luther Colby hnd wife, Frank Colby and
wife, and E. 8. Jellison, enjoyed a picnic
dinner at E. 8. Jettison's camp Thursday.
C.
Aug. JO.

BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. Harry E. Simpson died Saturday
evening after a short illness w ith typhoid
fever.

Mr*.

Simpson

was

the

daughter

of

Otis Snow man, and besides her husband
she leaves a father and mother.

report is in circulation that a controlling interest in the Bucksport Light A
Power Co. has changed hands, and it is
A

E. G. MOORE, Ellsworth.

|

owned by parties outside of the
now
town. Rumor has it that a dam is to be
built on the water-power at the outlet of
Lake Alamoosook, t<» furnish power to
run the Bucksport plant as well as others.

LAMOINK BEACH.
One of the

MARINE LIST.

pleasant
Friday evening, when
was invited to play at

Festus F. Merrill’s cabin La Val.

About

music,

people gathered
enjoy
was rendered acceptably
by the
hoys. Cake and coffee were served on the
lawn by Mrs. Merrill and her daughters
the

to

which

Harriet te and iiorteuse, after which the
hand was invited to visit the unique and
daintily-furnished log cabin. Much cred t
is due both leader and band, which is appreciated by the citizens of Lamoine.

Aug* JO.

Spec.

aWjrrU'srmrtits.

"now
Urrh.

is the time.
Season to Cure Ca-

Beat

Hyomei Sold Under
Guarantee.

Haynes

now

and

be

permanently

cured.
Unlike the ordinary treatment for
catarrh, there is no stomach dosing
"lieu using Ilyomei.
The remedy is

breathed through

pocket

inhaler
that comes in every outfit, and its balsamic, healing air penetrates to the
most remote parts or the nose, throat
and lungs, searches out and kills the
catarrh germs in all parts of the res1'iratory organs and soothes and heals
any irritation there may be in the
mucous membrance.
Hyomei is not alone the only natural
treatment for catarrh, but it is the
only one sold under an absolute guarantee to refund the money unless it
It kills all disease
gives satisfaction.
germs and restores the mucous membrane of the throat, noso and lungs to
a

neat

perfectly heathly condition.
The complete Hyomei outfit

costs
but fl.uO, extra bottles, 50c.
O. A.
an
under
Parcher
sells Hyomei
absolute guarantee to refund the
money if it does not give satisfaction.
You run no risk at all in buying VUs

guaranteed remedy.

BOWDF..N —At Orland. Aug 11. to Mr and Mrs
Herbert Bowden, a daughter.
BUTLER—At Eastbrt*ok, Aug l, to Mr and
Mrs Leonard D Butler, a daughter.
COLLAR-At Franklin. July 15, to Mr and
Mr* Nathan R Collar, a ion.
C U N N (NOH A M —At Penobscot, Aug 17. to M
and Mr* Harland DCunningham, a daughter
DAV18—At Trenton. Aug 21, to Mr and Mr*
John Dftvi*. a daughter.
HARRIMAN—At Frankiin. July SI, to Mr and
Mr* A O Harriraan. a daughter.
HFRRIOK—At Hrooklin. Aug 14. to Mr'and
Mr* Frank A Herrick, a daughter.
MITCHELL— At Brookiin. Aug 11, to Mr and
Mr* Leslie Mitchell, a daughter.
[Margery
May. |
MOON -At Haucock. Aug 14. to Mr and Mrs
James A Moon, a son.
SALISBURY-At Franklin. July 30, to Mr and
Mr* Everett J Salisbury, a son.
TRACY—At Franklin, July ». to Mr and Mrs
Solomon L> Tracy, a daughter.
WOODWORTH-At Franklin. Aug 3. to Mr
and Mr* La Forest Woodworth, a daughter.

MARRIED.

•sunnner is the best time in the whole
year for the treatment of catarrhal
troubles, and (i. A. Parcher urges
every reader of the American to use

Hyomei

It is

CONARY—PARTRIDGE-At Ellsworth, Aug
21. by Rev J P Himonton, Miss .Minnie A Conary to Elijah J Partridge, both of Ellsworth.
EATON—DELAITTRE-At Ellsworth. Aug 15,
bv Rev J P Himonton, Miss Sadie G Eaton,
of Ellsworth, to Thomas DeLaittre,of Salisbury Cove.
HENRY—STEVENS—At Surry, Aug. 20, by
Rev J I> McOruw. Miss Amanda Henry to
Omar J Stevens, both of Surry.
HOWARD—BILLINGS—At Castine, Aug 12.
bv Rev William E LaRue, Miss Myrtie E
Howard, ofOCastine, to Arthur Billings, of
Deer Isle.
WATERMAN-WOODWORTH -At North Haven. Aug 12, by Preement Beverage, eso.,
Mjs* Orrle A Waterman, of North Haven, to
Isaac H Woodworth, of Deer Isle.
WILSON— LOWELL—At Penobscot. Aug 17,
by Rev C H Bryant, Miss Retta Wilson to
Homer Lowell, both of Penobscot.

DIED.
BUTLER—At Eastbrook, Aug 18, Itosa G, wife
of Leonard D Butler, aged 19 years.
GRAS8—At Hancock, Aug 20, Hiram Grass,
aged 80 years. 4 months.
PERKINS—At East Bucksport, Aug 17, James
Perkins, aged 76 years.
ROBINSON—At Pretty Marsh, Aug 14, Grace
A. wife of Ernest Robinson, aged 30 ysars, 3
mouths and 14 days.
TRACY—At Gouldaboro. Aug 19, John B
Tracy, aged 77 years, 7 months, 19 days.
MOSES, FLOKI8T,
BAR HARBOR.
Open ail the year 'will

interesting

to

The

magnet which

ple

everybody

to

us

draws peoS L" P K U I O Ii

is

WORK.

I

BLUCHER TIE
wish your feet to have
trim, well set up feeling, just buy a pair of
“Queen Quality” Oxfords. Once
worn, it’s safe to say you’ll al-

IF

ways give them the preference
thereafter. A good style to
start with is this natty ribbon
tie of Gun Metal at $3.00, but
it’s merely a question of taste;
in all shapes
we have them
and leathers,

priced

find

it

conspicuous by being comfortable, and by looking and
being right.

I

by mail, telegraph, telephone
I

Sawyer

full carload—200 barrels, of

TABLE BELLE
FLOUR
$4.80 A BARREL
EVERY

in person.

or

1

Dental Co.,

W.

C.

57 Main St., Bangor, Me.
!

Water

BARREL

WARRANTED

GRIN DAL,
Ellsworth.

Street,

at

Porcelain Inlays.

$2.50, $3.00 & $3.50

J. H. BRIMMER & CO.,
Ellsworth, Me.

—-

#

Hebron

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Rainless Ex-

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.
Kllsworth.

Main Street.

FURNITURE

THE—

AND

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
lloor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
on Main street.

location

L. W. JORDAN,

ELLSWORTH

CLARION.
furWhether it's
range
nace—if.lt is a “Clarion’', it is
sure to meet every requirement.
or a

a

by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Made

J. I*.

ELDIUDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Maine.

MOSlbS' FLORAL WORK U widely known
Address—BAR HARMOR only.
Open all the year.’round.

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
W Slate Street, PORTLAND, MAINE.
"NO

PAY,

NO

WASHES."

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called for and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.,
BRIDGE,
ELLSWORTH, MB.

WEST END

paper.]

p-i.-ir>oi«.

Principals,

(Miss Caroline M. Chisfield,
Ml8g AOJiE8 Loweil_

j

COLLEGE,

a school of

SHORTHAND and

count?

General and College Preparatory Courses. Right
of Certificate to all New England Colleges.

THE DOE BUSINESS
COMMERCIAL,

The Ellsworth American ACADEMIC
[The only

Academy.

Located in a rural town noted for
its healthfulness and morality, surrounded by magnificent scenery, a fitting school for Colby College, Hebron
Academy, with its modern, wellequipped school building and dormitories and with its efficient corps of
instructors prepares for college and
technical school, or gives a general
education at low cost and under Christian influences.
Fall term begins Tuesday, Sept. If,
1006. For information and catalogues
address the
Principal, W. E. Sargent,
Hebron, Me.

traction.

JORDAN,

Ellsworth,

You will

Consult us—for your own
best advantage. Appointments may be made any time

you
that

a

IIlf—

FAMOUS

to know where to go to have
dental work done properly.

BORN.

'J00

Summer is

Port

Ar Aug IK. «ch Julia France*. Newark.staves
ami head*. Whitcomb, Haynes V Co
Ar Aug SO, febe Henrietta A Whitney, Boston; Ann C Stuart. Salem
Sid Aug SO. *ch Storm Petrel, Iiondont,
& Co
stave*. Whitcomb.
Ar Vug It. sch Minnie Chase, Bar Harbor.

social affairs of the

Mason took place
the lamoine band

Just Received,

INTERESTS
EVERYBODY.

Lew is

Pits worth

I I'll

GOOD DENTISTRY

!

thorough training at moderate expense, whose
graduates promptly obtain positions and command good salarles. Send for free prospectus and 12-page college Joi
explaining special advantages ol our seventh season,

INSTRUCTION.
H. N. DOE, Pres, and Gen* Mgr., Y. M. C* A. Bldg., Bangor, Me.

rm

has Subscribers at

AMERICAN

JO7

nifloent

proudly

mf tb* /17 post-office* in Hancock county.
ther paper* in the County comJill I
not reach

o

no

only paper printed in
county, and has never clatuied to
t is the only paper that can prop4m,
called a COUNTY paper; all the
erty
rent are merely local paper*. The circulars
The American, barring the Bar
Hecord's summer li»t. it larger
hat of all the other paper* printed
tie*
■#» Hancock county.

County Netes

days

in town several

G. Bowden and wife

Herbert

ing congratulations
daughter born Aug.
Aug. 18,

CAST1NE.
mm*

ife

a

few

days last

Dority.
Charles Friend,

Piper was the guest of her
Mrs. Harry Macomber, over Sun- visiting

in

of

is

P. Walker spent Sunday at the
Avadian, the guest of his brother, W. A.
Walker.

Mr>.

where his

Mhra..

is

irate of
The
ham*

friends

many

are

glad to

see

is

COUNTY NEWS.
Fbr

*4*1 it tonal

Omn ty

Me other

pn jet

Xtogjmst of Mrs. R. B. Brow n.

Jordan

a

evening, Aug. 14, at the home of Henry
Hamilton, .South Biuehill.
Mm. H. Alice Clusson gave
to Ellsworth friends Friday.,

a

lawn

party

E. Stanley, who has been spending
vacation in town, returned to Roxbury. Mass., Saturday.

Lovinia Woodward, of Waltham,
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Alden
Haalem.

Brook-

Jellison, wife and daughter
Margerie, were guests oi Mrs. Mary iaslem Sunday.

wife and

daughter,

of

Flyeand wife,

of

Bernard S.

s

session, taught by Mis*
Isabel Jordsn and Miss Isiura Weed, of
W interport.
School*

Roxbury, Mass.,

in

of Bar Harbor, and Charlea and Hollis
Jordan, are at Hollis Jordan’s camp,

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Treworgy preached at North Spectacle pond.
Brooklin Sun-iay afternoon.
Melvin Reid and son Carlton and wife,
Ray Thurston, w ho ha* been visiting hi* of Sullivan, were guest* of Milton Haslem
Start-reux Coal Co.’s wharf this morning
and wife Saturday and Sunday. Mrs.
father, returned to Boston Friday.
amiing.
who has been here two weeks, reMildred and Ruth Bettel, of Bluehill, Reid,
last
several
iadies at the AcaThursday
turned with them.
are visiting their grandparents here.
4*^n gave a benefit euchre party for Miss
By invitation court Snyctic ana comMrs. Alice Harridan, of Rockland, who
Tiara Stearns, which netted the snug little
Sunbeam met with the
court
has been the guest of Mrs. William Cloa- panion
aim of $125.
court* at Sullivan Tuesday evening, Aug.
has returned home.
son,
This season bids fair to be the hottest
14. They speak in highest praise of the
large

ftot

ywrs.

Mr*. 8. W.

steam

has

Castine

Sunday

the

Fred Page <ind wife, of West Brooklin,
Some* ville, are

experienced in many
mercury stood at 90 in

ftoslmde, wnich forCasttue

is

Charles

K.

Whiting and

hot weath-

son

Tom, of

all

glad to

kfepairs

at

see

him.

the custom

bouse

are

way. The carpenter work will be
fbrkins Jfc Bowden, stone work by

Miss loci:

The artesian

well which

W. A. Walker

having sunk at his place is now down
*7 feet, and not through the rock ledge
jet. Mr. Walker can feel sure that w hen

In

was

in town

Saturday.

ford, of Bar Harbor, is endays in town.
Mrs. H. A. law ford, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting at W. U. Dunham's.
a

few

where

on

passed an
received a diploma.

An*.

Aug.

_

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Winnie Bye has been visiting at Oceanville,

Clarence

Thurston’s rent.

Arthur

sod

Hampden,

are

Barbour,

Lawrence

visiting

their

of

cousin, Roy

Hendrick.
Susie

Hatch of Charleston, was called
by the illness of her

home this week

sist**. Mm. Frank King.
Miss Robbins, of Brookline, and Agnes
Gordon, of Boston, left for home Monday,
Miss Robbins gave a talk in the church on

Sunday evening

which

was

enjoyed.
H.

Aug. 1&.

lassie

Robinson.

Frank Clewley, of Eddington, and
Mrs. Torrey, of Hampden, were guests of
Mrs.

Mis* Maud Wardwell is visit mg friend*
W’aterville.

Mrs. N. H. Grover last week.

Every

KAHT BLCEH1LL.

Mrs. K. W. Cole end Miss
viaiting here.

Mis* Maria Bunker, of
Mm. L. P. Cole recently.

she

was

still

in

1

ranch

that

so

Grindle.
few

Miss Marion Dodge, of
Bluehill, „
ing her grandmother. Mr*. Lucy (
oninbs
M. K. Martin and danghtcr, of
I'hartreton, have been rerent guest, at Dr lam
! lice’s.
Mr*. K. O. Abbott, of

she

was

doing

last

week

with

Mm.

j

Guy I*ighton.

who is

Irving Blower and wife, of Bangor, are
guest* of Merle F. Bridges and wife.
Miss Myra N. Alby of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is the guest of Dr. M. A. Wardwell and

Henry Siisby

a

Hardy's

father, M. Morgan, East 8urry.

■

I

Eugene Pet tee

here

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
O. W. Cousins has been quite ill the
past week with tonsilltls but i« now out.
Mrs. Jennie Hamlin, of Andover, Mass.,
with

TRBNTOX.
Mrs. tiara Hat<-h. <«f KIN"- rth. is Tailing her sister, Mrs. Nsn< M

her

daughter Gertrude,

Is

Clarence
in

and

Pkrie,

who ha-* l*rn

Boston, is at home for

a

f-

employed

lays.

wif- and naby. of
M spring
Mas*., ar- ,ju*
er'a mother, Mr*. Fran
>; r:ngvr.
M
Aug. 20.
Hanford

Springer,

laawrcn'v.

-■

MANS FT.

V. L. King is ho inSiddl<- Back light.

rt

-n

Aug.

Theodore Farmer.

from

'ting

her

j

Rebecca Stanley
daughter, Mrs. Harry 15.
w orth.
Front there sir >'
for a few week* t"
Gapt. Charles Stanley.
Mr*.

visiting

visit

»«

Aug- 30.

——

UMft

13._
^htmtanu*.

^

M. Fulton, of Ellsworth, and Dr.
Francis Huggau, of London, Kng., were in
town Thursday, the guests of J. H. Scott
and wife.
Dr. A.

two years w ith their
fornia, returned home

rovvaer.
2 Packages
make nearly
a Gallon.
Costs
25 Cents
.•inrf'Bti®
*.<« mw *
u milk »M
N.’ .jting*
no «Vg», fl-

i'..

r

tu

voting

Mrs. Church and sons returned to Arlington Heights Friday.

LEACH’S POINT.
Maria Bowden has gone to Ellsworth to visit relative®.
Mrs. Wendell Q. Leach is visiting rela*ves in Penobscot and Bluehill.

I

Misa

A
ttst

was seen

large moose
week by Will Leach.

this vicinity
He had a mag-

in

j

I

I

Gen. A. C. Hawley, of Washington, D.
at J. H. Hooper’s,

C., is

C. N. Rhodes and wife, who viBited this
place many years ago, are at Traveller’s
l Home.
The annual church sale and lawn party
was given by Mrs. S. M. Bartlett Tuesday

will build

a large hotel.
The sewing circle of the union church

will have
the

a

fair and sale at the
Inn club Aug. 23.

rooms

of

Hollywood

Edward Rice and wife, Mrs. William
Pettee, Lottie Pettee and Capt. William
Rice, jf Birch Harbor, visited relatives

afcfcmiftrmau*.

I. E.

RALPH,

Architect and Builder.

here last week.

Aug. 20.

T.

Northeast Harbor, Maine.

*®

Everything!*
m ]wkig«>
Ut in

lix>l tia

osgkforoflM
jV.oWH

---—

“the ORIGINAL"

Borden’s

Eagle
brand

1

__L'

&***

toLamoim
bushaod,

_

—

re-

employed at Seam-

port, spent a few days in town la>-t week.
H. C. Hamilton, wife and little daughter, of Brookline, Maaa., are visiting in

R.
Aug. 20.
wife, who have spent
Rev. F. J. Goodwin preached a fine
in
CaliNORTH
daughters
BUOOKSV1LLE.
to does strike water at that depth be will
Aug. 18.
have a good and never-falling supply.
Herbert O. Gray is at home with his sermon at the Congrvgat tonal church Sunday morning. Rev. C. F. Dole will preach
Emery Crosby and family, of San Kran- parents, Sylvester Gray and wife.
tk W. Perkins and w ife have the sympa- wife.
August 26.
ciaco, Cal., are visiting his mother at AuMrs. J. E. Robbins, of Deer Die, visited
*1/? of their friends in the death of their
Isaac lieach, of Ban Francisco, Cal., and rora after an absence of sixteen
Mrs. Ella Lamb and sons, of Torrington,
years.
her
Genevieve
last
Mrs.
Dr.
Allen,
week.
of
niece,Miss
■tojghter-in-law,
Perkins,
niece, Mr*. Winifred lxach. of Orland,
Conn., are guests of Mrs. Maria Milan.
Moses Kenniston, of California, and his
D.
and
the
serious
illness
Vmdbuigton,
Mrs. Pendleton, of Dlesboro, is visiting
C.,
are at J. B. Snow man * for a few days.
«T Kk. Perkins. All hope the doctor w ill
sister, Mrs. Foster, of Orrington, have her daughter, Mrs. Horatio J. Lymburner. Mr. Lamb joined his family last week for
a few days.
Mis* Addie Littlefield and friend, Harry returned home after visiting relatives
recover.
News
of
Mrs.
Perkins'
^eediiy
Mr. Goodvll, owner of the mill, was
Du.iton, of Portland, are spenciug their here.
Mrs. Roy Savage bad for guests last
<feat& was received Saturday.
I*
here last week. His wife accompanied
vacation with John LittHfteld and wife.
week two aunU, Misses Jennie and Belle 1
The little son of Mrs. Leota Smith, who
ML P. Hooper's ferry scow, in tow of his
him.
■
and
three
ladies
aid
of
the
the
the
Wight,
Misses
had
been
Florevening
ill
w'ith
died
sisters,
Wednesday
whooping cough,
Ifnwer launch, is now in daily operation
Mrs. Anna Lytnburner, with daughter ence and Martha
church gave an entertainment Saturday morning, Aug. 18, aged about
Staple* and Mrs. Sellers, B
ntfcing buck board parties to West Brooks- Methodist
■
Glen, has gone to Bar Harbor to visit her all of South Penobscot.
hall.
and
social
at
the
two
grange
Proceeds,
walle for the Cape Rosier, Bench's mounyears.
it
sons Everett and Maurice.
30.
Aug.
20.
Spray,
H5.
B.
toin
and
Aug.
j J
Caterpillar hill drives. The
Mrs.
Curtis
and
Durgain
daughters.
B
Mr*. Helen Bridge*. Miss Hattie Wilson
scenery on these drives, especially
that
SOUND.
MARIA VILLE.
Miss Phebe and Mrs. Jesse Weasel, are
from Caterpillar hill, is something that and
I
granddaughter He.en have returned
■most of our summer people don’t care to
is
at Nortbport attending
Dr.
George
Sargent
at
Morrison
s
lost
valuable
Northeast
horse
reemployed
camp meeting.
P
to their home in Portland after a few
miss.
Hart or.
cently.
Frank E. Mace, of Great Pond, demoweek* here.
A ug.
William Orindle recently moved from
30._G.
Molbrey Kingman fell Friday, injuring cratic candidate for senator, was the guest
Mr*. A. E. Sprague and children and
of Ira J. Cousjub while In tow n recently. Northeast Harbor into the M. Allen house.
NORTH CARTIN’E.
Mr*. Carlton G. Poole and daughter, of bis head.
1
C.
Miss Deborah Rodick, of New
Aug. 20.
Mrs. Phebe Hatch is ill.
Myra New man has gone to Bar Harbor
Boothbay Harbor, are with their mother,
York, is
a few days with her mother at
Freeman
for
their
usual
sumspending
Mrs.
to
visit
friends.
Leach,
Jfrs. Augusta Leach has returned from a
j
SOUTH SURRY.
mer vacation.
Capt. J. 8. Sargent's.
Mrs. Mary Carr, who has been dangervisit in Orland.
Yolney Coggins is working for Leslie
13.
SfBA.
Ferris
N.
Aug.
and
Sawyer
ously ill, is better.
family, William
Hiss Ada F. Conner is at home after an
Speed.
Christmas and wife are spending a few
Clarence Brewer is suffering with a caratoence of several months.
Caleb Tucker Briggs, of New York, is weeks at E. B.
BCCKSPOKT.
Sargent’s cottage.
buncle on his neck.
Sbn. Abby Ward well, of East Orland,
spending his vacation here.
John Perkins died at his home in East
Rev. Cornelius Smith, of New
The Jordan reunion at Charles Black a * Miss
York,
tsuifd relatives here the past week.
Buck sport Friday evening.
Helene Bellatty, of Ellsworth, is who is
spending the summer at Northeast
grove was largely attended.
Hiss Annie L. Dunbar is visiting her
Mrs.
A.
H.
visiting
Coggins.
The Whitmore family reunion was held
Harbor, preached an interesting sermon
Ora Frost shot a hawk Monday which
«nwurin, Mrs. Augustus Coombs, at the here
Wednesday, Aug. 15. There was a
Harvey Candage and family came from here Sunday afternoon. There will be a
measured three feet from tip to tip.
vHUkge.
Ocean ville last week to visit relatives.
service by Dr. Smith here
large attendance. Officers were re-elected
Sunday, Aug.
John Carr, of Bangor, accompanied by
Mrs. James Wade and family, of North as follows:
President, A. H. Whitmore;
Miss Gladys Connor, of North Brooks- *AJ, at 3 o'clock, at St. James.
his
are
Mrs.
daughter,
Easton, Mass.,
occupying the Dunbar vice-presidents, John Whitmore, Mark
George Brimmer, was ville, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Nora
Aug. 20.
h.
Whitmore, James A. Whitmore. Florence here over Sunday.
•e>«tage.
Young.
-NORTHEAST
HARBOR.
Annie Jellison, of Bar Harbor, and
Miss Blanche Peterson, of Shelburne Whitmore; treasurer, Jennie Whitmore;
Edward Heed and sister, who have been
Rev. Dr. Hsvetv is ibe guest of E. R.
falls, Mass., is the guest of A. K. Dodge secretary, K. A. Whitmore. The next an- Olive Hose, of Bangor, are visiting their spending some weeks with the family of
Hubbard.
nual reunion will be held in Camden.
sister, Mrs. Abram Warren.
and wife.
Or. Edward Briggs, returned to Boston
F.
Aug. 20.
George Prarier and family are occupylast week.
Her. W. A. Luce, of W interport, will
3tobrrttsrmmt8.
ing the Everett Ober cottage.
Aug. 13._Tramp.
SEDGWICK.
preach at Bethany chapel next Sunday in
The palatial steam yacht Corsair, owned
mm
*
exchange with Rev. A. E. Luce.
Louis Lane and wife, of Portland, are
I
SORRENTO.
by J. P. Morgan, was in the Harbor SunMrs Fred F. Ward well has returned
home.
lay.
Alvin Stinson, of Seal Harbor, visited
ftom Penobscot, where she went to care
Mrs. Herron has gone to Portland for a
his mother, Mrs. Barbarv Bunker, a few
Among yachts in the harbor are the
ft* her daughter, Mrs. Pearl Leach.
few days.
day* ago.
Columbia, a large sea-going steamer; the
Mrs. Lucinda Conner, who has been
Mrs. Charles Smith, of Washington, is
The new owners of the Jones property L igarctte, a new speeder capable of twenwith her sister, Mrs. W. O. Conner, for
at Harbor View house.
are expected daily.
It is rumored they
*»rne time, returned to Qfestiae Sunday.
:
1

Portland,

turned home

|

Mrs.

days

»

on

from

spent

Mr*. Edward Preble, of East
Boston
a few weeks here.
Mias Anna Harrow, of New
York is
guest of Miss (trace Moore.

1

her

town.

and children

vlsiisd

spending

has gone to Bar Harbor
he will be employed as bell-boy in
I
George Hussey, of Everett, Mass., is the the Malvern.
Rev. G. Mayo, wife and daughter Mary
guest of M. H. Long and wife.
Mm. Charles Bectchenow, of Providence, ; left Monday for Swan's Island for their
summer vacation.
R. 1., Is visiting relatives here.
Mr*. Mary Betts. Miss Balia, Mrs.
Aubrey Long, of Portland, is visiting
Brown and Mr. Conant of Boston, are
his parents, E. C. Long and wife.
of 11. E. Frasier and wife.
Willis Witbam and Norman Grindle ar- guest*
8.
Aug. 30.
.ived

Hardy

Etanklin,

«

Ella Eudora arrived Sunday

Mm. G. E.

Winifred C«u

Saturday from a ti.it to her
the day of her aiater, Mr*. B. S. Hire.
well,
death her husband was in Ellsworth buyThe ninth annual reunion of the
Cot,
ing material for the new house they were
famHy waa held in Mr*. M. A. Htndy'.
and
newt
of
her death came grove
building,
Saturday, Aug. IS. The day „„
with a great shock to him.
perfect, the spot ideal, and the i rewnceol
Mrs. Butler was cured for by her mother, ao
many young people added a chans to
Mrs. Nahum Grant, of Egypt, and her the
gathering, which la always ;!Kml
husband s mother, Mrs. J. R. Butler, of
I pleasant and well attended.
this place. She had just eaten dinner, and
A memorial aerviee ■<< held
Sunday
complained of not feeling so well, She
12, in I'nion church to th
laid down, and in less than half an hour j Aug.
memory
of Mrs. Daniel Deaay and Mr*. S.
0.
was dead.
Death was due to neuralgia of
! Moore, both of whom have dud
the heart.
during
I the year. Key. Thomas Van Me, fy,.
The dfveaaed was a member and officer
a
fine termon on immorin Greenwood grange, and in her death too, preached
tality. The well-filled church looked nry
the order has lost one of its true and honpretty with it* decoration* of green and
ored patron*. When my one hsd occaj sion to speak of her, it was that she was sweet peas, the only flower u*ed. The
Methodist church waa cliwed. iU cong»s good girl and faithful to
every trust put
gation attending the memorial service.
upon her. A large gathering of relatives
Aug. 30.
c.
and friends attended the funeral at the
church Saturday.
Rev. J. P. Simon ton, of
KAK HAKIKIK.
Ellsworth, officiated. The floral offerings
The most looked-fansard-to c. < nt at the
were pretty.
Tot and Kettle club U the annual mep.
Oku.
Aug. 3D.
| tion by Oapt. Thomas Bush, of Lexingtoa,
Ky. This year’s recaption t
place httWINTER HARBOR.
1
urday Afternoon, and wa* by far the bm
Alien Rlaisdell of Bangor, is the guest ever
given by this delightful entertains.
of CUpt. H. E. Tracy and wife.
! About MO were present.
Miss Cora Leighton, of Steuben, is visThe dog show of 1906 scored s great »oc*
iting her aunt. Mr*. E. R. Noyes.
cam.
It was the first time th* exhibits*
Rev. Mr. Van Neas, of Boston, preached had been under tbe Amen<an kennel
in the Unitarian church Sunday.
j club rales. About 100 d<>j:s were entered
The
Miss Bessie Robbins, who has been quit© ; and the standard was vary high.
1
j Boston terrier* led in j- >r> .lar favor, bat
ill with typhoid fever, is out again.
cocker and field *p*m< 1» *!«-> had stroog
Ben lAircom and wife, of Beverly, Maas.,
supporter*. Tbe attendant attkeftbov
are guest* of John W. Small and wife.
was good.
so

w

home

M

are

ORA ITT BCTLKB.

thought

one

**

PROSPECT HARBOR.

She

old.

20.

Massachusetts this

MRS. BORA

mother,

a

™P*

|

H.

30.

Woodbury. Vt., Friday.
Capt Ralph Long, of schooner Henry
Eben Moore, of Bucksport, is visiting Chase, is at home from Bangor for a few
his sisters, Mrs. Sumner and Mrs. Gregg. days.
Miss Mabel Twining, of Burlington,
Misses Julia
and Helen Miller,
of j
Mass., is visiting her aunt. Mm. L. B.
Holden, are visiting their cousin. Mis*

Mabel and Myrtle Young, of Bangor, are
visiting their aunt, Mrs. Frank Dunham.

PENOBSCOT.

m

Watts

Arthur laiw

joying

Iros., (minting by Sewall Perkins, piping Annie Closson.
and plumbing by F. N. Stover.
Frank Atwood, of Haverhill, Ma**., Mrs.
Saturday night some person appropri- E. C. SmalHdg and Mis* Amy El well, of
ated J. M. Vogell a lobster car w hich he
Wood ford ‘h.
ho have been guest* of Mrs.
Aeeps attached to his boat stage The car R. A. El well, returned home Friday.
wmtainedover eighty lobsters, which cost
Fae.
Aug. 3).
Mr. Vogell over $30.
No trace of the
Mkicves has been discovered.

York,

with coal.

Mrs. J. G. Jhinham has returned from
Bar Harbor.

Mrs.

done by
Bowden

Lillian

daughter
New

business. Miss Lillian
examination in millinery, and

11

AMHERST.

George Aylward, with her two
sons, Robert and Prentiss, of Rockland, is
visiting Mr». Aylward* mother, Mrs.

under

have been

Schooner

Miss Jennie Grindle, of Bluehill, who
ha* been visiting Mi** Esther Allen, returned to Bluehill. Saturday.
Rev. 8. M. Thompson ha* returned from
Charleston, w here he ha* been for three
week? attending C. E. summer school.

Cripple Creek, Col., arrived Wednesday
and are visiting Mr. Whiting’s mother,
Mrs. C. J. Whiting. Charles' old friends
ms',

hospitality »hown.
Aug. 190.

Harry Holt and wife, of
visiting Ira I**ge and wife.

indeed.

•«

they

and

from

Hattie Mamton, of Rockland, has been
Snyctic, I. O, F., initiated three
Nina Pert.
Saturday evening. The com- visiting
Mm. L. M. Robbins is having some re)«uions were invited. A pleasant time.
irs made on her honse.
Howard (tile* and Sidney Jordan. >1 pa
Charles Gavin has moved his family into
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Herbert Hapworth,

yacht Embla, Dr. Seward Webb, of Shelbourne, Vt., is at the
The

returned

Court

I'ne Femme.

Aug. 20.

are

Sylvester

have

candidates

few weeks in town, returned to their home
in Yonkers, N. Y., Saturday.

gross receipts being over $500.
Mrs. Otis Parker and son, w’bo have
lawn spending a few weeks with Mr.
-Stoker's parents at Orland, are at home.

Mm.

Mr*.

Frank Freethey, Alfred Freethey and
Maude Willey, who have been spending a

Wednesday proved as
profitable one of the season,

ton, returned home last week.

ton.

O. G. Five, of Stonington, spent Sunday with their sister, Mrs. R. O. Dollard.

The Unitarian fair
most

father, H. 8. Kane, is running

and

Sunday next the pulpit at the CongregaTtional church will be occupied by the Kev.
Ik. Liillis, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
xaual the

few

a

factory.

C. H.

in

spending
IVMeyer’s, will re-

and with every prospect of a happy
was married to Leonard
Butler
less than a year ago, and was the fond
mother of a girl baby some fifteen days
life.

to South-

were guests of
Mr. Kane
mother, Mrs. Emma Kane, last week.

Mrs. Burnham is

who has been

J. L,

made sad and

wife and

her husband

and wife

Roy Kane,
lyn, N. Y.,

of Mrs. Anna Burn-

her.

at

this little town was
called to mourn In the
death of Rosa Grant Butler. Although a

again

A.

F. V. Grindle.

Torry,

old

^
here, returned with her husband.
The first of a series of four
dance. ...
held in the village house
Thursday ey
ning, and was well attended
“ •
orchestra.

Rev. W. E. Kirkpatrick, who preached
is visiting friends here.
He preached Sunday evening.
summc.

and the
*

day.

days

Last Thursday

at

his

Pillabury, of Brockton,
visiting for a tew days at the

few

here two summers,

DRATH or

in

Charles

a

hour,

dar°"2reT
Mrs. Moore, 'T"'
who bs, been
vi,Ui°

Weet

of

wife,

spending

‘teens

Warren

The three-masted schooner Hattie E.
King arrived Sunday with coal for the
CtoLute Coal Co.

been

have

_

an

Vigilant.

Dr. William Huntington
preached,,
Mary'a- by-the-Hea Sunday
evening.
Rev. William Adams
Brown.
theological seminary, will
Vnlon church Sunday, Aug. at

Mr. Chamberlain, of Pittsfield, u» visiting Hsrry Rowe. The latter will finish
bis services here next Sunday, and will
teach in Troy this fall.

Ford
days
spent
WALTHAM.
Stonington last week.
Ned Amesbury and wife, of Greenfield,
Henry Powers, of Boston, is visiting his
Henry Rhode*, of Bo*Ion, is with his Mass., visited friends here recently.
The melodrama, “Along the Kennebec,” sister, Mrs. Georgia Foiey.
family for a few weeks.
F. R. Anderson, who hss lately been
■will be given at Emerson hall Thursday
The Hasten? reunion will be held at the
Prof. H. R. Roberts and wife, of Northgraduated from Oberlin college, la at home
earning.
8.
hall
town
Saturday, Sept.
field, Vt., were in town last week.
for a visit.
Ik. Jackson, of Philadelphia, with a
Waldron
Mrs. Goodwillie and Miss Flossie, of
Hasting* has
placed hi*
The Isdi#*' public improvement society
of
arrived
in
bis
automobile
three,
jowly
Arlington, Mass., are at the Earle cottage. naphtha launch in Webb s pond.
will give a supper at Riverside hall, Tues•a* Saturday.
a
held
of
the
Willie Allen came home Saturday for a
Hastings family
Thirty
day, Aug. 21
The Rev. Mr. Barrington, of Everett,
few days. He is employed on the Juliette. picnic at Kitkridge’s cove Friday.
Rev. C. C. Koch and wife, who have
lira., preached at the Congregational
Miss Isabel been attending the C. E. school at CharlesMrs. Nettie DeBeck and
Everett Ksne has gone to Addison,
gfcur< h Sunday.
have returned from a visit to BosK

pagtt

week.

town.

Miss Nellie Freethey returned
bridge, Mass.. Friday.

Uh.

Hardison and

G.

turn to hia home

at Camden last week.

w ho is
employed in Bosvisiting his sister, Mrs. Will Web-

Harry Thombs,
tia.

are

Brockton, Mass.,

Mrs. Fred Stewart visited

•dsf

atkor

*#•

with relatives here.

his

a

M.

John Allen and wife, of Boston,

N.

Franklin,

Wendell

receiv-

are

upon the advent of
10.

Hotel

week.

Miss Grace
*«ler,

I

E. P. Herrick is employed at Stonington.
James Deane, of Box bury. Mass., is at
Hotel Dority.

the guest of Isaac

was

Oonnty .Varna.

racer.

Mrs. Willts Billings is seriously ill.
Miss Ine* Ouofini is visiting Miss Ethel
Morrell in Pittsfield.

BROOK LIN.

Perkins, who has been employed
Andover, is at home for a short time.
Henry Vogell, of East Weymouth, Mass.,
pj. visiting his brother. John M. Vogell.
•TVd”

w

additional

ly-flve mile*

EASTBROOK.

last week.

ml

Fred Strange
Smichinaon and

F

Jkii_I

___

Ralph Dorr and Mr. Kingsbury, of
Hartford, Conn., were calling on friends
Sunday.

Downey, of Good Will farm,

William

Gladys and Hazel Ames vlaited

den.

other page

see

COUNTY NEWS.

—>-—«w>^n.vvwv/—-—--

Clara Churchill, who has been at Bar
Harbor for the past few w'eeks. is at home.
Mrs. Lydia Wentworth, of Cutler, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Bow-

COUNTY NEWS.
tditionat

Afeferrttsrmmti

held them

Mias Mary L. Ripley went to Bangor
Saturday to visit her brother Austin.

Mbemevek

A*

and

relatives in East Orland last week.

not the

can

antlers,

of

in the air.

Misses

THE Amkri-

many.

set

cOndE

n

Milk

Leader since 185/

COUNTY NEWS !COUNTY NEWS.

W;iO WAS ARAPAHOt :
t
JOHNNY?

V.

When the

J fOrtrlnoM

will.i-1
lrtl.iv,-

A

advartiwmrut:

Wanted
Concerning my
•'.avt faint mnrrnbfuoce oi
on »
hill, with **b.., h<
a lady who I suppose
tht-r. next l rerpomhrr my Ilf*
r.,
*
Arap-ilw Ionian*; a mjuaw
nv. her husband was a white
,:f
*
At
5 nc was seldom with her.
he had b* ©n long abrent
v. *:>-n
's
me » lovkvt attached to a fold
fVn one side i** the picture of a
rh
1
..!! the other that of a woman. both
1
rood*, letter* ”N
F.
rflu* also gave rae some bits
me
not to
m
lothing, cautioning
f
bsisbsnd when he returned. lb>
„
\
at rvly, soul there was *i«
*;
The soldier* followed very
theft was a fight; the Indians
^
ted; the squaw man vraj* taken
The officer In com*
t<» a tree,
v:.
,nil ,,f th«- troops* seeing I was a white
•> n-.e t© Fort Leavenworth, where
I must have been
dnimmer
j,
rent my parent? twelve years ngo.
tik
four years old. Any
aoout
w
wju,..
..ui fit these facts to an occur^
fv-,-e wifi oblige
—

on

t-fnri-'

SI'RPRIHK PARTY.
first callers arrived

Monday

1

F«*r Additional County Xeun.

*re

other

j

\

j'

i
i

basin of highland cransupper,and
berries slewing on the stove promised to
hold out, even if the family was considerably increased, an invitation to tea was
given and accepted.
But about the time the sugar was going
into the cranberries, a second
carriage
drove into the yard, and Aunt Busan be-

; gan to wonder

j £°»ng to

as

make out

to

just

how she

was

the new
arrivals. She knew
enough
on the hot buttermilk
biscuit, but it did
j look as if she would have to go down celi ,*r *nd bring up a jar of damson plums to
a

supper for
she was safe

j

make the

hold out.

sauce

SOKES VILLE.
Miss Carrie Welt, of Waldoboro, is visiting Mrs. Ethel Somes.
is

Miss Georgia Somes is visiting her
brother, Andrew Somes, at North Jay.
A. G. Hr.undersoil, of Columbus, Ohio,
is spending a few weeks w ith his family
here.

Alvah Ward, who lias been employed at
Frankfort, is at home. He is in poor
health.
John K. Gore and wife, with three
friends, are at the Somes house for a
couple weeks.
Darwin Leavitt, of Somerville, Mass., is
visiting her parents here at their cottage,

last

“My boy.” be said, “you are Norman
Fanning *<>ij of Norman Fanning and
Rowiliixl Lcmanl, Ins wife. You come
of an old anti wealthy family of Philadelphia. Tuere waa a 'black sheep* In
tour father's family—Matiriee Fanning,
his younger brother—who was disinherit.*! by his father. I nave no doubt
that, you U*lng the ouly |**rson except
yoor father, who was In bad health,
between Maurice and the estate, he
kkinajanl y »u. brought you to the w*e*t
tml put you in charge of his squaw. A
man ausworing his description was
hanged when you were taken by the
•oltliers. lie had committed so many
crimes that It Is a wonder he <LLi:*'t
kill you. Thla man who claimed to l>e
jour father was In some way In league
with Maurice Fanning or cognizant of
hl« doings, we don’t know which, and.
•celng your advertisement, came here
to get you under his control.
Finding
that Impossible he wrote me that he
had found you aud I, as executor of
your estate, have agreed to pay him
510.000 for his Information. If correct.
You are heir to a fine estate left you by
your father, provided you shall claim 1t
before you come of age. If you bad not
■Pl^ared by that time It waa to go to

Friday

on a

party

wife and

son

were

Aonuau

lanniuK

us

boou

Miss Iuez Hagan, of Portland, and Mrs.
Margaret Crane, of Orono, are spending s
few weeks with their parents, Ira Hagan
and w ife.
Mrs. William Brooks and two daughters,
Mina and Maude, of Ellsworth, are
spending a few days with her parents,
Charles Browrn and wife.
Aug.

20._Y.
EGYPT.

Miss Luis P. West is visiting in Olaraon.
Prof. W. K. Butler has purchased
tor boat at Ellsworth.

life Is full of those mysEDMOND COMPTON.

Grover

Adel hrrt

Harbor after

a

has

mo-

a

returned to Bar

week at home.

•

Charles Brown and wife, of Massachusetts, are visiting relatives here.
Dr. Taylor and Charles Mitchell are
the guests of

They

came

Samuel

from

Savage

and

wile.

Skow began Sunday

in

A9HVTLLE.
Charles H. Holmes, of Bellevue hospital, New York, is spending his vacation
with his parents, J. D. Holmes and wife,
at their cottage on Bridgham hill.
Dr.

Work

on

ing finely.

The outside is

finished,

and

the painters are at work. The interior i«»
to be finished before Sept. 17, the date for
the commencement of all schools.
B.
Aug. 14.
Careful, skilled, thorough dental work is a
important matter nowadays. If you are
in need of treatment along this line the announcement of the Sawyer
Dental Co., of
Bangor, in our advertising columns, should
appeal to you with special emphasis—Advt.
most

ajmcmsrmetita.

A p“i*ive

CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives(
away a Cold in the_!
Herd quickly. He
w
stores the Senses of •
T >ste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drugor
10
cts.
by maiL
gists
by mail; Trial Size
Ely Brothers,50 Warren Street, New York.

the

her
Bar

l*AY FEVER

few

1

camp.

30.__

W

are
The Saundersons
friends from Cambridge.

Mass.,

Banking.
entertaining

Mrs. Charles Allen and daughter Ruth
visiting friends in Bangor and Green-

are

is what your money will earn 11
invested in shares of the

ville.

Mrs. Sibley, who has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Hinman, returned to Chelsea

Sllswortli

last week.

Ethel Rowe is with her friends,
the Simpson girls, while her parents are at
the Bristol for a season.
Miss

A
is

Robinson died Aug. 14,
She leaves a husband
children to mourn the
and
loss of a devoted wife and mother, also a
widowed mother and one sister. Her
for she
many friends will sadly miss her,
always had a loving smile and pleasant
years.
three small

8.
_

SEAWALL.

Clyde,

re-

Frank Higgins, wife and baby, of
Somerville, Mass., are visiting C. H. Kent
and wife.
Aug. 13.
Dolly^
Galveston’s Sea Wall
on
makes lile now as safe in that city as
E. W. Goodloe, who
the higher uplands.
resides on Dutton St., in Waco,Tex., needs
“1
He writes:
wail for safety.
have used Dr. King’s New Discovery for
and
it
Consumption the past five years, time
keeps me well and safe. Before that
I had a cough which for years had been
sea

ing worse. Now it's gone.” Cures
chronio Coughs, La Grippe, Croup, Whooping Cough and prevents Pneumonia. Pleaa-

NEW

SERI EH

open. Share*, SJ each: monthly payment*, SI per share*

on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
pauneuts Mid interest together
will amount to but little more
than yon are now paying for
rent, mid in about ten years you
will

friends met her with ail the belongings of
here

at-

tended the Unitarian conference at Ellsworth last week. All concede it to have
been one of the best yet held. The hospitality of the Ellsworth people was un-

OWN YOUR OWN
For

R.
WEST

SULLIVAN.

cock.

w .v
a

a

Hooper

days of the past week at the
Mr. Hooper’s parents, George

and wife.

death of Mina Goodwin occurred
at her home Sunday, Aug. 12, after a long
illness. A large number of friends symjiathize with the family in their sorrow.
The

Ira

Robertson,

a

prominent

business

town, died Sunday morning,
Aug. 12, after many months of illness.
His family has the sympathy of many
friends.
man

of this

Aug.

G.

13.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Whereat, The Divine Master has again
entered our fraternal circle, and severed a
link from the chain which unites us, by removing our loved and much respected
brother, Ira Robertson, therefore, be it
Hetolved, That Oasis chapter. No. 49, Order
of the Eastern Star, has lost a true and loyal
To Cur®

a

Cold In One

Day

TAke LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money if It falls to cure. E. W
buovt'u signature is on each box. 23c.

4
auu care
next

veai*

art- legal residents of Ellsworth 1 forbu
per*M‘ns trust me iheiu ou my ;*ecount, a#
mere is plenty oi loom and accommodations n
•ait tor their. at the city Emit bouse.

brother in Ver-

few

home of

to
i««istHj.ee

all

rt.

been

spent

1

]

]

PURSUANT

I

llcgal ^Notices.
NOTICE or FOKECLONl'HK.
YY THE RE AH Almond Bunker, of Ea.lbrook,
! »
Hancock countv, Maine, by his mortI gage detd dated the twenty-filih day of Ncember, a. d. 1877, and recorded in the registry of deeds, for Hancock county, Maine, vol.
185, page 37, to which deed and the record
* thereof
express reference is here made, cou1
veyed to (illman Jordan, late of Waltham, deI ceased, certain real estate described iu said
mortgage as follows: -‘A certain lot or parcel of
• land situate tn Eastbrook aforesaid, bounded
and described as follows, viz.: Onthenorih
by the road leading to John 8. Parsons, on the
east by said Parsons’ farm, south by land
owned by John D. Crirumin, west by the pub
lie highway leading from Mill’s Bidge tc
Scammon's Mill in said Eastbrook. Reserving therefrom a small lot of land being the
same deeded by Hatch and Charles H. Macomber to Alden Butler, which land is now
occupied by Nahum Bunker. Meaning anc
intending to sell and convey to the said Jordan all the land within the bounds mentioned above, always excepting the abovi
mentioned reservation therefrom”
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken and is now broken and un
now
therefore. I. the under
performed,
signed, Wilford B. Jordan, of Waltham, ad
mlnistrator of the estate of the said late Gil
man Jordan, do hereby claim a foreclosure o
said mortgage and do hereby give this writtei
notice as required by statute of my iutentioi
in roy said capacity as administrator to fore
close said mortgage for breach of the coadi
I tion thereof.
Wilpord B. Jordan,
Administrator.
Dated this 18th day of August, a. d. B»06.

|

1

A

1

«:i«i

few

MV. Durry and wife, of Bangor, have
guests of William Clark and wife the
past week.
Harvey Hooper and wife, of Rockland,

HOME.

particulars impure of

Pauper .Notice of Kilt*
aV ING ooniractc with the
ity
for thuse wta
w-.rth
IfI i.e-d
support
flv*
during the

Nellie Cobb is employed in Han-

spending

1

WHEREAS

Hunky W. Ci human, Sec’y.
rirst N>*:‘i Hank Bldg.
A. W. Kino. President

bounded.

grow

Every bottle guaranteed at
aut to take.
E. G. Moork’s drug store. Price 50c and
free.
al
bottle
Tr
fl.00.

now

Loan_aod_Bii ldinn Assn.

Miss E. J. Simpson, of Newton, arrived
Wednesday. She went directly to the WHY PAY RENT
when jou can borrow
Simpson house, her early home, where

house-keeping.
Quite a large delegation from

I

A

mont.

Mrs. Grace H.

son

of C helsea,

Miss Flora Goodw in is
weeks at the home of her

aged thirty

Mrs. L ina Biutchers and
turned to Boston Monday.

Fenwic,

1

is progress-

the school-house

with Mrs. Hinman.

Mrs.

no

Gem.

C.

Dr. and Mrs.
are

Aug. 20.

word.
Aug. 30.

Meyer’s

Aug. 20.

The community was greatly shocked
this week by the sudden death of Mrs.
Leonard Butler, of Eastbrook, formerly
Miss Rosa Grant, of this place.
PRETTY MARSH.

!

a

14.

Stratton,

their automobile.

Aug.

us

Philadelphia, where
lie attended school, and by the time he
was eighteen was ready for West
J'olut, an uppoluttnent which he secured by the Influence of the colonel
who bad healed Uim to advertise for
his Identity. He came Into his estate
w'hcn ho was twenty-one and a year
later, after being graduated, married
his love, who had been won when be
was flourishing drumstb-ks at
Fort
I-eaveuworth. The only mystery left
unsolved Is how a captain's daughter
and a drummer hoy managed to make
love. But
teries.

Aug.

SULLIVAN.

Miss Maria Butler and Mrs. Jennie Kimball, of Dorchester, Mass., are spending a
few weeks with Mrs. Nelson Young.

went to

Sullivan,

at

Stratton, Frederic Johnson,
Reginald
Johnson, Kenneth Crabtree, Lillian Scaminon and
Tommy Merchant spent last
week at l)e

left Thursday for

Mrs. Jennie Stearne
Melrose, Mass.

drums.

iuuuk

Merritt and wife, of Debiois,
Mrs. Merritt’s former home on Sugar
Hill for an indefinite time.
Wilbur

are

Rev. A.

_

I attended dress parade that afterhoon at the fort and saw Arapahoe
Johnny marching aliout beating bis
•lruin as usual. His case had attracted
a good deal of atteutlou from the first
and now that It was known that the
young drummer was belr to several
millions the whole garrison was out to
look at him. The colonel had offered
to detail him for his orderly till he
could 1*> put through the formality of
a
discharge, but the boy preferred to
remain with the baud. 1 was principally interested to discover his sweetheart, especially as an officer's daughter ahe lmd no business to have any
thing to do with n drummer.
1 soon picked out a girl who seemed
I “'side herself with excitement, and
as
Arapahoe Johnny marched by,
while the command stood at rest, 1
caught the telltale Idush on her cheek.
She tvas a little beauty, as lithe as a
young willow, and It was easy to see
that the only being for her on parade
was the boy who lieat one of the snare

North

associa-

York at the house.

Foss visited her sister, Mrs.
at

'encamp-

Frank and

NORTH LA MOINE.

education."

Miss Edith

regiment

Waterville.

A pArty from Massachusetts is at DeMeyer’s camp; also a party from New

Harbor.

picnic with Wesley Ford C. H. Abbott,
pleasant day was spent. days last week.

George Treadwell and Willie Doaue, all of
this place.
ARE.
Aug. 20.

Tou had better apply for a dlacharge at once, for It will require some
time to get one and I need your presence in Philadelphia.
Beside*. It I*
high time you were beginulng your

B.

W. Gong ins attended the

tion at

B. Lorimer,
Mrs. Harold G. Foss went to New York
Mrs. Livermore, Saturday to join her husband, Capt. Foss,
L.
and
Mrs.
C.
of Bangor,
Estey
daughter of the schooner D. Howard Spear, recently
Helen, of Prickton, Mass.; Mrs. J. F. arrived from n south tii port.
of
and
Mansfield,
Natick, Mass.,
Mtrj.'e
A party consisting of A. B. Crabtree and
Hunt, of Charleston; Mrs. Wesley Ford, wife. H. W. Johnson and wife, J. N.
Miss
Rosa
C.
Miss Inez Ford,
Hodgkins,
Strutt >n and w ife, Hervey Scammon and
P. Hodgkins oud daughter Luella, Mrs.
wife, Burton Merchant and wife, Mrs.
S.
H.
Mrs.
John Wright, Mrs.
Remick,
Eva
Miss Lula Stratton, Carl
In the

Charity.

discharged

A.

A

in his launch.

1

Reed, of Bangor, was
guest of Miss Nancy Abbott Saturday.
Mrs. Walter Hodgkins is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Charles Hodgkins, at
W.

Moses

relatives here.

ment of the 11th Maine

THE

Kear

Master Shirley Blake, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Charlie Ashe.
August 11 five candidates were instructed
in the first and second degrees at Greenwood grange.

repre-

Mrs.

visiting

S-fg.il iToticfS.

MAISiB.
To ail persons interested in either of t&eeetates hereinafter named.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, Id i*f
Court iu and for the county of Hancock:
for the county of ifrncock, on the sewmch
represents Eben K. Whitday of August, a. d. 1908.
aker, of Eden, in said county, that he is
following matters having bees prethe surviving partuer of the late partnership
sented for the action thereuuon hmisof Jordan A: Whitaker, which said 01^11^ttiter indicated, n is utreoy ordered thai
ship consisted of him, the said Ebeu K. Whit
alrer and Albion F. Jordan, late of said Eden, tire thereof be given to all persons interested^
by causing a copy of this order to be u*b*
deceased; that your said petitioner as stir
viving partner, filed a boud and w s author- l*«hed three weeks successively fn the RV*.
ized at the April term of your bouorable court worth American, a newspaper published <u
held at Ellsworth, within and mr said county Ellsworth, in said county, that they mar *<v
at a
of Hancock, on the first Tuesday of April,
probate court to be he’d at Warill, in said county, on the fourth da$
a d. 1906, to close the affairs of said
partnership estate; that a part of the partnership September, a. d. 1808, at ten of the clock in' the
forenoon, and be 'heard thereon if they «r
assets consists of real estate situated in Bar
Harbor, in said Eden, and hereinafter par- cause
Ambrose Springer, late of Franklin, in said
ticularly described, to wit:
o unty, deceased.
A certain im-trument (im1.
A certain lot or parcel of land, together
with the buildings thereon, situated in that porting to be the last will and testanteaiof
said
deceased, together with petition for propart of said Keen, known as Bar Harbor, and
particularly bounded and described as fol- bate of same, presented hy Onias Springer,
the executor named therein.
lows, to wit:
Beginning on tic southern aide of Cottage
AbbyC. C 'ndon, late of ABooth Penobscot,
in said county, deceased.
certain instra
street at the northwest corner of said stteet,
of the land described as conveyed in the deed ment purporting to be the last will and te-v*
meat
of said deceased, together with petit in*
from the Mount Desert Island R*-al Estate
Company to Daniel W Brewer, t.ated July 1. for probate of same, presented by Oscar L.
1887, and recorder in Hancock co..nty, Maine, Hailey, the excutor named therein.
Isaac Ci os son. late of Bluehill. in said e ntnregistry of deeds, in book 222. page 191; thence
Final account of Henry B.
ty. deceased.
south eight degrees west, following the west
ern line of satd land conieyed by said comDarling, administrator, tiled to- settlement.
to Btewei. seventy five and nine-tenths
Mepben B. Dow, late of Tremout, in iwl
pany
Final account of Heajafeet to the northwestern corner of lot No. 16
county, deceased.
min B Reed, administrator, filed for w:ueas shown on a plan made for said
company by
Charles P. Simpson, recorded in said registry ment
John W. Dresser, late of Castine. in said
of deeds, book of plans 1. page 33; thence
south ei*hty-three degrees thirty-six minutes county, deceased. First and final account of
east, forty-seven fee*, to the southwest corner John N. Gardner, executor, tiled for seUJ»of the lot conveyed by said company to Alvah ment.
David F. Tribou, late of Ellsworth, in .^aid
H. Jordan by deed dated July 1, 1887, and recorded in sud registry of deeds; thence north- county, deceased. First and final accountuf
erly but alw'ays fol’owing the westeru line of D vtd H. Tribou, administrator, filed furaetsaid Alvah H. Jordan lot seventy-six feet, tlement.
John O. Moore, late of Mariaville. in «*&
more or less, to Cottage street; thence westerly following Cottage street, to the point of county, deceased. First and final account of
beginning, containing 3,570 square feet, more H. T. Silsby, executor, filed for settlement.
John G. Jordan, a person non compos msntiM.
or less.
Beiug the same property conveyed
First account of Abbie Jorfrom Frank L. Brewer to said Jordan and of Ellsworth.
Willia C. Paine by deed dated Sept. 14 1895, dan, guardian, fi.ed for settlement.
Lemuel D. Jordan, late of Ellswrorth, in *xfcl
and recorded in book 298. page 71, of the regPetition that Hetk T.
istry of deeds for said county of Hancock, to county, deceased.
which deed and record reference is hereby Campbell, or some other suitable person, he
appointed administrator D. B. N. with wifi
expressly made.
2.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land annexed, presented by Beth T. Campbell,<ne
situated iu that part of the said town of Eden. of the executors of the estate of William B.
known as the village of Bar Harbor, and I Campbell, late of Ellsworth, deceased, a creditor of the estate of the said Lemuel D. Jorbounded and descilbed us follows, to wit:
Commencing at a point in the eastern side dan.
Nettie B. Gordon, late of Franklin, in saut
line of Barnard avenue and seventy (70) feet
Petition that Beth T.
from the northern side line of Cottage street; county, deceased.
thence in an easterly direction parallel with Campbell, or some other suitable person, he
and everyw here seventy (SO) feet distant from appointed administrator D. B. N. with
1 annexed,
presented by Seth T. Campbell, oae
the northern side line of Cottage street sevthe executors of the estate of William M.
euty-five (75) feet more or less, to the western of
1
late of Ellsworth, deceased,.a crediline of the Sherley lot, so called; thence iu a Campbell,
1
tor
of
the
northerly direct.on. but everywhere foljow- j Oliver P.estate of Nettie B. Gordon.
Dorr, late of Orland, iu said couot»„
ing the western line of said Sherley lot, forty
(40) feet; thence in a westerly direction par- I deceased. Resignation of George A. Dorr, adallel with and everywhere forty (40) feet dis- ministrator of said estate, filed.
Rose D. Jordan, otherwise known as Rosalie
tant from the first described line to the east- |
D. Jordan, late of Ellsworth, in said coaaty,
ern side line of Barnard avenue; thence in a
Petition filed by Charles P. itemt*
southerly direction following the eastern side deceased.
line of Barnard avenue, to the point of be- ! 1administrator, that an order be issued to distribute
the heirs of said deceased,
among
a
with
foi
!
all purposes 1
ginning; tog<|her
way,
the amount remaining in the hands of aaM
of a way, in common with the grantors, their
heirs and assigns, over a way ten (10) feet !administrator, upon the settlement of ids1
1
account.
wide extending from the eastern end of the | first
Harry Coombs, a minor of Malden, CotuCg
above desc ibed lot to Barnard avenue. The
*of Middlesex, State of
Massachusetts. Edisouthern line of the above describtd lot is
j
the northern line of said way; also a right of tion filed by Josephine H. Bunker. guaidaM«,
for license to sell certain real estate of mod
way in common with the grantorB, their heirs
and assigns, over Barnard avenue, as now 1minor us described in said petition.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of saidc««rt
laid out, to Cottage street. Being the same
premises described as conveyed by M. A. A truecopy, Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Greeley et al. to said Jordan & Whitaker by
STATE OF MAINE.
warranty deed dated Sept. 30, 1903, and recorded in book 405. page 280. of the registry of
Treasurer's Office,
deeds for said county of Hancock.
Augusta, Aug. 1, IMS. &
3.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
to Chap. 9. Sec. 44. of thriftfrsituated in that part of said town of Eden,
vised Statures, I will at the State Tre—
known as the village of Bar Harbor, and
urer’s office at Augusta, on the twentieth daw
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
of Septemoer next, at 11 o’clock a. m.. sell an*
Beginning at a point in the eastern side convey by deed to the highest bidder, all the
line of Barnard aveuue and at the northwest ; interest of the State iu the tracts of iansl
corner of the lot heretofore conveyed by Mary
hereinafter described, lying in unincorpor\nn Greeley et al. to said Jordan and Whita
ated townships, said tracts being forfeited to
ker; thence in an easterly direction but the State for State taxes, and countv r.ia—
the
northern
line
of
everywhere following
certified to the treasurer of State, for the
the said lot heretofore conveyed to said Jor- | 1901 and
previous years. The sale and oaodan and Whitaker, seventy-five (75) feet more 1 ve tanceor each tract
will be made subject to
or
less, to the western line of the Shirley ! a
in the owner or part owner who**
right
property; thence in a northerly direction, but rights have been forfeited to redeem the saaio
everywhere following the said western line of I at any time wfthin one year after the sale, fry
the said Shirley property, forty-five (45) leet,
paying or tendering to rbe purchaser his promore or less, to the southern line of the lot
portion of what the purchaser paid therefor
heretofore conveyed by Mary Ann Greely et at the sale, with interest at the rate of twenty
al. to George S. Bowdoin; thence in a westerly
per cent per annum from the time of Mia,
direction by everywhere following the said and
one dollar for release, or such owner -nay
southern line of the said Bowdoin property, redeem his interest
by paying as aforesaid Its
seventy-five (75) feet, more or less, to the the treasurer of State, as provided in Chap.»,
eastern side line of said Barnard avenue;
Sec. 46, of the Revised Statutes.
thence in a southerly direction, but everyNo tract, however, will be sold at a price tarn
where following the said eastern line of the than the full amount due thereon for such use
said Barnard avenue, forty-five (45) leet. more
State and county taxes, interest and
paid
or less, to the
point of beginning. Together costs, as described ic the following scherialrs;
with a way for all purposes of a way, in comYear. Township.
Acres, LaL.
mon witn the said Mary Ann Greely et. al..
HANCOCK COUNTY.
their heirs and assigns. over said Barnard
avenue to Cottage street.
Being the same 1904 4, N. Division,
1,060 *14»
premises conveyed bv said Mary Ann Greely 1904 7, S. D.vision, N. part,
100
Whitaker by war- 1904 7. S. Division, 8.
ei al. to said Jordan and
3 43;
82
part.
ranty deed dated June 27. 1904, aud recorded 19i 4 No. 10,
836
7 IS
in book 409, page 406, of the registry of deeds 1904 16, Middle Division,
£.63
£10
for the said county of Hancock.
OiiAM ANDA L SMrTIA.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that he
State Treasurermay be licenced to sell and convey at public
or private sale, the whole of said
real estate,
STATE OF MAINE.
being asset* of the late partnership, after due
not.ee, ard on giving bond with sufficient
Hancock ss.—At a probate court helt at
surely, and to appropriate the proceeds to the Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hanraolt*
payment of the partnership debts, and to pay on the seventh day of August, in the yes* of
over any balance thai remains in his hands,
our Lord one thousand nine hundred audwta.
after closing the affairs of said partnership
CERTAIN instrument purporting C« be
estate, to the persons entitled to the same, and
a copy of the last will and testararat
on complying wita all the requirements of the
and codicils of Armantine M. Coffin, late «C
law, authorizing a sale of real estate.
Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia,,
Dated this seventh day of August, a. d. 1906. and Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof in and
Eben K. Whitaker,
of Pennsylvania, duly mSurviving partner of the taie partnership of Commonwealth
theuticsted, having been presented to ttar
Whitaker.
Jordan
of probate for our said county of HanJudge
STATE Ur MAINE.
cock for the purpose of beine allowed, filed
recorded in the probate court of our
an
Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, county of Hancock.
on the seventh day of August, in the year of j
Ordered, That notice thereof be given tta
all persons interested therein, by publishing
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and six.
That ; a copy of this order three weeks saccessivaly
On 'the foregoing petition ordered:
notice thereof be given to all persons inter- ; in tne Ellsworth American, a newspapmr
ested, by causing a copy of said petition and printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Aoa~
this order thereon to be published three cock. prior to the fourth day of 8eptem.te*v
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Ameri- ; a. d. 90ft. that tney may appear at a pritatr
court then to be held at Bluehill, in ami
can, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
said county, that they may appear at a prc- | for said county of Hancock, at ten o’ctotfcita
the forenoon, and show cause, if any &hey
bate court to be held at Biuehi 1, in and for
said county, on the fourth flay of September, I have, against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probata.
in the forenoon, and I
a. d. 1906. at ten o’clock
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ; A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Registaaof the petitioner should not be granted.
STATE OF MAINE.
O. P CUNNINGHAM. Jud. e of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Attest:-!’. F. Mahoney. Register.
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
on the seventh dav of August, in the year <af
NOTICE OF FoICECLOJsLKE
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and mxCERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
Samuel E Gould, of Waltham,
Hancock county, Maine, by his mort- j
copy of the last Will and Testament *1
of
>o
the
deed
oated
Joseph
Tagert Macauley, late of Philadel|>hia»
twenty-ninth
day
gage
j
in the county of Philadelphia, and Com masveruber. a. d. 1881, a d recorded in the regiswealth ot Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
try of deeds for Hancock county, Maine, vol.
181. page 2 8. to which deed and the record I t' e prooate thereof in said Commonwealth
havurjf
t’lert-of express reference is her- made, con- |; Pennsylvania, duly aulhe ticated,
veyed to Gilman Jordan, late of Waltham, j been presented to the judge of proba e for ouc
said county of Hancock for the purpose of
deceased, a certain lo or parcel of laud sitthe
allowed,
filed
and
recorded
in
and
bounded
prouated in sa d town of Waltham,
being
and cescribed as follows, to wit:
Beginning ;I bate court of our sai county of Hancock.
O.dered, That notice the eof be given ti*
at a stake aud stones situated north six deInterested
all
therein,
and
the
out half rods from
by publishing
persons
gree-ea>: eighty
weeks successively
a copy of this order three
northwest corner of land conveyed to Jot ham
in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Dyer; thence north six degrees east eighty
I
said
at
in
Ellsworth,
rids
to
land
Hulliundone half
county of Hanprinted
occupied by
van
Jordan: thence south eighty-four de- cock. prior to the fourth day of September,
a
Probata
a. d. ISHJtt. that they may appear at
grees east one hundred rods to the east line
of said*'town of Waltham; thence south six court then to be held at Blue'iill, in and for
cagrees west by said town line eighty aud said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in tl*«
one-half rods to a stake and stones; thence j forenoon, and show cause, if any they hava*
north eighty four d gre-s west one hundred I against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of ProbaVa.*.
rods to the place or beginning, containing,
A true copy, attest:—T F. Mahoney. Register.
fifty acres, rode or less.
And whereas, the condition of said mort
AICTION JSAL.K.
gage has been broken aud is now broken and
unperformed, now therefore, I, the under- Agreeable to an order of sale granted August
signed. Wilford B. Jordan, of said Waltham,
1, 1906, by William E. Whiting, Esq., reiCBM
administrator of the estate of the said late
in bankruptcy
Gilman Jordan, do hereby claim a foreclosure rriHE undersigned trustee hereby gives »o~
of said mortgage aud do hereby give this
tice that he will sell at public auction
written notice as required by statute of my the bankrupt estate of Robert R. Curtiisai
intention in my said capacity as administrathe store lately occupied by him in Bucksport,
tor to foreclose said mortgage for breach of the
County of Hancock and State of Maine, on
Wilford B. Jordan.
condition thereof.
Tuesday the twenty-first day of August, IS».
Dated this 24th day of July, a. d. 1906.
Th*
at two of the clock in the afternoon.
stock of goods consisting of groceries, toSTATIC OF MAINE.
bacco, confectionery and fixtures. Tern**
cash.
William R. Roix,
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Dated Aug. 10, 1906^__Trustee.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
of
subscribers
of
the
on the seventh day
hereby give notice that
year
August, in
rpHE
hundred and
JL they have been duly appointed ex ecu tew
our Lord one thousand nine
of the last will and testament of William B.
six.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
Campbell, late of Ellsworth, in the county
bonds as ike
copy of the last will and testament of of Hancock, deceased, and given
All persons having demand*
Francis C. Macauley, late of Philadelphia, in law directs.
the county of Philadelphia, and Common- against the estate of said deceased are 4erwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the sired to present the same for settlement, a*<t
probate thereof in said Commonwealth of all indebted thereto are requested to make
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having payment immediately. Olive B Hanscom
Beth T. Cami'hkix
been presented to the judge of piobate for
August 7,1906.
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
subscriber hereby gives notice th*
of being allowed, filed und recorded in the
she has been duly appointed administraprobate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to tor of the estate of Dewitt C. Folsom, la4r
all persons interested therein, by publishing of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
a copy of this order three weeks successively
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the ea
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- tate of said deceased are desired to present
cock, prior to the fourth day of September, the same for settlement, and all indebted
a.
d.
1906, that they
may
appear at thereto are requested to make payment i »a probate court then to be held at Bluehill,
mediately.
Charlotte W. Folsom
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
August 7, 1906.
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
the
same.
any they have, against
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mauonky, Register.
OF

RESPECTFULLY

Miss Blanche Smith, of North Hancock,
is

j

sented one of the most respectable law
Miss Martha Hodgkins, of Old Tow n,
firms in Philadelphia. Arapahoe John- is visiting her ancle, Column Hodgkins,
ny met him In our office, and when the i
Mrs. Tilden Bowden and children, of
attorney looked at the locket he pro- Trenton, are visiting Mrs. Woodbury
duced other picture* of the man ami Bowden.
j
woman whose likenesses were In the
j A party went from here to Bar Harbor
case.

Ixg&i y.zxi rrs.
STATK

EA8TBROOR.
The Wilbur reunion will be at
Wilbur’s Sept. 6.

Vam« Ouche.”

“Bakes alive, father! Here comes another carriage!” and it then began to
Saturday evening, Aug. 11, Everett
dawn upon the good old
couple that a Cousins, of Northeast Harbor, and Miss
|
Katherine
Norton, of Milbridge, were
surprise party was on. After that there
l waa no more anxiety regarding the aup- married by M. L. Allen, esq. The groom
is well knowrn here, and all friends extend
| per. Each carriage brought its basket of
1^’
j food, and in a trice three large tables to this young couple best wishes for a
were set and loaded.
It took but a mo- long and happy wedded life.
ment for the company to seat itself, and
Rev. L. W. Snell and wife entertained
then how those things disappeared!
on’,
pleasantly at Camp Taylor, Tuesday of
The evening came on and the company last week, from three to five, in honor of
ARAPAHOE JOHNNY.
lingered until a late hour, chatting, their niece, Miss Mary Athea Skinner, it
order
drawn
an
furnished
by
Tin' boy
j laughing at old experiences, and retelling being her sixth birthday. There were ten
■: -ud commanding at Fort Lenvthe
the stories of years ago. And merriest little ones present, from ten months old
advertisement
Insert
to
auy
rtli
n\w
and jolliest of all were the venerable upward. There was the usual
birthday
to
the
tie
colonel.
to
charged
)»• desired*
hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whitaker, cake, with other cakes, candies and lemonTin' l >v *v is so handsome, so manly eighty-three and eighty-four years old, »s ade. A
afternoon was spent.
very
pleasant
.rent that 1 became Interall(l s * i
young in heart and mind as the youngest Those present were Misses Celia and
1 won his
case at once.
est I in 1'
of tbs company of friends and relatives Romona Carter, Beulah
Atherton, Sigrid
to
rue that
he
confided
e,
ami
conll'l*’
who had dropped in to add another bright Jacobson, Lucy
Butler, Ruth Jacobson
hr had conceived a tmy's love for the spot to the old folks’ life.
and Masters Edward Somes, Allen Carter
little latigiiter of one of the captains
In the party were Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins, and Wingate Snell.
at tl»« fort: hence his desire to leurn of
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins, Miss Clara
Aug. 13._J.
was
be
told
The
me,
!«*••
girl,
hi*
tity
Hodgkins, Mrs. Addle Reynolds, diaries
tiff. a. I wrote an artlcfc atiout the L. Reynolds, W. H. King and
HANCOCK.
of
wife,
civ-tcry attending the boy's birth, and tamoine; Capt. Charles
Miss Mary Flagg, of Fall River, Mass.,
Hodgkins and
and
wide.
far
was
copied
It
w ife, Mrs. Gust*
Bartlett, Miss Ella Bart- is the guest of Miss Ethel Crabtree.
letter' came from all over the counlett, Charles Bartlett, of Melrose, Mass;
Mrs. E. G. Abbott, of Portland, has been
so.ia
of
uU
disappearances
try giving
Mrs. J. L. Chamberlain, of Boston; Mrs. the
gnest the past two weeks of Miss
and sue cations for clews, but none of C. A.
Walter L. Reynolds and
Reynolds,
Nancy Abbott.
them fitted Into the circumstances at- wife, Homer H.
Miss Louise
Reynolds,
Mrs. Lunian Stratton, Mrs.
Neal
tending the hoy’s life and memory.
Reynolds, of Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. Her- and children and Miss Lula May
Stratton, of
Finally one morning a man walked in
bert Hodgkins and wife, of Lynn, Mass.;
are at their home here
to my office aud said that he was
Howard DeLaittre and wife, of Minnne- Lawrence, Mass.,
for the summer.
the father of the boy who had nd
apolie; A. W. Reynolds, of Derry, N. H.,
I suspected biin from the
Tert.scd.
At the meeting of Elinee council Wedand Fred 1. Reynolds. Jr., of New Haven,
first. He did not rescmtde the picture
nesday evening, one candidate was inR.
Aug. 20.
j
in
the
and
he
could
man
locket,
the
of
itiated into the mysteries of the degree.
MARLBORO.
Refreshments were served. At the next
give no proof whatever of his claim.
as
did
aliout
and
Tf
felt
I
Ik>t
it,
The
Newell Hodgkins, of Old Town, spent meeting a very pleasing programme,
advised him to go back to Raltlmore.
w hich is
being arranged by Mrs. Bertha
Sunday here.
said
from.
l
he
came
where
Foss, will be presented.
Miss Audrey Hodgkins has gone to CssInstead of doing so he remained In
Aug. 13._C.
tine to visit her brother Ralph.
the town several days and one day
Miss Hazel Young, who is employed at
who
Mrs.
Adel
be
rt
has
been
Hodgkins,
a
the
with
Into
office
came
gentleman
Bar Harbor, spend Sunday at home.
evidence that bo
employed in Bar Harbor, is at home.|
who

produced

member, and the home bereft of a devotee
husband and affectionate father.
Reeolvcd, That while we deplore our fraternal loss, yet we would bow in subinissioi
to the will of the Divine Ruler of all societlet
and extenu our heartfelt sympathy to the afflicted family and commend them to Hiir
who doeth all things well.
Rceolved, That as a t-oken of appreciation
and respect to the memory of our departed
brother, our charter be draped for thirty
days; a copy of these resolutions be placed
among our records, a copy sent to the bereaved family **nd copies sent to The Ellsworth American and Bangor Commercial.
Adki.brrt W. Gordon,
Flora F. Abbott,
Myra L. Springer,
Committee on Resolutions.

page*.

afternoon, Aug. 12, “Unde Charles” and
Miss Maud Quimby, of Lynn, Mass.,
“Aunt Hunan” were just getting ready for
visiting her aunt, Mrs. E. J. Somes.
as ihe

a tali. slcmU-r Imy op
I! fi,
nlKiiit »lxte,'n mkI lu uniform
nto >'iir d«w»|i(|M ofll<» in
Kan., and luaertcd tin

MrcotIy

r**tt

LAMOINE.
A

,,,

>***.

v «

t

A

THE

Subscribe for The America

^

3 b runs mints

GOODS

SUMMER
|

*

Mrs.

as

We hold a special sale of Washable Waists comprising various
in White Lawn and Batiste, trimmed with lace and embroidery,
at the exceptionally low prices of $1, $1.23, $1.30, $1.78, •'!*and *2.~»0.
Women's Suits and Walking Skirts in large variety at low prices.
of a kind, ou which we are
We have some Odd Suits, one or tw
a

Harding is visiting here.
Crippen has lately visited

brought from lalesboro for burial here
August 16.
Wallace Hinckley and George Ralph
have been at home from Northeast Harbor

]

on a

F. Hinckley, w ho has been in poor
health some tL»*e, had a severe ill torn re-

cently
Mrs.

A SALE OF WOMEN’S SHOES.
White Canvas Oxfords and Pumps for Ladies, Misses and Children ;
also Tennis Oxfords, Tan and Black Russian Calf. Agents for Hurt’s
and Patrician: also Walkover for Ladies and Men.
We carry the largest stock of Boots and Shoes in the city.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

short vacation.

Rev. Mr. McCaJly, of New York, who is
summering here, preached in the Congregational church Sunday morning.
B.

reduction.

and is in

s

few weeks here.

of Mrs.

Hhe

Mass.,
was

is

the

F. L. Mason last week.

Rev. E. Bean went to Brewer last week
! to officiate at the marriage of Lincoln
Merrill and Misa Barbour.

Many

friends

the newly-wedded couple a long and
j
j happy life.
Mrs. Truax and family returned to their
summer home here Aug. 16.
Mrs. Wriison
snd Miss Pearson accompanied them on
their sad Journey to New York, where the
| remains of Mr. Truax were taken for
w

a

Mis* Frances Heed has
visit from her sister.

ish

are

!

Abbic Cooluige returned to FrankHoad Thursday, after a week s visit at

home.

Hodgkins.
Chamberlain and wife, of BosKing are guests of their
parent**, William King and wife.
The annual Sunday school picnic was
held Wednesday, Aug. 15. Quite a large
company was in attendance and a pleasant
William

ton. and Clarence

was

enjoyed.

The recent departures are Howard IVLalttre and wife, Mrs. Augusta Bartlett,

and

daughter,

Frank

Boynton

and

"The very thing." replied the Inform“Her mnje*ty I* very fond of
them. I would advl*e you to offer them
by all mean*."
Jean whipped up bl* male and a*
noon as he had gone there came a 'burst
of laughter from these who hail head I
the conversation, but Jean, not hearing
It. drove to the palace, bent on laying
his present at the queen's feet. Many
lounger* were there, ami he said to oue
ant.

ber.

C. A. Reynolds is spending a few
Her son
summer home.

wf-eka at their

Walter and family are with her, and her
daughter. Mrs. Sumner Foster, with her
husband and infant child, will Join the

family to-day.
Aug. 20.
HA EG

mule eart hito (lie capital of 111* counIlf bad
try. loiui.d with cabbages.
he nohmiST n- ».eti the wall bef

bages.”

Mrs Sadie Pending, Martin
Bunker and family and Mias Mamie Webfamily,

Mrs.

unct-

go plug.
"What I* going on. stupid? Why, do
you not ku «w that the queen comes of
age today:"
“Tlie queen comes of age? What are
they going to do?"
“She receives congratulations anti
presents and enter* upon directing the
gov irmnumt."
"i ‘n-tcut-i V"
"Yes. you ftHil, presents. Have you
a present f >r her?"
"Why. no." Jean replied musingly,
"auto * *: e would accept my cab-

Edward Hodgkins and son Ralph,
Waltham, are guests of Mrs. Fred

Mrs.

day

MRS. O. D. ROBINSON.
11
in America It In
terete

ticed flag* (tying from tbo bouses,
crowds lu tbo streets and every appearance of « holiday.
"What la going on?" asked Jean.

Miss

of

Every

r»e Cuts*

Leander Smith, of Trenton, is visiting
hi*soo,Capt. Jefferson Smith.
Mrs. Sarah Preble, of Bar Harbor, is the
guest of her brother, W. F. Hutchings.
lin

f

(Original.)
lu the past when Europe
t gras < ><u;K»*ed of iH'tty kingdoms Jean
•
Clarence
esosuli, a i-onntry Innt, drove hi*

occupying

Cftpt. Jefferson Smith and son
arrived home Saturday night.

I1;S REWARD

j|i-..j^*dr<*dMwiJk5*i*i»S4i*;dwus-5*<s .3

recently enjoyed

Eben CkMfin* and wife
their summer home here.

son

feeble condition.

Venner, of Waltham,

spending
j guest

a

*ar

LAMOINE.

Mrs. MQton Tenney, of Georgetown,
Mass., has been at the Pendleton house.
George Gray, who has been visiting Mrs.
Mary Peters, baa returned to Eaat Boston.
George A. Clough, who has been with
his family at his summer home here, left
to-day.
The remains of George Wiltons were

they last, 3S>c.

1

fM*
-rsafcc ^trrarrr:~-r--^ra aagaagssr

Miss Edna Sponger, of Ellsworth, ia in
a few days.
For three days the mercury ha# been exploring the nineties.

styles

making

&w»IW| Svetf

town for

We have made a large purchase of summer Silks suitable for Suits
and Waists. These were never sold for less than 73c per yard ; our

long

Ellen

aWjrrtiwnunt*.

NEWS

OliM \

*•*»«*

relat ives in town.

pI

as

MM

BLUEH1LL.

MOST tempting prices.

price

V*

Mr#. Marshall

AT THE

j

NEW-

Vl'\

yn
-*■

H.
_

KNTVHJLE.
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HEALTH

DESTROHl)

BY PELVIC CATARRH.
'!

“Pe-ru-na has prolonged
mvj
life and made a new woman off
me-"—Mrs- O. D. Robinson.

mi

Mr*. O. R. Robinson, til St. T'\:x St
*f w**ffl To see the queen.”
"Oh. you do?
Well, go right In Brooklyn, N. Y., write*:
*•# have taken Pervna and It did me
there.”
Mr*. Waldo Kingsbury, of Mad field.
; burial.
!
"t sm get tig to offer her these cab- more good than all my two tears*
The annual fair of the Hancock county Mass., is visiting her mother, Mr*. Clara
'•
Wap you watch tlictu for roe treatment by special phvslclanx.
bone*
agricultural association will be held at Bowden.
‘•I can really *»y that 1 t d l;k*
Mountain park, Sept. 11, 12 and 13. The
Fred Cromwell, who has been visiting while lam goneT*
another person. No more swollen feet
S hope has been expressed by members of friends in town, returned to Lynn. Mass.,
"Certainly.
Here, comrades. This and llmba. No more
bloating of tha
fellow has brought a load of cabbage*
the association that the ladies w ill furnish
Saturday.
atdomen. No more shortness i,f breath.
for
the
a good display of fancy work and other
qeern
No more stiff and aore joints. Yon
Scott R. Lyra burner and wife, who have
Jit<ui luff bis cabbages with them
contributions.
hare no idea what your treatment hu
been visiting in Clinton, Conn., returned
to
and.
tlie
grflng
door. Joined with done for me. It haa
A party of young people arc camping at home Saturday.
prolonged my lift
who
magnates
were
going lu to con- and made a new woman of me.
New bury Neck for a couple of weeks.
Fancy Valenciennes Plat and Point de Paris and imitation Duchess
Pitt Danforth, of Melrose, and Addison
gratulate her majesty, and »o dense
Babson
Mrs.
E.
is
The
P.
such
a
and
lOc.
chaperone.
values
at
He
"O.
blessing I have received
and Normandy, '•pecial
5c,
G. Sargent, of Newton, are spending a few
was the crowd that be wa* not noticed
l*rty consist# of Misses Emma Hinckley, weeks at Ashlawn.
through your kindness. Doctor, and
tlie
attendants.
wa*
Ouce In be
by
the assistance of the medicine w hich
Nellie Douglass, Htitle McIntyre, Myrtle
Charlea Hillings and F.ugene Jordan, suffer'd Ui go on with the rest and soon you so kindly prescribed.
Pillabury, Elsie Philip, M a belle Babson,
CORSETS, GLOVES AND UNDERWEAR.
found
are
himself
In
in
a
line
•‘I am able to work alnee 1 began year
are
the
Boston,
near
throne.
spending
employed
C. Mary Curtis and Alice Mayo, and who
When It came his turn to *t>cnk to the treatment, but before I was not able to
their vacation in town.
Messrs.
Fred
out.
WarHarden,
an
unbreakable
new,
Curtis,
have
Corset,
Harvey
Billy
We
entirely
just
queen she drew twick In surjirine.
help myself, mneh less do any work.
Master Harry Hooper, of Camden, is
Hinckley, Rob Hinckley and Norman
ranted not to break, made from coil springs.
"I have come." said Jean, "to eon
All praise la due to Dr. Hartman and
summer with
bis grand
the
spending
Mayo.
Price, 91. 91.50 and 92.
gratulnte your
majesty and have his treatment."
M.
parent*. B. J. Hooper and wife.
Aug. 20.
brongtit tny present—a load of cab- j
Mis* Edith Snow, who has been visiting
Uii-es.”
FRANKLIN.
returned
her sister, Mrs. Arthur Sargent,
j !>• ■tesouant*, seeing something
Mrs. Leslie Swan has returned from a
WHITE AND COLORED WASH DRESS GOODS.
to her home in Bangor Monday.
v.r
tn* midil*inm
OxiHly ,Vpir»
png*$
was
wrong, pressed
forward to revisit to Northeast Harbor.
John Bridge* and wife and Mr*. Abbie, move the country man, hut the qneen
12 1 2c Eoliennes, 15c Basket Weaves, 12 l-2c and li>c
Mm. M.T. dteaman, of San Jose, Cal.,
BURRY.
Mason and son Osrl, of Watertow n, have
woubl mm permit
She asked Jean
Sateens, Linen Lawns, Dress Linens, Persian Lawns, and Dress
was in town last week visiting relatives.
been visiting Mm. A. C. Dodge for a few
where hls gift was and directed that It
Mrs. M. K. Linnekin is visiting at her
Organdies.
John W. Springer, of Portland, is spend- days.
lie breugbt Into the palace: then. giving old home at V inalhaven.
ing a short vacation with his brother, L.
Him.
Jean her hand to klaa. she ordered that
Aug. 2D.
Mrs. Everett Btone lout her horse a few
F. Springer, and family.
RUGS FOR SUMMER FLOOR COVERING
be lie conducted to the door. There In ;
days ago. It waa a family pel, twrntyGOTT8 ISLAND.
Mm. Iner Lawrie and young daughter
found hi* guard. whose lutighter wa* i aeven
years old.
at greatly reduced prices, comprising an excellent assortment in choice
M. V. Babbidge was at McKinley Satturned to astonishment at seeing au
Theresa, and Miss Vlnaie Lawrie are
McKay, of the yacht Emerald,
(apt.
and designs.
on businesa.
urday
otllctal
of
tin*
patterns
of
Mm.
U.
conduct
Jean
and
palace
j
guests
George
Dyer.
made a abort visit to h» home in Surry
to
hi*
cart
the
also
In
Moore's
launch
kitchen.
in
Curtains
and
the
line:
royal
gasoline
being
Carpet
Draperies,
Philip
Mm. Asa 8. Dyer and granddaughter.
Everything
last Tuesday night, returning to Hancock
Ten year* passed, The queeu wa*
built at Atlantic, is nearly completed.
Muriel DeRack, will spend Monday and
I use Furnishings.
Point Wednesday. Mrs. M< Kay a*:o nissti the marshal In command
»t
«a».
Fred Lane and Mr. Theodore are visitTuesday with friends at Lamoine.
panied him.
of her forces wa* driving everything
Miss Maria Bunker, employed at Au- ing J. P. Keough and wife, at Black
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Eli** *rtb,
before him.
In hi* army wa* a pen
j
gusta pension office, is spending a pleas- Inland.
eral who had risen from the ranks, preached in the Baptist (hurt h Sunday
ant vacation at her old home here.
of
who
Cambridge,
Wyman Whitney,
Having a genius for war he had risen aft* moon. A. O. Ray and hit daughter
Mm. Emma Springer and three young has been at Hillside cottage, left for home rapidly and uow commanded one of sang several selections. In the evening
j
Saturday.
sons are making their annual visit with
the wlntts of the army.
One day he j Rev. Mr. Miller, of Bridgewater. Mas*.,
yacht Hazel with a party of fifteen friend*
her parents, Joseph Bunker and wife.
William White, of Attleboro, Mass.,
wa*
from
hls
command.
He
preached.
missing
from Lamoine. This is his annual trip to
a4*'tional Omu1» Srtm *ee ether -,**?**
Rev. Harry Lee and family will go east who has been at the Trask cottage, left for had gone secretly to the capital and so
The yacht lndra, commanded by ('apt.
visit his uncle, O. P. Bragdon. He enterhome Saturday.
llcited an audience with the queen, Fred W. Phillips and owned by 1. L.
tained Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon and Mr. and Thursday, taking in the district Epworth
ASHVILLE.
which wwe Immediately granted.
The schooner Helena, Capt. Martin, arLeague convention Aug. 24, also the East
Mrs. H. A. Martin at dinner, making a
Merrill, of Los Angeles, Cal., can* into
Macbias campmeeting next week.
"What, general, can be the meaning the bay with a party on board la*t Saturrived at Black Island Aug. 18, to load
Irving Grey, of Eden, is visiting his sis- jolly party of twenty.
of yonr return from the front at such
ter, Mrs. Olive Martin.
A fine entertainment is announced for paving for New York.
B.
day night. Mr Merrill is s Surry boy
Aug. 20.
a time?' asked the queen In surprise.
who went West and made hia fortune.
Miss Emily Coho and Miss Marion G.
Monday evening at town hall. Mm. Della
Sidney De Costa, of New York, is at
the marshal needs your
8.
BLUEH1LL FALLfl.
Aug. *20.
Fickett, Miss Bernice Dunn, Mm. H. F. Smith, of Hartford, Conn., who have been "Certainly
Capt. N. H. Bickford’s for a few weeks.
at Island Rest, Atlantic, are with Mrs. servlcee."
Burt Hendricks has moved to Stoning- Collins, Mrs. Cleveland, Mm. John Blais- ;
Lew is Martin, of Skowhegan, and MagPhilip Moore, for one week.
WEBT FRANKUN.
"I have come to warn your majesty
dell and Miss Frances Cleveland being ac'■
gie Martin, of Hancock, are at home for a ton.
Chips.
j Aug. 20.
of danger
Frank Bradbury has a crew building the
tive in its preparation.
Several of the
short stay.
Judson Conary, of Portland, is spending
"Danger? What danger? Have not Taunton bridge.
SOUTH BLUEHlLL.
young people are participants.
Mrs. G. K. Hodgkins aud daughters a week with relatives here.
armies
been successful everymy
Sherman Scammon is having the wood
was
the
of
date
Mia#
New
is
at
Thursday evenirg, Aug. 16,
Cora and Marion, of Somerville, Mass.,
Daisy Johnson,
York,
Mrs. Colby Hooper has gone to North
where?A.
W.
Eaton’*.
went out with the darn last spring,
that
of
the
Mesdames
Blaisdell.
reception by
are visiting Mr. Hodgkins’ parents, Ed"Too successful, your majesty. SucSedgwick to spend a week with her
Miss Jessie Johnson, of New York, is at
hauled to the mill.
The weather was delightfully pleasant
ward Hodgkins and wife.
cess ha* turned our leader's head.
He
mother, Mrs. Clara Hooper.
Perrin’s.
Charles
i and cool, and the occasion was one of en
The twelfth annnal reunion of tbe
to march back to the capital,
Miss Bernice Smith came from Bangor
Alice Cole, of Granite, is caring for
Ralph Bowden, of Somerville, Mass., is proiMSws
Chinese lanterns
Butler family waa held at Hardison*
I joyment throughout.
selae
the
enrich
his
Charles
his
O.
B.
Bowden
Mrs.
and
to
generals,
treasury,
Mrs.
Bowden
who
ia
visiting
parents,
Sunday.
ill
at
the
home
of
her
Saturday
spend
*
Ther*
; illumined the entrance porch, which was wife.
give to the men plentifully, depose bl* grove Last Wednesday.
Blance, sr., and son Clark, of Prospect daughter, Mrs. Abram Duffee.
tastefully trimmed with cedar and vines. ! Mrs. Frank Sibley, Mis# Elsie Sibley sovereign and put himself in her place." goodly number of the descendant* of the
w
ith
Herman
the
also
day
Harbor,
spent
*»s
B.
H. Candage
left
for Mrs. M. F. Blaisdell, Mm. John
Monday
Blaisdell, and Miss Bertha Be*mis, of Somerville,
Tbs fan paled; then suddenly re- original Moses present. The day
Smith and wife.
Deer Island, Boston harbor, where he has Mrs. Sleuman and Mm. Cleveland received. Mass., are spending the season at Charles
ideal
a delightful one and the place an
her
confidence
she
said
sucovering
Henderson's.
u
Joseph W. Bragdon, of Minneapolis, been employed for eighteen years.
The throng that filed along the brightly- j
one.
The |oflkers elected are
Mrs. Hannaford, of Boston,who has been ltrily, "Dive me proof of this or march
Minn., came in the bay Friday in his
will be at***®
Charles Tyler, of Jacksonville, Fla., ar- lighted rooms, bedecked with ferns and
spendings few days at Charlea Perrin’s, away from the palace to your execu- last year.lTlw next reunion
of Ausame place the third Wednesday
rived Wednesday to spend a few days with flowers, was kaleidoscopic, erect, elderly ; has gone to Isle au Hint for the remainder
tion."
young faces inter- \ of the season.
gust, HOT.
S&bfTtiftcracsti.
his wife and son, who have been spending dames and bright
The
a paper signed
general
produced
the
UHT-'EB.
Miss
Bermingled. During
evening
Mias Georgia Eaton and Wiley C. ConAug. 30.
the summer here.
nice Dunn sang very sweetly and Mr.
of Bluenill Fails, were married Aug. J»v the marshal which had been sent
Cbumbs.
lawrie gave several graphophone selec- ary,
Aug. 20.
It stipulated
and went to Portland on their wedding him for ills signature.
W EBTfiOOU UDBBORO.
8,
Over-Work Weakens
tions. Cake and ice-cream, under the su•>«*
Their many friends here wish them that for Us support of the Inteuded
Mr*. Elixabeth 8. Shaw 1* .a tbe
of Mm. Helen Wooster, were trip.
pervision
much
Your
M’KIN LEY.
happiness.
movement he was to receive a fortune.
served.
list.
C.
Aug. 20._
The tupwn well knew the marshal*
Mrs. John Knowiton has returned from
«>«“
B.
Aug. 20.
Dr. Nathaniel B. Potter, »'
Unhealthy Kidneys Make Impure Blood. a brief visit in Bangor.
dunsignature nod sank down overcome.
MANSET.
at 'he Wayside inn, returned home
"Who will save me?' she cried.
E. H. Reed and family have been spendIfcfcrrt ism cnta.
All the blood in your body passes through
Mrs. Childs and Miss
day.
Childs
are
Mary
"I will," said the general, “(live roe
ing a few- days in Stonington.
visiting Edward Childs and wife.
jour kidneys once every three minutes.
Harry P. Ashe and wife art reiving
the command of your troops and I
The kidnevs are vour
Mrs. Winfield Higgins and baby, and
Miss Sadie Robbins, of Boston, is spendcongratulations on tbe birth of * d*0*
will hold them to their duty."
blood purifiers, they filMiss
are visiting here.
Myra
Higgins
ter, August.19.
ing her vacation among relatives here.
ter out the wasr- or
“Can you?'
Mrs. Zulma Clark, of West Tremont, is
; How to (iet Tlie Better of This Can***
the
There will be a* harvest festival
Mrs. William Hodgdon and son Seth, of
"I am sure of It."
impurities in the blood.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. L. A. Clark.
of Misery.
^. tvr lCe
August
town-house
If they are sick or out
called
on
friends
here
grounds
Bluehill,
recently.
The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
“And why have you alone stood by :
A scientific writer upon tomach church held its annual midsummer
benefit of the village library.
of order, they fail to do
sale
me?"
The granite quarry operated by the
«***
their work.
troubles says: “If you have ever suf- Wednesday, Aug. 15.
Mia* Frances Wood, who has t«~"
A Wallace Co. has suspended work
"Ho you remember the day you cauie
Kelley
Pains, achesandrheuProf.
of Harvard university,
relatives in Bockland, return.
Byerly,
in«
fered
from
who
has
indigestion—and
of age and bow a countryman Ignorant
for a while.
matism come from excaught a salmon which weighed fifteen
Saturday, accompanied by bert*"»°
of royal way* brougbt you a load of
not?—your imagination has probably pounds in Long pond last Saturday.
cess of uric acid in the
The excursion from Btonington billed to
Aug. £0.
———' w
cabbages for a present?"
pictured a ferocious little imp dancing
blood, due to neglected reach here
Aug. 19._Mad.
evening did not maThursday
"1 do.”
in the pit of your stomach, cause that
kidney trouble.
stall niscurma
terialize. The dancers were not wholly
SOUTH SURRY.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
m**r majesty Instead of turnorgan to neglect all of its duties, with
inert beats, and makes one feel as though disappointed, however, as Isai-th Ober, of a result that is not
B»
ewer to be
Henry Thurston and wife, of Sargent- tav
flogged accepted
only painful, but
they had heart trouble, because the heart is Soinesviile, and Mrs. E. A. Stanley, of this tills you with misery from day to day.” villa, are visiting Mrs. M. V'. Coggins.
was a
Wa pwdaaC and permitted him to lies
over-working in pumping thick, kidney- place, furnished music, which was greatly This writer certainly had suffered with
William May hew* and wife have been
blood
veins
and
arteries.
through
poisoned
appreciated.
indigestion, for there is no more dis- viaitingat Mr. W ilder’s the past week.
It used to be considered that only urinary
Anon.
Aug. 30.
George P. Stewart came Saturday to acagreeable, nerve-racking and sick all“I am that peasant. I will Bare yonr
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
company his w ife, who has bean At Sea
over disease than indigestion.
throne for you.”
back
to New York.
but now modern science proves that nearly
Willows,
A
who
have been
great many people
SURRY.
The queen quickly called for pen and 1
all constitutional diseases have their beginA party of thirteen young people, chaptreated for years for diseases of the
Mrs. Eunice Rich, of Morgan's Bay, is
Dear Sirs:_So- Penobecoe, Me., Feb- 13'
ning in kidney trouble.
liver or kidneys, when they eroned by Mrs. Edwin Babson, at Blue- paper and In a moment General Teter
heart,
is camping at Hopkins' point.
If you are sick you can make no mistake very poorly.
ault was appointed commander of all
used Miona stomach tablets found hill,
I nied your “L. F.” Bitter* for *“
Tramp.
Aug. i».
her forces. As she handed him the headache
by first doctoring your kidneys. The mild
Miona cure the
N. C. Means, who has been with that not only did
Mrs.
from which I was a great
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's
4
paper she said:
her sister since spring, is at her cottage stomach disorder, but it made them
BAR HARBOR.
ferer. I never found anything like it. ^
Swamp-Root • the great kidney remedy is for
well all over and the other troubles
**
faithful aud succeed your
the present.
partite
our
It stands the highest for its
in
lUo
joon realized.
used
for
it
The Bar Harbor horse show opened most reward shall
JAUNDICE
were also cured.
be”—
wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
There is every
F. O. Ricker land wife, of Lynn, Maas.,
If you suffer with nervousness, auspiciously Tuesday.
"Pardon me. your majesty. I prefer it made a quick cure.
thi< year's show w ill surthat
promise
are with Mrs. Ricker’s mother, Mrs. D. G.
and is sold on its merits
sleeplessness, indigestion, sick or ner- pass that of previous years both in class to fix my own reward."
Yours truly, Mas. Vinton C. Oast.
vous headache, pains in the back or
by all druggists in fifty- g
Means, for a few dayB.
of exhibits and in attendance.
A
few
mouths
later
General Tetercent and one-dollar
sides, get a 60c box of Mi-o-na from
Eminent physicians say that t“rte‘
a tit rode Into the
George L. Rich, wife and daughter Grace, G. A. i’archer and take one of the litYou may have a
capital at the head
es.
of all diseases come from P°°*
A Mystery Solved.
of
a
are
Mr.
juarteri
nom*
of
Rich’s
victorious
wnuo
aud
Rutland,
Mass.,
visiting
vy
tle tablets before each meal. It will
loyal army. Alight- i
sample
how to find
inactive liver and bowels.
Elmira
at
Mrs.
Rich.
the
“How
to
Ing
world
keen
off
iigeadon,
do
a
of
tree, also pamphlet telling you
and
will
attAcka
of
he
was
palace
received
mother,
periodic
good,
yon
by
you
Medlor bladder trouble.
biliousness and habitual constipation was
bis p-iyidsw
soon be well and free from indigestion,
«ut if you have kidney
I5c. bottle of "L. F.” Atwood’s
school
and
Kilmer
The
Dr.
Sunday
a
New
Morgan's
Bay
that
Dr.
Life
Pills
mystery
King's
and pre
and its symptoms. G. A. I’archer has
"- our reward, general?” she naked
Mer.sion this paper when writing
troubles
all
ine
these
will
cure
solved for me,” w rites John N. Pleasant,
have their so
toe village Sunday schools
much faith in this medicine that he of
* Co.. Binghamton. N. Y.
rent serious sickness.
Magnolia, Ind. The only pills that are after her congratulation*.
annual picnic at Capt. Albert Treworgy’s gives an absolute guarantee with
every guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction to
once more klas yonr
Colored Foetal Cards « Seu»»
shore Tuesday of this w eek.
box. Ask him to show you this guaror money refunded.
Ouly Me
H. Hay a fcou*.
PIV#
everybody
I IW. write ua. H.
antee.
M.
at E. G. Moore’s, drug store.
Aug. 20.
j^u, Portland. Me.
__

!'

Hundreds of Garments on the second door: scores of different
designs of skirts, Nightgowns, Drawers and Corset Covers.
Skirts at 75c, 91,91.50, 92, 92.50 and 9GNightgowns at 50o, 75o. 91.91-25, 91.50, 92 and 92.50.
Corset covers at 25c, 50c, 75o and 91
Wrappers and two-piece wash suits from 91 to;92.50.

Lida Hark ness is visiting friends In
Worthington. Mass.
Mis*

—
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